SPELLING / VOCABULARY
SPELLING PROGRAMS
Hooked on Spelling (K-3)
It’s not hard to guess the connection – Hooked
on Phonics; Hooked on Spelling. Just like its
“kissing cousin,” Hooked on Spelling is fun,
colorful, and easy-to-use. The general format of
the program is familiar as well: Learn (a short 5-7
minute, computer-based lesson), Practice (5-7
minute segment with the engaging workbooks),
and Play (another 5-7 minutes having fun with
new skills). Each lesson ends with a celebration
and a sticker on a progress chart. In fact, this
celebration is part of the overall educational philosophy of the program which includes working
side by side with your student, encouragement/
praise, mastery, being patient, not overdoing it,
working in a quiet place, employing real-world
spelling activities, surrounding the child with
words, and lastly (most importantly?) reading
with the child every day.
There are two levels: Yellow – roughly corresponding to the 1st grade level of HOP Learn to
Read – and Red, corresponding to HOP Learn to
Read 2nd grade. Program components for each
level include a CD-ROM, a worktext, a spelling
study card, a progress poster and stickers.
The CD-ROM lessons (20 including reviews)
each provide instruction plus interactive reinforcement. Worktexts are for practice and
include exercises, reviews and family-time activities. Each word is written at least three times in
this segment. The wipe-off Spelling Study Card
is available for more practice and provides some
guidance for effective mastery. Stickers applied
to the Colorful Poster (11” x 7” laminated) track
your student’s progress. All instruction centers
around the computer component and although
the computer program is professional with good
audio and practice, there is no way to skip
forward through the lessons. If typing is a roadblock for the child, it may be frustrating. System
Requirements: Windows 2000, XP or higher;
Mac OS 10.1 or higher.
The Yellow level (six words per lesson) covers
beginning consonant and rhyming word families,
ending consonant sounds, short vowels, beginning and ending blends, word families with ending blends, “ch,” “sh,” “th,” and some irregular
words. The Red level (eight words per lesson)
covers short vowels vs. long vowels, blends vs.
non-blends, “c” sounds, “g” sounds, “y,” plurals
and other endings, and some irregular words. ~
Janice
060400  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 39.99
26.95
Spectrum Spelling (K-6)
This series is in full-color, with 36 lessons per
level. Described here is my sample, a grade 3
book. All but a few of the lessons are based on a
phonetic construct or word pattern. The remaining lessons focus on related words like names
of holidays, names of months, or “easily misspelled words.” Lessons begin with a word list
consisting of both core and challenge words. In
the focus section, students say each word, study
the spelling, write the words, and read a spelling
tip pertaining to the words. In the next section,
Words and Meanings, students practice using
words in context. Word Works concentrates on
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specific parts of speech or word constructs. The
Word Play section presents a variety of activities.
As the title suggests, these often include a little
puzzle or game. The last section in each lesson
is Write on Your Own. It contains a short writing
exercise, then proofreading practice. At the end
of the lessons is a Steps in the Writing Process
page, used as a reference for writing assignments.
A very nice speller dictionary follows as well as
a complete answer key. I assume other levels are
similar in format. As with the phonics series, you
may want to use a grade level ahead if your child
is using a Christian reading program. 200+ pgs.
EACH 2003 ED WORKBOOK .  . 9.95
6.95
003852 Grade 5
003853 Grade 6
EACH 2015 ED WORKBOOK . 11.99
7.95
A spot check of the two editions indicates
the content of the newer edition (2015) is
essentially identical to the older edition of
this series (2003) although the covers are
different. 195 pgs, pb.
001937 Grade K
001918 Grade 4
001879 Grade 1
001920 Grade 5
001894 Grade 2
001926 Grade 6
001915 Grade 3

CHILD1ST
PUBLICATIONS
SPELLING
PROGRAM
☼Illustrated Book of Sounds and Their Spelling
Patterns (K-6)
Part of the Child1st series of child-friendly
language arts materials specifically designed for
right-brain learners. However, this little manual
(possibly along with the Sound Spelling Teaching
Cards) could be incorporated into any language
arts program. The manual provides much more
than you might expect. The Teaching Notes for
128 lessons takes the student through 55 Units
that cover 193 distinct sound spelling patterns
as well as past tense spellings, plural spellings,
homophones, double consonants, and 32 suffixes.
The basic idea is to read and spell all the sounds
that are the basic building blocks of all words.
Lessons are designed to be self-paced and are easily adapted for differentiated instruction. A sound
is presented weekly, reviewed for 10-15 minutes
on each of the next 3 days, then an assessment on
the 5th day. One sound is taught at a time but all
the ways to spell that sound are also taught at that
same time. Target sounds are color-coded in each
lesson. Daily practice involves a whiteboard and
markers. Fingermapping (using the fingers to build
a visual representation of the sounds in a word) is
also part of the instruction. The accompanying CD
provides printable Unit Activity Sheets, Teaching
Notes, and Tracking Sheets. Although this book
can be used by itself it also coordinates with the
Sound Spelling Teaching Cards. 128 pgs, pb ~
Janice
071133  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
29.95

☼Sound Spelling Teaching Cards (K-6)
Another impressive set of Child1st teaching
cards – this time effectively taking on spelling.
Colorful cards (5.5” x 4.25”) illustrate 154 sound
spellings in 22 categories. The uniqueness here
is that all spellings for that particular sound are
shown together in single sentences. For instance,
for long O – “I told you most of them have to
go.” – is shown on the front of the card for O.
Each usage is colorfully designated. The back of
the card shows all the ways to spell long O (o,
ow, oa, o-e, oe, ough, oo, and ou) each with a
sample word and then another sentence that uses
each of those types of words (Though, it’ll snow
at home, your poor goat will go to Joe.) Frankly,
this is an amazingly creative way to help children
learn the differences between sounds and spellings as well as the relationship between them.
You have to admire the ability to come up with
all those applicatory sentences. This set of cards
coordinates with the Illustrated Book of Sounds
and Their Spelling Patterns. Together, you will
have an effective spelling program that is likely
to be exactly what your right-brain learner needs
but might fit into the “fun” category for most
types of learners. Both are included in the Easyfor-Me™ Grade 2 Kit. The cards come in their
own handy, cardboard storage box. ~ Janice
071259  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
55.95
ALL ABOUT SPELLING (K-8+)
All About Spelling was specifically designed for
homeschoolers and tutors with scripted lessons
that take the guesswork out of teaching. It has
a bunch of helpful features great for one-on-one
instruction. All About Spelling takes a multisensory approach so that the student can be successful
in spelling regardless of his particular learning
style. The program can be customized for each
student, with daily review of concepts the individual needs to cover. For each level, you will need
the Teacher Manual, student Materials Packet
and either the Basic or Deluxe Interactive Kit.
The Interactive Kit components are used with all
levels of the program but are not included in the
Teacher Manuals or Student Material Packets so
you will need to purchase one of them initially as you begin the program. For the teacher,
the lessons are scripted for pick-up-and-go daily
usage, with plenty of teaching tips built into the
lesson right where you need them. Take a little
time to read about 10 pages to familiarize yourself
with the program’s approach, punch out and sort
the materials provided, and you’re ready to roll!
The key to this program is learning phonograms,
which are the sounds that a letter or letter combination make. Using this approach, after learning
his phonograms, a student knows what his choices are for spelling that particular sound. Different
researchers have come up with different numbers
of phonograms that exist in the English language.
The phonograms used here are based on the
work of neurologist Dr. Samuel Orton and psychologist Anna Gillingham and includes 72 phonograms that the student learns and uses over the
7 levels. Each level includes a teacher book and
a student materials packet. The Interactive Kits
contain items used with all 7 levels, including
divider cards, durable color-coded phonogram
tiles, and optional peel-and-stick magnets used
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with the phonogram tiles so that they can be used
on a magnetic board as well as a level surface.
Instructions for downloading the Phonogram
Sounds App from the publisher’s website are
included. The only other items you’ll need are
an index card box (unless you choose the Deluxe
Interactive Kit) and lined notebook paper. Levels
are not related to grade levels, but rather skill
levels (our suggested grade levels are just a
rough guide of where many students will be).
Each book contains around 25 steps, or lessons.
Some of the major concepts covered in each
level are mentioned below. 400-450 words are
specifically covered in each level, but remember
that these are really example words; the program
is giving the student the tools to spell any word
using the phonogram approach.
In Level 1, students first learn the 26 most basic
phonograms corresponding to the letters of the
alphabet. Unlike phonics programs, which tend
to teach short vowel sounds and hard consonants
sounds first, All About Spelling teaches all possible sounds for each phonogram. For instance,
the letter (and phonogram) A can make a short A
sound (apple), a long A sound (acorn), and the
“ah” sound (water). Phonograms are shown on
yellow Phonogram Cards in the student materials
packet with the letter or letter combination on
the front. On the back are the sounds made
by that phonogram, and a key word with that
sound. Student or teacher can also listen to the
pronunciation on the Phonogram Sounds App
by clicking on the color-coded phonogram; after
the initial letters, phonograms are grouped here
and elsewhere in the program according to vowel
and consonant “teams”. After the phonograms
are learned, oral exercises are included in the
book to ensure that the student can discriminate
the sounds in a word and identify the phonogram
that he hears. Another exercise has the teacher
dictate a sound from a Sound Card (red) to ensure
that the student can write the phonogram that is
spoken. Key Cards (blue) are used to highlight
definitions or spelling rules. Word Cards (green)
contain words used to test the student’s understanding; the student either spells the words
using the phonogram tiles or writes the words
on paper.
While this may sound complicated, the teacher
book couldn’t be easier to follow. Goals for each
step are shown at the beginning of each step, as
well as specific materials needed. Review begins
every lesson, and the concepts and words being
reviewed are based on areas that the student
needs practice. Pictures of the particular cards
or tiles used in the lesson are shown at the point
of use in the book. Lessons have just the right
amount of scripting so the teacher is never at
a loss for what to say or do next. Additional
words for practicing a just-learned concept are
also given. Teaching tips and side notes are
right where you would expect them. A cardstock
Progress Chart shows the student’s advancement
through the steps of each level (Each level has its
own particular stickers.); upon completion the
student gets a suitable-for-framing Certificate of
Achievement.
This spelling program is designed to be used with
students who can read at a beginning level (able to
read consonant-vowel-consonant words and words
with blends such as stop and fast). Also, keep in
mind that this program focuses entirely on spelling
and does not include vocabulary.

This spelling program is unique in its multisenindividually. Set includes 108 sturdy lamisory approach to teaching spelling, and may help
nated tiles, two each of letters A-Z, one each
students succeed who might otherwise struggle.
of the featured letter combinations, extra ‘E’s
Kudos to author Marie Rippel for putting together
and ‘S’s, and several blank tiles. Tiles are 1”
such a well-designed program for student and
square and are micro-perforated, ready to be
teacher alike. ~ Bob
separated.
AASL1M Level 1 Set .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 31.95
29.95 048659 Letter Tile Magnets .  .  .  .
5.95
047969 Level 1 Material Packet .
14.95
A sheet of adhesive-backed tear-apart magIncludes phonogram chart & cards, tokens,
nets that can be affixed to the Letter Tiles.
sound cards, key cards, word cards, progress
003928 Divider Cards .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
4.95
chart, certificate and stickers.
12 laminated divider cards, designed to
044009 Level 1 Teacher only  .  .
17.00
keep your Phonogram, Sound, Key, and
Short vowels, consonants, beginning and
Word Cards organized. Tabs for each group
ending consonant blends, consonant teams
keep “review”, “mastered” and “future lesNG and NK, double consonants at end of
sons” cards separate. Divider cards measure
short vowel words, compound words, plu4.25”w x 2.75”h and are sized to fit into an
rals, open syllables.
index card box or Review box.
003932 Review Box  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
9.95
EACH SET BELOW .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 41.95
39.95
The “official” card storage box, large enough
EACH ADDITIONAL MATERIAL
to hold the cards for all levels of the program.
PACKET BELOW .  .  .  .  .  .
19.95
Box measures 8” l x 4.5” w x 3.5” h and
Packets contain phonogram cards, sound
includes foam spacers.
cards, key cards, word cards, syllable tags,
050031 Phonogram Cards .  .  .  .  .
12.95
syllable division rules, word banks, Jail for
A collection of the entire set of phonogram
Rule Breakers, progress chart, certificate of
cards included in all levels of All About
achievement, stickers, and other items speSpelling. Same basic format – yellow cardcific to that level.
stock and perforated for easy separation –
EACH TEACHER MANUAL BELOW
22.00
with phonograms on the front side; sound
Set Packet only Teacher only
and key word on the back side. 71 phonoLevel 2 AASL2M 047970
044010
grams are included along with divider cards
Y as long I, silent E, long vowel teams, r-conlabeled review, mastered, and future lessons
trolled vowels, third sound of U, soft C and
that can used with any file box. Replace lost
G, third sound of A, vowel teams OY and
or mutilated cards originally provided with
OI, vowel teams AW and AU, vowel teams
the program; use them by themselves; or use
OW and OU.
with the letter tiles.
Level 3 AASL3M 047971
044011
EACH STICKER SET  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
1.00
Vowel Teams AI & AY, ending syllable –LE, Y
Although the stickers are now included in
as long E, Vowel Teams OA and OW, words
the Materials Packets, we also offer them
beginning with WH, OO sounds, vowel teams
separately in case your toddler finds them!
that make long E sound, phonograms that make
011654 Level 1
063641 Level 5
the ER sound, vowel teams that make long I
011663 Level 2
063642 Level 6
sound, changing Y to I rule.
011694 Level 3
063643 Level 7
Level 4 AASL4M 047972
044012
011732 Level 4
Consonant teams TCH and DGE, ways to
spell J, ways to spell short E, silent W and K,
EIGH, ways to spell long U, consonant team
PH, /shun/ spelled TION, more ER words.
Level 5 AASL5M 047973
044013
More /shun/ words, the 2 sounds of EX, the
sound of OUGH, I before E rule, ways to
spell long E, Z sound spelled with S, plurals
ending in F and FE, plurals ending in O, rules
for making plurals, the sound of OUGHT,
even more ER words.
Level 6 AASL6M 047998
044015
Teaches how to tell when to use different
☼Spelling You See (K-8)
endings, such as -ible/-able, -cle/-cal, -il/Chunking, copywork, and dictation. Those
el/-al/-le, exceptions to the “I before E” rule.
three skills encapsulate the Spelling You See
Level 7 AASL7M 053450
044016
(SYS) program from Demme Learning (the Math003918 Basic Interactive Kit .  .  .
22.85 U-See people). To obtain “good spelling skills”
Contains the letter tiles, magnets for the letmeans that correctly spelled words are locked in
ter tiles, Phonogram CD-ROM, and divider
long term memory, ready to be plunked down
cards. These “interactive” components are
into writing assignments and used in emails withused throughout the program at each level.
out the benefit of spell-checkers. Remembering
This item replaces the old “Starter Kit”).
letter patterns and using words in context provide
003921 Deluxe Interactive Kit
44.85
the not-so-secret pathway to long-term spelling
A step up from the Basic Kit, with a few nice
mastery. Spelling You See delivers a systematic
extras, this kit includes the letter tiles, magand easy-to-use methodology for recognizing
nets, Phonogram CD-ROM, divider cards,
letter patterns and developing visual memory by
Spelling Review Box, a tote bag, and progthe repetitious use of words in context.
ress chart stickers.
The Spelling You See methodology employs
048660 Letter Tiles .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
11.95 chunking (identifying and color-marking the
By customer request, we are offering these
continued...
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letter combinations) in a real-life informative
passage to identify the spelling rules in words and
then copywork (first) and dictation (follow-up)
to solidify the word’s visual picture and send it
to long-term memory. It works! With SYS, you
can totally avoid the learned-by-Friday, forgotten-by-Monday nature of weekly spelling list programs; there are no weekly spelling lists or tests.
Identifying five developmental stages of spelling, SYS then targets their levels to these stages.
Stage I is Preliterate; students are learning about
the printed page and the flow of reading material
based on their literary environment. Stage II,
Phonetic, is an auditory stage where students
become able to distinguish the individual sounds
that make up spoken words. Stage III, Skill
Development, is learning effective ways to deal
with the phonics exceptions. Repetition over
several years is necessary at this stage. In Stage
IV, Word Extension, the focus is on syllables, prefixes and suffixes. Lastly, Stage V, Derivational
Constancy, looks for word root patterns.
Movement through these developmental stages
is sequential as each stage builds on the previous
one. Spelling stages do not necessarily correspond to reading levels - an excellent reader
can still struggle with spelling. Developing a
strong visual memory is the underlying skill set
that is critical for progressing through the stages.
The consistency and repetition of the SYS daily
work builds visual memory. Please note the skills
associated with each Level to determine good
placement for your student; a placement guide
is available from a link in our online description.
All levels have 36 weeks of lessons, each providing daily activities for five days. Course components include an Instructor Handbook plus a
two-volume set of Student Workbooks. Universal
Sets include both the Instructor’s Handbook and
the Student Pack and are available for all levels.
The Instructor Handbooks include an introduction that reviews the SYS philosophy, outlines the
five developmental stages, and provides curriculum sequence and placement guidelines. The rest
of the book contains the specifics for that particular level. These include a Getting Started section,
Lesson-by-Lesson Instructions, a Weekly Activity
Guide, and a Frequently Asked Questions section
that addresses random issues that may arise.
An Answer Key for each level is included in
the back of the Instructor’s Handbook. These
answer keys are full-color and show the highlighting and underlining (in appropriate colors)
that the student is being asked to do (which also
simplifies the grading process). Each level has an
online page with links to additional materials and
resources. The website and an access code are
included with each Instructor Handbook.
Weekly lessons follow a consistent pattern that
includes guided reading, chunking (marking
words), copywork, and dictation. Each week
also features special activities that vary with the
level. For instance, Level C has “No Rule Day”
with activities to encourage writing. Each level
has its own theme. Informative passages in each
of the weekly lessons relate to this theme. These
passages vary in length from lists of words in
Level A to rhymes in Level B, to 60 or so words
in Level C, to 100 or so words in Level G. Each
weekly lesson starts with reading the passage. All
passages are included in the Resources section of
the Instructor Handbook.
Chunking is the colorful heart of the SYS pro376
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gram and it’s easy to see why the consistent
color-coding of the passage words develops
visual memory. Chunking involves identifying a
phonics pattern within words and highlighting it.
Types of chunks are highlighted with specific colors. For instance, vowel chunks are yellow, consonant chunks are blue, bossy ‘r’ is purple, silent
letters are orange, and tricky ‘y’ guy is green.
Although the colors don’t vary, different levels
focus on different chunks. The lessons, especially
those in the earlier levels, include instructions on
how to identify the chunks.
Chunking, highlighting, and copying the passage make up the activities for the first three
days weekly. The third day often incorporates an
additional activity: perhaps exercises, perhaps
composition. The last two days are reserved for
dictation (the same passage, but written from
hearing it read). Dictation days are skill building
days (not tests). The student is encouraged to
write a word several times to see which way
looks right (to catch sloppy copy).
The two Student Workbooks (Parts 1 and 2)
provide ample space for all the written work
(with perforated pages for easy removal if you
choose). Artwork is generous, colorful, and
pertains to each level’s theme. Students need a
regular pencil and colored pencils or highlighters
to complete lessons. Workbook sets B-G each
include a good-quality set of erasable colored
pencils. ~ Janice
EACH STUDENT PACK (except)  .
47.00
EACH INSTRUCTOR HNDBK  .  .  .
21.00
EACH UNIVERSAL SET (except)  .
53.00
Level A: Listen & Write (K-1)
For the beginning reader who is learning
letter names and sounds and how to hold a
pencil properly. This level is designed as a
transition from phonics/reading skills to writing skills. Without an overall understanding
of the program, this level might seem more
phonics than spelling and part of the emphasis
is on beginning handwriting skills. Resources
include a Daily Dictation List, a General
Dictation List, a Glossary, and a Bibliography.
071181 Student Pack  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
34.00
071183 Instructor Handbook
071182 Universal Set (set of both)
41.00
Level B: Jack & Jill (1-2)
For the student who prints easily with lowercase letters and knows most sounds, including long and short vowels. These weekly lessons use nursery rhymes. Resources include
a Daily Dictation List, a General Dictation
List, Passages for Dictation, an Answer Key,
a Glossary, and a Bibliography.
071185 Student Pack
071184 Instructor Handbook
071186 Universal Set (set of both)
Level C: Wild Tales (2-4)
For the student who knows all letter sounds,
spells many common words correctly, and
is becoming comfortable with reading. This
level starts with nursery rhymes, then transitions into nonfiction passages about animals.
Resources include the Passages, an Answer
Key, a Glossary, and a Bibliography.
071188 Student Pack
071187 Instructor Handbook
071189 Universal Set (set of both)

Level D: Americana (3-5)
For the proficient reader with gradually
improving spelling skills. This level features
nonfiction stories about American history
and culture. Just like the student’s ability, the
reading level gradually increases. Resources
include the Passages, an Answer Key, a
Glossary, a Bibliography, and an Index of
Topics.
071191 Student Pack
071190 Instructor Handbook
071192 Universal Set (set of both)
Level E: American Spirit (5-7)
For the student who can spell many common words confidently but may not be ready
for the more advanced content of the next
level. Drawn from America’s history and
people, passages in this level increase gradually in reading difficulty. Resources include
the Passages, an Answer Key, a Glossary, a
Bibliography, and an Index of Topics.
071194 Student Pack
071193 Instructor Handbook
071195 Universal Set (set of both)
Level F: Ancient Achievements (6-7)
For the student who is nearing the end of
the Skill Development stage and is comfortable spelling many everyday words. It
provides skill review and an introduction
to the next two stages of spelling. Featuring
stories from faraway times and places, the
varied topics include ancient writing systems,
the production of silk, mountainside terraces
in the Philippines, the English longbow,
Viking ships, and Incan counting systems.
Lessons include a Spotlight which provides
interesting facts about words and the relationships between them. Resources include
the Passages, an Answer Key, a Glossary, a
Bibliography, and an Index of Topics.
071197 Student Pack
071196 Instructor Handbook
071198 Universal Set (set of both)
Level G: Modern Milestones (7-8)
For the student who can spell everyday
words with ease and is ready for the Word
Extension stage of spelling. He/she should
also be able to follow written directions and
work independently. The focus is on artists,
musicians, scientists, and others who have
influenced our world since the invention
of the printing press. The student will study
the patterns that are used to create alternate
word forms as well as examine how prefixes
and suffixes are used to build new words.
Workshop activities are designed to reinforce the patterns being used and to help the
student apply these patterns to other words.
Most of the teaching material is included in
the Student Workbook. Resources include
the Passages, an Answer Key, the Appendix,
a Glossary, a Bibliography, and an Index of
Names. The Appendix includes a summary
of word patterns and a list of suffixes and
prefixes taught.
071200 Student Pack
071199 Instructor Handbook
071201 Universal Set (set of both)
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Zaner-Bloser Spelling Connections (K-8)
There are two distinct characteristics of this
well-constructed spelling program: word sorts
and connections. Word Sorts is a review and
reinforcement technique used throughout the
series that illustrates the patterns in words and
their relationship to each other. Connections
emphasize the idea that spelling skills are interrelated to other language arts – thinking, phonics/
vocabulary, reading, and writing. The weekly
lessons (units) are organized around the connections. Connections to Thinking (Day 1) covers
one or more spelling concepts/constructs: for
instance, specific consonant sounds /k/ or /s/.
Weekly word lists are presented two ways – in
print and in cursive. The words are also given
in a sentence. Word Sorts are used right on Day
1 – dividing the word list into groupings within
the concept. For instance, write words with /k/
spelled c, ck, or ch. Or, write the words with
/s/ spelled c + e or c + i. You can see how the
student is encouraged to remember the words
by noting these patterns. Day 2 is Connections
to Vocabulary (or Phonics in the early grades).
These activities involve categorizing words or
identifying their meanings. The student is asked
to write the dictionary phonetic spellings for
some words. Connections to Reading (Day 3)
shows the relationship of good spelling skills to
reading comprehension. Sentence completion
and other activities involve making inferences
or using context clues. Other activities might
include analogies, understanding idioms, or
synonyms. Day 4 covers Connections to Writing.
Proofreading/editing exercises ferret out misspelled words and a weekly writing prompt gives
the student experience in using spelling words in
a variety of writing assignments. Extension activities include more word sorting, building new
words, identifying words from clues, or hunting
for new words with similar spelling patterns (in
articles from other subject areas). Assessment
(i.e. weekly spelling test) completes the lesson
week.
Every sixth lesson is a review of the previous five
units. Students are expected to sort a list of words
into the various categories that have been studied
in the previous weeks with a series of review
exercises for each week’s words as well. A nice
feature of these review units is the standardized
test practice that’s included which replicates
vocabulary segments from standardized tests.
The review lessons conclude with a Writer’s
Workshop that includes grammar, usage, and
mechanics and writing process activities.
The Student Edition is a consumable worktext
that provides all the Connections exercises. I
like the advantage offered by their side column
space for writing answers. In a school setting
it means the column can be cut off and taken
home for study. In a homeschool setting, it
means easy correcting and review. The books are
colorful with color-coding for review segments.
Appendices include some general writing helps,
handwriting models, a list of high frequency writing words, a dictionary, and a thesaurus.
The spiral-bound Teacher Editions, while not
really needed for answers, are quite helpful.
In wraparound format (reduced student pages
with answers surrounded by teaching tips and
instructions), they provide detailed daily lesson
plans for each unit, lots of ideas for differentiated instruction, teaching tips for all levels of

English acquisition (ELL), integrated daily word
sorts, embedded professional development that
includes current research, and integration with
Spelling Connections Online. Spelling Center
Activities which include the game mats and
additional word sort activities are listed for each
unit. Suggested sentences for end of week tests
are found only in the TEs. The grade level Game
Mats, designed for learning centers, are lightweight, laminated, fold-over (11” x 17”) game
“boards” that provide reinforcing games. The
three games vary with the grade level but are
usually for two players and often require a dryerase marker.
The 2016 edition added a QR code to each
weekly lesson. Scanning this code takes the
student to an online spelling practice test that
includes word repetition, letter-by-letter spelling,
and sentences. While this online resource is readily available to all users of the Student Text, other
online resources are not. Spelling Connections
Online is a website that offers reinforcement
activities and eResources Center provides material that was formerly available on a CD-ROM
included with the TE, specifically printable word
sort cards. Unfortunately, registration through a
school is required for both of these so their material is not currently available for homeschool students. While it can be frustrating to know there is
material that is unavailable, the program is very
robust without the extra activities and frankly, I
doubt it will ever be missed.
Spelling Connections is a traditional spelling program emphasizes the interrelationship of
spelling with reading, writing, and vocabulary.
A valuable program using just the student books,
it is full-bodied and multi-faceted when using
the TEs. The Game Mats provide an interesting
reinforcement option. The series is organized primarily around phonics constructs but while this
predominates in the younger grades, other categories are added in the upper levels – commonly
confused words, frequently misspelled words,
Greek and Latin roots, etc. The Kindergarten and
First Grade student books differ in appearance
from the older levels. The emphasis is largely on
phonics, word families, and sounds/letters. The
orientation is horizontal with more handwriting
practice incorporated. There are no weekly word
lists in the K book and it is much smaller – 54
pgs. Grade 1 has six words per week; Grade 2
has 10; Grade 3 has 15; and Grades 4-8 have 20.
Homeschool Bundles include both the Student
and the Teacher Editions. Student books – 330
pg, pb; Teacher – 382 pg, spiralbound with hard
back cover. ~ Janice
Zaner-Bloser Spelling Connections 2016 Ed.
068200 Grade K H/S Bundle 189.98
79.99
068201 Gr. K Student Edition 11.99
8.99
EACH H/S BUNDLE .  .  .  .  .  .  . 189.98
79.99
EACH STUDENT BOOK .  .  .  .  . 27.99
20.99
HS Bundle
Student
Gr. 1
068184
068185
Gr. 2
068186
068187
Gr. 3
068188
068189
Gr. 4
068190
068191
Gr. 5
068192
068193
Gr. 6
068194
068195
Gr. 7
068196
068197
Gr. 8
068198
068199
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Zaner-Bloser Spelling Connections 2012 Ed.
EACH HS BUNDLE .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 197.31
79.99
EACH STUDENT (exc. *) .  .  .  .  . 29.99
22.49
EACH GR. K STUDENT . . . . . .13.32
9.49
EACH GAME MAT .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 19.32
14.49
HS Bundle
Student
Game Mat
Gr. K
060184
060185*
Gr. 1
060174
060175
060162
Gr. 2
060176
060177
060163
Gr. 3
060178
060179
060164
Gr. 4
060180
060181
060165
Gr. 5
060182
060183
060166
Gr. 6
060168
060169
060167
Gr. 7
060170
060171
Gr. 8
060172
060173

☼Traditional Spelling (1-3)
Memoria Press has produced a spelling program
that incorporates teacher-student interaction plus
classical methodology woven together into a
user-friendly format. With a phonics organizational base, students have lists of words for each
lesson. Phonics grouping, word study questions,
identifying letter chunks, and informational stories using the words in context - plus a variety
of dictation activities - are completed during the
week before taking a final test. Activities involve
more than just copying words and have an
emphasis on phonics and word meanings. The
high level of teacher-student interaction coupled
with some independent student work leaves the
student well prepared for the final test on the last
day of each week. Designed to be used after First
Start Reading or when students have mastered
consonant-vowel-consonant (i.e. short vowel)
words, this program references Classical Phonics
and utilizes Phonics Flashcards.
The Teacher Guides provide everything the
teacher needs for her part in the teacher-student interaction that is the foundation of this
program. While marginally helpful in many
spelling programs, the TGs are the core of this
one. The General Lesson overview and Sample
Lesson Plan found in the beginning are just a
prelude to comprehensive daily lessons. With
reduced copies of the Student Book, teacher
info is “around the edges.” After a brief introduction which reviews the Phonics Focus, each
of the 34 detailed weekly lesson plans includes
a Teaching Overview, Definitions, Word Study
Questions, Activities, Dictation, Guided Student
Work [teacher-student activities such as spelling riddles, word equations (i.e. king – k + s =
_______), and missing sound words] and a Test.
There is variety in most of these activities/work,
but two tasks are consistent through each lesson.
Colorful Letters requires the student to write (in
pencil) words with “bullets” between syllables
and then go back and write over vowels/vowel
teams in red and consonant teams/blends with
blue and slash through silent e. Dictation is the
other important part with one day devoted to
continued...
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various aspects: writing letter or letter teams that
spell a sound, writing spelling words, and writing
a sentence from an informative paragraph included in the student books that features a number
of the week’s words. The appendix includes a
reproducible weekly spelling test form, spelling
review games, spelling rules reference sheets, a
list of common English contractions, a phonics
overview for the teacher, and (the important)
Colorful Keys answer key.
Student Books include sidebar notes with the
week’s Phonics Focus plus space to write words
for activities and dictation as well as the interesting
word-usage stories on various topics (with spelling
words in bold). There are ten words per lesson
(written in manuscript form) in Book I and fifteen
words per lesson (written in both manuscript
and cursive) in Book II. A Dictionary of course
words is provided in the back of both Student and
Teacher Books. Spelling Practice Sheets have the
word lists for each lesson plus lined space to write
each word twice. Handwriting lines in Book I are
1/2” with dotted midlines, and in Book II the lines
are 3/8” with dotted midlines. Teacher books are
180 pgs, spiral-bound. Student books are 148 pgs,
spiral-bound. Spelling Practice Sheets are 38 pgs,
pb. ~ Janice
EACH TEACHER .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 16.95
14.60
EACH STUDENT  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 14.95
12.95
EACH PRACTICE SHEETS  .  .  .  .  . 5.00
4.50
Book
Book I
Book II

Teacher
001739
001741

Student
001723
001726

Practice
001675
001709

Required Resources:
048076 Classical Phonics  .  .  . 16.95
063860 Phonics Flashcards .  . 24.95
~~~~~~~

13.75
21.95

Simply Classical Spelling: Step-by-Step (1-3)
Designed for cognitive ages 6-8 years, this
series from Memoria Press begins with the Simply
Classical Level 2 program or could be used with
other curriculum to improve elementary spelling
skills for struggling spellers. Incremental and
mastery based, the program uses a multisensory
approach with an emphasis on oral/aural activities. Book 1 begins once a child is able to spell
words from short-vowel word families (such as
at, cat, bat) with 80-100% accuracy. Each consumable work book contains 34 weekly lessons,
and is all inclusive with teaching notes, assessments and student pages. Not reproducible.
72-154 pgs, SC. ~ Deanne
EACH BOOK .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 14.95
12.95
065886 Book 1
Beginning sight words; CVC words; silent
“e;” consonant digraphs and blends taught
through tracing; oral spelling and writing
simple words. Focus on auditory discrimination; attention/concentration; working memory; phonological processing. Writing lines
measure 1/2” with center dotted line.
068814 Book 2
More advanced combinations of phonograms, multi-syllabic words, and challenging
words to know. More developed dictation exercises. Writing lines measure 3/8”
with center dotted line. Includes Scope &
Sequence and certificate of merit. Suggested
supplements: Classical Phonics book (04876)
and flashcards (063860) from Memoria Press.
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Learning to Spell through Copywork (1-4)
My family was tremendously blessed through
the gentle methods of Charlotte Mason, especially in the area of language arts. But what happens
if you have a child who struggles with spelling
and just doesn’t seem to grasp the application
of spelling through copywork? Finding a spelling
program that is not “twaddle free” is no easy
task! Thankfully, Queen Homeschool brings to
us a way to reinforce phonics rules and spelling
drills without all the busywork commonly found
in today’s educational materials. Designed to
be used orally as well as with narration and
copywork, each week your child is given a new
spelling rule. Each spelling rule page has a place
to copy the words that follow the rule and five
sentences (one per day) for copywork or narration. Strict attention to the spelling of the words is
encouraged; it is suggested that a student repeat
the lesson if they misspell a word. These books
are not graded but are for use whenever your
child has mastered basic reading and is ready to
move on from phonics. They can also be used
for older students who are struggling with spelling, as they review all of the phonics rules. Each
book is consumable, so you’ll want one for each
child. Each book contains 30 lessons. 33 pgs,
pb. ~ Deanne
EACH BOOK .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
10.95
027371 Book A
Short vowels; long vowels; silent e; “ck”
sounds like “k”; double consonants; “th”
“ch” “sh” “c” may sound like “s”; “ai”; “ay”;
“gh”; “ei”; “gh”; “ei”; and “le.”
027380 Book B
Book B expands on the rules in Book A and
includes “qu”; “sch”; “ch”; “ph”; “mb”;
“wr”, “gn”; “rh”; “st”; “pn”; “cian”; “sion”;
“tion”; and review.
027391 Book C
Contains a variety of upper level words that
are not necessarily phonetic related, but
have similar patterns as well as exceptions.
Designed to challenge the more advanced
student, or as review for the older child.
051790 Book D
This level focuses on unrelated but commonly misused and misspelled words.
A REASON FOR SPELLING (1-6)
From the same company that produces A
Reason for Writing comes this impressive spelling
program. A placement test at the beginning of
each level helps you determine how to implement the program for your child or if you should
place him in a lower level. Basically, a child
should begin the first level book (A) as soon as
he knows the alphabet, can recognize letters,
and can spell short vowel, one-syllable words.
For first-grade students who lack some of these
skills, a rather extensive (65 page) phonics review
section at the beginning of this level can be used

before beginning the spelling program.
The format of lessons in each level is similar
and follows the same weekly schedule. Each
lesson begins with a scripture verse and theme
story developing the verse (theme stories are also
available on audio CD). Optional discussion
questions for the story are included. A pre-test
of the week’s words is given next. Following
correction of the words, students complete a
Word Shapes activity in which they write each
spelling word into a sequence of shaped boxes
to help them form a correct visual image of each
spelling word. Throughout the series, word lists
consist of phonetically-grouped words. This
series approaches spelling from both angles
- phonetic and visual - which is realistic and
should be effective. On Day Two, spelling
words are studied using the “Hide and Seek”
activity. This is a highly successful way to learn
and retain word spelling. Other forms of the
spelling words are listed on the lesson page.
Students should read through these. An optional
activity which incorporates this list is given in the
Teacher Guidebook for use with students who
are proficient spellers. A “Fun Ways to Spell”
section lists four options (students choose one to
complete) for additional spelling reinforcement.
On Day Three, students complete a language arts
activity that uses the week’s words in the context
of a meaningful activity to aid retention. These
activities vary from level to level, incorporating
more dictionary skills at the higher levels. On
Day Four, the teacher dictates complete sentences, which include several of the target words in
context, to the student. At the lower levels, students fill in one or more words in each sentence.
At upper levels, students will transcribe the entire
dictated sentence. A Proofreading activity is also
completed. This has students fill in an oval next
to the word (out of a group of words) that is misspelled. On Day Five students take a post-test,
update their progress charts and add any missed
words to their spelling dictionaries. Optional for
this day is a learning game and weekly journaling activity. Student texts are full-color, adding
visual appeal to the program. Scripture verses
appear at the bottom of many pages for added
inspiration. Teacher Guidebooks are essential to
the use of this program. Most of the benefit of
the program and all specific teaching instructions
for using the worktext will be lost without them.
We therefore strongly recommend purchasing the
sets (which include both the Teacher Guidebook
and Student Worktext).
EACH LEVEL SET  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 54.95
44.95
EACH WORKTEXT ONLY .  .  .  . 20.95
16.95
Set
Worktext
005532
Level A (1)
005533
005535
Level B (2)
005537
005538
Level C (3)
005539
005543
Level D (4)
005544
005545
Level E (5)
005546
005547
Level F (6)
005548
EACH TEACHER GUIDE .  .  .  .  . 39.95
33.95
EACH THEME STORY CD SET 29.95
23.95
T/G
Story CDs
010776
Level A (1)
004269
010778
Level B (2)
004270
010786
Level C (3)
004273
010787
Level D (4)
004275
010788
Level E (5)
004276
010789
Level F (6)
004277
~~~~~~~
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BOB JONES SPELLING (1-6)
Spelling lists are organized by common spelling
patterns rather than thematically. The program
uses the recall-study approach with a pretest,
practice test, then final test. Each unit is taught
in a five-day sequence. Bible word studies are
included in each unit and a weekly journal idea
incorporates journal writing into the curriculum.
Dictionary, writing/proofreading and study skills
are developed throughout the series. Home
School Kits contain the Teacher’s Edition and
Worktext.
Grade 1 (3rd Ed.)
This edition correlates with the reading and
phonics lessons in the Phonics and English 1
Teacher’s Edition, 3rd edition. Spelling words
are drawn from word families taught during the
phonics lessons, based on their frequency in the
student’s vocabulary. This spelling program can
also be used as a stand-alone spelling program.
Revised in 2015.
501056 Home School Kit  .  .  . 53.89
40.40
296996 Teacher Ed. w/ CD .  .  .  .
28.33
296970 Student Worktext .  .  .  .  .
25.56
Grade 2 (2nd Ed.)
At this level lessons reinforce phonetic spelling,
concentrating on common spelling patterns.
Word lists include high-frequency words, words
with reliable spelling patterns and some irregular
spellings. Activities include word sorting, word
study, writing and proofreading.
283721 Home School Kit  .  .  . 89.17
66.85
275446 Tchr Ed. w/ CD  .  .  .  .  .  .
63.61
275412 Student Worktext .  .  .  .  .
25.56
Grade 3 (2nd Ed.)
Continues applying generalizations to word
families and practices adding suffixes. Lessons
present words arranged in same-sound, different-spelling groups for visual memory. Writing/
proofreading and dictionary skills are incorporated into most lessons.
283796 Home School Kit  .  .  . 89.17
66.85
277152 Teacher Ed. w/ CD .  .  .  .
63.61
276048 Student Worktext .  .  .  .  .
25.56

Purposeful Design Spelling (ACSI) (1-6)
Filled with challenging vocabulary, interesting
exercises, and engaging themes, this colorful
spelling series focuses on carefully selected,
high-frequency, high-interest words while incorporating relevant Scripture verses, Bible stories,
and moral principles. It approaches spelling
from three different angles: phonetically, visually, and semantically. In the lower two grades,
the program concentrates on phonetic principles, progressing from short vowel constructs
to words with long vowels, consonant digraphs,
and vowel digraphs. Third grade continues
with r-controlled vowels, vowel digraphs, silent
letters, and other phonetic clusters. Once basic
phonetic constructs are covered, the emphasis
switches to the visual-memory technique of
spelling. Words that are spelled according to
phonetic rule are easy to spell, and ACSI spelling
recognizes that “most spelling errors are associated with the over-application of basic phonics
principles.” Recognition of visual patterns is
important in accurate spelling; students should
begin to discover spelling errors when words
don’t “look” right, according to normal visual
patterns. In 5th and 6th grades, the emphasis
is on understanding semantic relationships, with
attention given to affixes and roots (you can see
that knowing “sign” is related to “signal” and
“signature” would help with its spelling!). Some
proofing and editing exercises also appear in the
last book of the series. The number of words per
lesson begins with 12 in grade one, and progresses to 23 by sixth grade. There are 36 lessons,
with about four pages per lesson, estimated to
take about 75 minutes per week. Grades one
through three use regular manuscript printing
(ball and stick), switching to traditional cursive
in the fourth grade. Teacher’s editions are useful, containing an explanation of the program’s
philosophy and implementation, reduced student
pages, answers to exercises, and online access to
downloadables like blackline masters, transparencies and posters.
EACH WORKTEXT .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
18.95
EACH TEACHER’S EDITION  .  .  .  .
90.25
Worktext
Teacher
Grade 1
000560
021344
Grade 2
012715
021343
Grade 3
012714
000561
Grade 4
000563
000578
Grade 5
000566
000579
Grade 6
000574
000582

Grade 4 (2nd Ed.)
Updated version features difficult spelling
patterns of the schwa sound. Includes word histories, spelling of the books of the Bible, abbreviations, and syllable rules.
292557 Home School Kit  .  .  . 89.17
66.85
279901 Teacher Ed. w/ CD .  .  .  .
63.61 Core Skills: Spelling 2014 Edition (1-6)
278838 Student Workbook .  .  .  .
25.56
This series by Steck-Vaughn is designed to
“build spelling power and link spelling to word
Grade 5 (2nd Ed.)
meaning.” Lessons are mostly built around word
This course includes activities such as word sort- lists containing similar sounds and patterns, but
ing, proofreading, dictionary skills, and writing to on the rare occasion, a word list based on word
strengthen spelling and communication skills.
structure or a particular subject (homophones
292607 Home School Kit  .  .  . 89.17
66.85 or abbreviations for example) is provided. At
280164 Teacher’s Edition  .  .  .  .  .
63.61 the first grade level, the first portion of the book
278937 Student Worktext  .  .  .  .
25.56 does not provide formal word lists but instead
focuses on familiarizing students with beginning
Grade 6 (2nd Ed.)
and ending consonant sounds. Beginning at lesRevised in 2014, this course includes activities son 11, short word lists containing 6 words are
such as word sorting, word study, vocabu- introduced. Various exercises that promote the
lary, proofreading, and short writing projects to learning of common spelling patterns as well as
strengthen communication skills.
vocabulary building are provided.
297952 Home School Kit  .  .  . 89.17
66.85
Starting at the second grade level, the remainder
285973 Teacher’s Edition  .  .  .  .  .
63.61 of the lessons follow the same general structure.
285940 Student Worktext .  .  .  .  .
25.56 The lesson’s first exercise challenges the student
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to recognize the various spelling patterns for the
lesson’s word list. For example, in a list containing all long “o” words, students are asked to
sort the words by the following spelling patterns:
o-consonant-e words, ow words, oe words, and
o words. Several vocabulary building exercises
including analogies, definitions, rhymes, and
synonyms are then provided. The last exercise
encourages students to spell in context by filling
in the correct spelling word in a story setting.
Each book in the series contains 30 lessons.
Word lists range in number from 12 words (with
3 challenge words) to 20 words (with 4 challenge
words). A spelling table is included in the front of
each book, and a list of grade appropriate commonly misspelled words, and an answer key are
also provided in the back. 128 pgs, reproducible.
The 2014 edition is updated to align to new
standards, but the lessons, word lists, and even
the informational pages at the front of the book
are exactly the same as the 2008 edition. ~ Enh
EACH BOOK .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 9.99
7.45
031446 Grade 1
031480 Grade 4
031451 Grade 2
031488 Grade 5
031466 Grade 3
031489 Grade 6

Building Spelling Skills (Evan-Moor) (1-6)
This spelling series is perfect for spelling practice but is also comprehensive enough to use
as a spelling program. Little teacher prep is
required and each spelling list should only take
15-30 minutes to complete. Each book has 30
weekly spelling units and each unit consists of a
spelling list, sentences for dictation that include
the spelling words, and four reproducible student practice pages. The number of spelling
words per unit varies by grade level; Gr. 1 has
5-8 words per unit for a total of 198 words, Gr.
4 has 18 spelling words in each unit for a total
of 540 words, etc. Word lists were compiled
from lists of commonly used words, commonly
misspelled words, words with common phonetic
or structural elements, and words changed by
adding affixes and forming compound words or
contractions. The 30 word lists for Gr. 1 are
composed of words that all have the same short
vowel sound or similar word endings (like “ill”
and “ow”) while the lists for Gr. 3 include words
ending in “ing” and recognizing the “ur” sound
in “heard” and “early.”
Students review the word lists in a variety of
ways throughout the week. On Monday the
words are introduced and students read, copy,
and write the words. The Tuesday worksheet is
composed of visual memory activities like using
the words to fill in boxes and crossing out misspelled words. The Wednesday worksheet quizzes on word meaning and dictation; students fill
in blanks in sentences using the spelling words
and repeat and write down sentences read by the
teacher. The Thursday worksheet is composed
of word study activities like underlining words
continued...
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with a long “a” sound, filling in missing letters of
words, matching rhyming words, etc. The Friday
worksheet is the final test for the spelling list and
there are blanks for students to write out each
word and also lines to redo the dictation done on
Wednesday. The variety and amount of activities
are designed to enhance memorization. Teacher
ideas, spelling strategies, record keeping forms,
answer keys, completion certificates, dictation
sentences for teachers and more are also included. 160 perforated pages each, reproducible.
EACH BOOK .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 21.99
15.95
007010 Grade 1
007057 Grade 4
007051 Grade 2
007058 Grade 5
007056 Grade 3
007059 Grade 6
☼Spelling Skills (Harcourt Family Learning) (1-6)
This consumable series provides a phonetic
spelling approach for grades 1-6. Each book
zeroes in on spelling patterns, punctuation,
capitalization, proofreading and dictionary skills
geared to grade level. Spelling words are organized in 6 units by phonetic sound: ranging from
individual sounds at the lower grades to diphthongs and blends in the higher grades. Students
learn words through various activities such as
alphabetizing; writing words in sentence context;
correcting spelling and grammar mistakes; proofreading short passages; learning capitalization
and punctuation rules; using a dictionary for
reference, etc. Pages are enhanced with full-color drawings. Books also include two-page unit
reviews, references for commonly misspelled
words, a spelling or sight word table and an
answer key. 144 pgs, pb. ~ Ruth
EACH BOOK .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 6.95
5.50
023926 Grade 1
024053 Grade 4
023932 Grade 2
024055 Grade 5
024033 Grade 3
024064 Grade 6

Steck-Vaughn Spelling: Linking Words to
Meaning (1-6)
This program (copyright 2002) is very similar to
the original (1996) Steck-Vaughn Spelling (now
out of print). On the whole, both versions are
very similar, with differences in the illustrations
and the format of the activities. Looking side-byside at both versions, it appears that the lessons
cover the same content (the tables of contents are
virtually identical), and the words studied in each
lesson are basically the same, give or take a word
here and there.
In the original version, the words were introduced at the beginning of each lesson, and then
children would answer questions about different
letters and sounds found in the spelling words.
For instance, questions ask things like “Which
words end with the letter /p/?” which the student
would answer with words from the spelling list.
In the newer version there are fewer of these
questions, but they focus more on the letter or
sound being learned in that particular lesson and
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less on analyzing other sounds or letters in the
words. The spelling words are listed, and then
a blank list is given with headings for different
spelling constructs. For instance, in the 4th
grade lesson on long /o/, the student would sort
out and rewrite the spelling words by “o Words,”
“oa Words,” and “oe Words.”
The second page of each lesson is where
the biggest difference is found. In the original
version, the “Checkpoint” part of the lesson
gives the student clues and asks for the spelling
word that is referred to. The Linking Words to
Meaning version rarely relies on general word
“clues,” rather, the questions focus more on
language and thinking skills like using synonyms,
antonyms, analogies, classification, rhymes, and
definitions. Often one or two skills are stressed
in this section, asking the student to respond with
the correct spelling word. For instance, a partial
analogy may be given, where a spelling word will
finish it correctly, or a sentence with a synonym
of the spelling word is offered, and the student
must supply the correct spelling word. On this
page, word history is highlighted more than in
the previous edition, and “family trees” of words
are also included. Other lesson activities, such
as the reading passage with blanks for using the
spelling words in context, proofreading activities,
writing activities, and extra-challenging words
are still included, with only the page layout and
presentation differing from the previous version.
The Teacher’s Edition has a visually attractive
layout, and it is easy to see the different activities and components of each lesson with the
abundance of separate boxes and headings used.
Additional features include a pretest and posttest,
where you would read a sentence containing the
spelling word, and the student would spell the
word on their own. Other changes include more
focused attention on related topics (including
pronunciation), tips for teaching students with
varying abilities, enrichment activities, and additional activity masters. - Jess
EACH WORKBOOK .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 47.07
29.95
EACH TEACHER EDITION  .  . 124.53
73.50
Workbook
Level
Teacher
035595
Grade 1
035596
035597
Grade 2
035598
035599
Grade 3
035600
035601
Grade 4
035602
035603
Grade 5
035604
035605
Grade 6
035606
MCP Spelling Workout 2001 Ed. (1-8)
This updated version is very similar to the
older (1994) edition. The most noticeable differences are a more contemporary page layout
and a reduction in sports-themed headings like
“warm-ups” and “pep talks.” Other differences
include an extra writing activity at the end of
each lesson in the student book, but the removal
of references to warm-ups, final tests, and bonus
words activities. All information and instruction
on these activities are now found only in the
teacher’s manual. While you can still “get by”
using the program without the teacher’s manual,
you may want the teacher’s manual to get the
most out of the program. Some content differs,
including new reading/editing passages and a
few new word lists. Aside from these differences
most of the pages (while they may not match
up exactly in page number) look very much the
same. Homeschool Bundles include both the

student worktext and teacher’s edition.
EACH WORKTEXT .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 12.97
10.95
EACH TEACHER EDITION  .  .  . 13.47
11.95
EACH BUNDLE  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 20.97
18.50
Level
Worktext
Teacher
Bundle
Level A
023941
023942
052315
Level B
023943
023944
052316
Level C
023945
023946
052317
Level D
023947
023948
052318
Level E
023949
023950
052319
Level F
023951
023952
052320
Level G
023953
023954
052321
Level H
023955
023956
052322
Building Spelling Skills (Christian Liberty) (1-8)
Based on two fundamental premises of developing excellent spelling skills, this worktext series
incorporates spelling/phonics rules but likewise
utilizes exercises that employ word writing repetition. Our English language has many spelling
irregularities so developing skill in recognizing
the arrangement of letters and/or syllables in
selected list words is targeted by various word
games and puzzles. Since this series is from
Christian Liberty, you can also count on two
things: the content is biblically based, and the
books are a good value for the money.
Weekly lists of twenty words are covered in
a series of daily lessons. Lesson activities are
varied but include writing/identifying list words
in sentences, reinforcing phonics rules, supplying endings, beginnings, etc., writing list words,
taking pre and final tests. There is plenty of
room to write answers and books are pleasing
in appearance with occasional graphics and an
accent color. Books 1 & 2 are primarily concerned with phonetic concepts and simple prefixes and suffixes. Starting in Book 3 there is an
increased emphasis on vocabulary development
with activities involving the identifying and/or
supplying list word definitions. Book 5 is more
than a spelling book; it’s a mini-encyclopedia of
spelling. The first six units feature the names of
major countries and cities of the world. The next
two units focus on American states and capitals.
Then follows units featuring the terms used in a
wide variety of favorite subjects such as health,
food, trees, arts, entertainment, travel, and transportation, etc. Lessons in this book also require
the alphabetizing of the list words. Book 6 is an
examination of the great diversity and variety in
spelling the rich sounds of the English language.
Book 7 & 8 are basic studies in etymology with
Book 7 devoted to word-building with prefixes
and suffixes while Book 8 is dedicated to word
roots. Both books require considerable dictionary work and are designed to help the student
develop an ability to recognize meaning and
spellings, based on word analysis techniques.
The series is gradually being revised with second
editions featuring nicer page layout and type, but
very similar content. ~ Janice
EACH WORKTEXT .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 10.50
7.50
EACH TEACHER MANUAL  .  .  .  . 5.25
3.95
Worktexts
Level
Teachers
012255
Grade 1
000107
007418
Grade 2
007462
007423
Grade 3
007463
012254
Grade 4
007464
007430
Grade 5
007466
007431
Grade 6
007480
017539
Grade 7
007482
007433
Grade 8
007520

See page vi for key to Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act warning labels.

Natural Speller (1-8)
A handy reference and complete spelling program all in one! Aptly titled, the Natural Speller
groups words “naturally,” both by sight and
sound patterns. Contains grade-level word lists;
phonics rules; spelling rules; punctuation rules;
skill-building activities in spelling, writing, grammar, dictionary use, vocabulary; homonyms;
Greek and Latin roots. Help your child become
a “natural” speller!
012833  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 30.00
26.50
How to Spell Worktexts (1-12)
This is a wonderful,
comprehensive
spelling program, based on
the
Orton-Gillingham
approach to reading and
spelling. It presents a systematic, phonetic method
of teaching and learning
spelling, believing all students should: recognize
the sounds in the English
language; be able to decode words; and spell
words correctly by relying on spelling rules and
generalizations rather than memory. It is a structured, graded program that uses an incremental
approach, reviewing previously-learned rules as
students progress through the workbooks. Sight
words are introduced at intervals and incorporated into the dictation. How to Teach Spelling is
the manual for the entire program (and required
for its use). It explains the philosophy, methods,
and presentation of lessons by spelling rule,
specifying grade level for which it is taught. It
also contains all of the lessons, including dictation words and sentences. You will need to get
familiar with this guidebook before you begin
the program, but lessons themselves require little
to no preparation. Worktexts contain all the
phonograms, spelling rules and generalizations
to be covered in that level (corresponding to
lessons in the manual), space for copying and
dictation, and exercises appropriate for that grade
level. Each level contains three Sound Sheets,
containing phonograms for memorization. It’s
like a little phonics course or review in preparation for the lessons. The program refers to the
use of Phonics Drill Cards in presenting these
phonograms. These are rather expensive, and
you can construct your own using information
in How To Teach Spelling. We have included
them, however, below. How to Spell 1 includes
exercise instructions for the teacher on each
page. Other levels have a separate Teacher’s Key
with answers. All previously taught spelling rules
are reviewed in later worktexts, so if you have a
student needing remedial work in spelling, just
begin at her grade level worktext. This is an
excellent program for remedial spelling. It is one
of the few programs that teaches and reviews all
phonograms and spelling rules at upper grades.
002898 How to Tch Spelling  . 40.25 27.95
002902 Phonics Drill Cards .  .  . 48.20 33.95
002891 How to Spell 1 (1) .  .  . 11.30
8.75
002892 How to Spell 2 (2-3) 12.95
9.95
002893 How to Spell 2 Key  .  . 6.75
4.95
002894 How to Spell 3 (4-6)  . 14.45 10.45
002895 How to Spell 3 Key  .  . 6.75
4.95
002896 How to Spell 4 (7-12) . 14.45 10.45
002897 How to Spell 4 Key  .  . 6.75
4.95

How to Teach Any Child to Spell & Tricks of
the Trade (1-12)
Some children, even though motivated, full of
phonics instruction, and diligent workers, just
don’t seem to “catch on” to spelling. Gayle
Graham designed her spelling program for just
such a child and in the process developed a
program that would be a strong contender for
teaching any child to spell. What a coincidence,
then, that she selected this title (How to Teach
Any Child to Spell) for her little (35 pages; 5.5” x
8”) teacher’s manual. Expanding on one of Ruth
Beechick’s three approaches to teaching spelling, Mrs. Graham has developed the Beechick
“individualized method” into an individualized
spelling notebook. Her methodology is simple
enough; put one spelling rule on each page, help
the student categorize his own spelling mistakes
under the proper rule, discuss the reason for
each error developing a strategy for remembering the word’s spelling, and drill the student’s
own misspelled words daily. However, she’s
packaged all this into a 90-page notebook (Tricks
of the Trade); hole-punched with an attractive
layout and engaging illustrations. What sets
this approach apart from other phonics-based
spelling programs is the reasoning involved. The
student is actively involved in the classification/
analysis of his very own spelling difficulties. This
reasoning process is a significant element in each
daily spelling lesson along with more typical
elements - daily writing, phonics review, review
of misspelled words. Another key and unusual
element is daily oral reading with “penciling” - a
process which draws the reader’s attention to
patterns of words and phrases.
The How to Teach book is full of helpful information including an examination of spelling
myths, a look at spelling stages and strategies, a
short tutorial on teaching spelling by syllables,
and a strategic compilation of basic phonics/
spelling rules. Although phonics plays a key
element in any student’s command of spelling,
the slightly different perspective of seeing phonics
as the building blocks for words helps engage the
student in the analysis process which is the key
to success. Carefully chosen helps continue into
the appendix: rules worth remembering, daily
phonics review, frequently misspelled words, and
a recommended resource list.
The two-book set includes both the teacher’s
manual How to Teach Any Child to Spell and
the consumable Tricks of the Trade: A Student’s
Individualized Spelling Notebook. ~ Janice
000334 How to Teach  .  .  .  .  . 9.00
7.50
000351 Tricks of the Trade  . 13.00
10.95
000350 Set of both .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 20.00
16.75
Daily Spelling Practice (1-12)
Learning to spell is a process. The author, Dawn
Burnette, who has brought
this systematic process to
both grammar and reading,
has set out to conquer spelling. The result? A four-year
program that focuses on a
weekly sound key, addresses
prefixes and suffixes, works
with syllables, provides practice with spelling
confusables and lastly, rule-breaking memory
work. Consistency – and perhaps simplicity – is
the key to this program. Each level covers 25

See page vi for key to Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act warning labels.

different sound keys, numerous adding-on rules
(affixes and syllables), 25 different spelling confusables, and five interspersed review levels.
Weekly lessons follow a consistent pattern for five
weeks followed by a review lesson with pre and
post tests for the beginning and ending of each
level. The emphasis is long-term memory. Before
starting Level 1, a student must know the sound
of each individual letter and have some reading
experience – as early as 2nd grade but can begin
later, even as late as 5th or 6th grade. After that (or
for an older student), consider using the one-year
intensive course. Students need ALL four levels so
if you don’t have enough school years left to work
through all levels, consider using the one-year
intensive course.
There are two program components: a Student
Workbook and the Teacher Guide and Answer
Keys. It’s possible to do the program without
the Student Workbook but you will need to be
prepared to do more “blackboard” writing and
for your student to do more notebook writing.
Most will find the Student Notebook worth the
price. The Student Workbook has weekly workpages (one page per week) that provide space
for the student to write. The week’s lessons start
with the sound key and target words along with
new words using the sound key along with the
memory word. Tuesday practices the methods of
adding-on. Spelling Confusables (don’t you just
love that satisfyingly appropriate term?) are covered on Wednesdays by working with a pair of
such words: writing definitions of each and using
correctly in sentences. On Thursday, workbook
practice is identifying correctly spelled words
from lists of words. Assessments are given on
Friday but these are not the sort you study for.
They are designed to determine if the student has
internalized the week’s work. The Teacher Guide
provides a complete program overview, the weekly lessons (with answers filled in), suggested Friday
assessment words, and a scope and sequence for
the program.
One might be inclined to look at the seemingly
skimpy Student Workbooks and conclude that
this is a lightweight program. You would be
wrong. The secret here is consistency and internalizing some very important spelling concepts.
For students to be successful spellers, they must
learn and practice the sound keys, read and
notice the keys while reading; break down words
into syllables, and engage in writing on a daily
basis. Teacher Guides are 50 pgs, spiral-bound.
Student Workbooks are 30 pgs, pb, three-hole
punched.
The One-Year Intensive is a type of “greatest
hits” program for older students. It’s fast-paced
and intensive. There are 180 lessons that cover
the same types of content as the four-year program: sound keys, memory words, confusable
sets, adding-on rules, and review. Like the fouryear program, the Student Workbook provides
the daily lessons with space to write and the
Teacher Guide provides a program overview and
answers. ~ Janice
EACH STUDENT WKBK  .  .  .  .  .  . 9.95
5.95
EACH TEACHER GUIDE .  .  .  .  .  .  .
31.95
Student
Teacher
Level 1
059644
059645
Level 2
059646
059647
Level 3
059648
059649
Level 4
059650
059651
1-Year Intensive 059652
059653
Spelling / Vocabulary
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Spellwell (2-5)
A flexible spelling program, designed to practice words by spelling rule, but incorporating
high-frequency sight words and additional words
of your choice. This allows you to include content-area words from other subject areas or words
your child has misspelled in writing. Another
nice feature is the upgrading of the lesson if a
child misses less than two words on the pretest.
Words with the same phonetic or spelling rule,
but at a higher reading level, are substituted
for those on the original list. For example, if
words like “tire,” “hole,” and “mistake” are no
challenge, they are replaced by words like “telephone,” “useful,” and “earthquake.” As you
might guess, this lesson’s rule is “Words with
Silent e.” An “outlaw” word for the lesson is
“whole,” since it doesn’t conform to its sound.
After the pretest, the student uses the words in
the list in games and activities throughout the
week. According to research referenced here,
students more easily retain information that’s
practiced in regular, short intervals than for a longer time less frequently. Exercises appear varied,
educational, and interesting, giving the students
experience writing and working with the words
before the post test.
Cartoonish blackline illustrations liven the text
and would be fun to color in as a reward for good
work. Teacher guides are optional, providing an
answer key for the exercises. You should not
need them at this level, but they are inexpensive
and will help busy moms save time.
EACH WORKBOOK .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 9.45
6.45
EACH TCHR GUIDE/ANS KEY 5.60
3.95
000562 A (Grade 2, Part 1)
000565 AA (Grade 2, Part 2)
000564 A & AA Teacher Guide/Answer Key
000567 B (Grade 3, Part 1)
000569 BB (Grade 3, Part 2)
000568 B & BB Teacher Guide/Answer Key
000570 C (Grade 4, Part 1)
000572 CC (Grade 4, Part 2)
000571 C & CC Teacher Guide/Answer Key
002914 D (Grade 5, Part 1)
002916 DD (Grade 5, Part 2)
002915 D & DD Tchr Guide/Answer Key
Grammar of Spelling (2-6)
The title simply means spelling in the grammar
stage (grammar, logic and rhetoric). Maximizing
on children’s love of acquiring knowledge and
new facts, the 2nd grade program teaches children blends, clusters and vowel sounds through
hearing and dictation. It is designed to take 30
minutes a day (dictation and worksheets MonWed, and testing on Thurs-Fri). 3rd grade is a
compilation of worksheets with spelling words
being alphabetized in print and then written in
cursive and capital print. In the 4-6 grade books,
spelling rules are taught. The rules are classified into two groups. The first group pertains
to syllabication and vowel sounds. The second
group deals with the addition of suffixes. After
all the rules are taught, spelling is integrated with
other subjects. Grade 4, 5 and 6 cover these 5
rules: doubling final consonants or not, dropping
final e or not, i before e except after c, changing a final y to an i, and –ness vs. –ly. It also
has homophones, weekly word lists/tests, and
alphabetizing. Students are asked to use cursive.
Each book uses different examples to teach these
rules. ~ Sara
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EACH BOOK .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 12.00
9.75
015910 Grade 2
007504 Grade 5
015911 Grade 3
007524 Grade 6
007502 Grade 4
SEQUENTIAL SPELLING (Revised Ed.) (2-8)
This popular spelling program is well-organized
and teaches spelling by word families. Imagine
lists of words that are organized by word families
but that go well beyond a simple vowel family
(i.e. c-at; b-at; etc.) right from the start. Although
the first day’s word list includes only four words
– in, pin, sin, spin; by the third day, the “in”
list has expanded to pinned, skins, twins (and
other “in” words) and started on the “e” (i.e. b-e;
sh-e) family and even includes a crossover word
(begin). By building from the easier words of a
family to important power words, the program
builds self-confidence. Traditional spelling programs introduce words vocabularily – in other
words, when the child is likely to encounter the
word in reading, or based on a chosen theme.
As a result, word sequences are odd and incomplete. In Sequential Spelling, the phonics necessary for decoding is being presented through the
back door, so to speak.
Every learning channel is employed with this
program. Here’s the process: a word is given
verbally and used in a sentence (audio); the student attempts to spell the word (kinesthetic); the
correct spelling is given using colored markers on
a white board to differentiate between family and
other letters (oral interaction & visual); students
correct their own spelling (kinesthetic). Utilizing
the simple educational techniques of having students correct their own mistakes when they make
them – not hours, days, or even weeks later
– and creating a positive learning environment
by maintaining that mistakes are opportunities
to learn produces eager learners and definitive
results. Tests are used as learning devices, not
as a method of evaluation. If you feel compelled
to give grades, written tests (reproducible) are
available after the 40th, 80th, 120th, 160th, and
180th days.
The first several days of lessons are laid out in
detail – completely scripted. In addition to the
teaching process, a positive can-do attitude is
being modeled in these lessons. After the eighth
day, the process is continued as established.
Lists of 25 words along with sentence suggestions
are provided for 180 days; with common words
appearing in bold typing. Homophones (same
pronunciation, different spelling; i.e. bare and
bear), heteronyms (same spelling, different word
and different pronunciation; i.e. bow your head,
bow and arrow), and words that do not follow
the normal pattern (like “gyp”) are all marked.
Review and repetition is built in as you progress
through the days (lists).
Books are progressive but do not really conform to grade levels. For instance, the ending
lessons of Book 1 include words like breathless,
hedging, horrifying, and basically which would
never be seen in a first or second-grade spelling
book. Because they are introduced as parts of
word families, they become doable for the early
grades, but this also means that an older child
starting at Book 1 doesn’t feel like he’s way
behind. (By the way, the parent is given complete freedom to drop some words from the lists
if they feel it will be preferable for their child.)

So, the bottom line is that you can start any grade
level child at Level 1 and proceed through the
books in order. It is recommended that children
are reading at a second-grade level before beginning Level 1, so children in first grade may or
may not be ready to begin, depending on their
reading skill. For help with placement, download
the placement test PDF on our site.
All levels are currently published by Wave 3
Learning as Revised Editions. These feature several format changes from the original program.
In the revised editions, there is a Teacher Book
and a Student Workbook or Student Response
Book. Both teacher and student are necessary at
every level. The Teacher’s Guide holds introductory teaching information and an overview of
the approach as well as all 180 word lists (and
sentences for the homophones and heteronyms),
and an answer key. The much-heftier Student
Workbook holds pages with blank spaces for
each day’s spelling lesson (in sequential order)
and an additional activity on the following page
that uses words from the lesson. Activities vary,
including using words from the lesson in a sentence, unscrambling words, filling in blanks,
writing the definition of words the student is
not familiar with, and listing words that contain
a particular word family (like ‘ake’). Teacher
revised editions are available for all levels, but
Student Workbooks are only available for levels
1-5. For levels without a student Workbook, you
may use the open-ended Student Response Book
which was originally designed to provide the
writing space for student spelling words. To look
at it, you would scratch your head. The column
for the 1st day words is in the middle of page
3 (with the 61st day on the left and the 121st
day on the right). We don’t see the 2nd day
column until page 5. This peculiar arrangement
is designed to prevent the child from copying
words and/or word family parts from one day
to the next, a tendency which gets in the way
of truly learning the pattern. Sets include both
Student Workbook (or Student Response Book)
and Teacher. DVDs are not currently available.
EACH STUDENT  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 14.95
8.95
EACH TEACHER .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 17.95
11.95
EACH SET (WKBK or SRB)  .  .  . 32.90
17.95
062292 Student Response Bk 14.95
8.95
Level
Level
Level
Level
Level
Level
Level
Level

Student
1 029460
2 029498
3 029503
4 050450
5 062286
6		
7

Teacher
SS1RSR
SS2RSR
SS3RSR

Teacher
029476
029502
029511
050451
062287
062289
062291

Set
SS1REV
SS2REV
SS3REV
SS4REV
SS5REV

w/ Student Response Sets:
Level 1
SS4RSR Level 4
Level 2
SS5RSR Level 5
Level 3
SS7RSR Level 7

Sequential Spelling Classic Edition
While quantities last. Leveled books are the
main Teacher Books. These may be used with the
general Student Response Book #62292.
EACH BOOK (except noted) .  . 15.00
8.95
038467 Level 1
038468 Level 2
038469 Level 3
038472 Level 6  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 17.95
11.95
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Spelling by Sound and Structure (2-8)
Rod & Staff is well known for providing quality
resources at affordable prices to Christian schools
and homeschools throughout the U.S. This spelling program is no exception. Each grade level
book contains 34 lessons, one per week. The
elementary/middle school books (2nd-6th grade)
focus on phonetic patterns and word meanings.
Students are also exposed to synonyms, antonyms, definitions, pictures and context clues,
and word categories. Word structure is prominent as students practice syllabication, build
plurals and understand verb forms. Beginning
in 3rd grade, students are also taught beginning
dictionary skills. These are reviewed in grades
4-6 with additional word building skills like prefixes/suffixes, abbreviations, compound words,
present/past tenses and contractions. As students
enter the 7th-8th grade, the books transition to
the study of word elements: roots, prefixes and
suffixes. There are review exercises that focus on
phonetics and word building concepts. Students
are also introduced to the history of our English
language.
The helpful Teacher’s Manuals are formatted
slightly differently at different grades. In the 2nd
and 3rd grade books, you will find background
information for the teacher on careful enunciations, helpful details about phonetic spelling
instruction, the purpose of spelling word lists and
how the program is organized. Suggested weekly
lessons are available in a 3-day or 4-day schedule. Important teacher information is included
regarding spelling drills, spelling tests, review
tests and lesson introductions. Test sentences
and student worksheets with answers are also
included. The 4th-6th grade books offer a condensed version of the above information, word
lists, reduced student pages with answers, test
sentences, and a speller’s dictionary with a full
pronunciation key. In grades 7-8, the introductory information is reduced to one page. Teacher
support includes complete word lists, an alphabetized list of Latin roots grade 7 and Latin/Greek
roots grade 8, and reduced student pages with
answers, test sentences and occasional teaching
notes. A speller’s dictionary with a full pronunciation key is also included.
Student books are softcover and consumable
for grades 2-5 and provide word lists, fill-in the
blank activities, crosswords and other learning
activities. The 2nd grade workbook offers ½” lines
with dotted midline and utilizes traditional manuscript. Word lists for grades 3-6 are in cursive.
Student books for grades 6-8 are non-consumable and hard cover. While it is possible to use
the student books without the teacher’s manual,
most families will find them worth the minimal
investment. ~ Deanne
027974 Grade 2 Student .  .  .  .  .  .
4.80
027975 Grade 2 Teacher  .  .  .  .  .
6.25
027979 Grade 3 Student .  .  .  .  .  .
4.80
027982 Grade 3 Teacher  .  .  .  .  .
6.25
027985 Grade 4 Student .  .  .  .  .  .
6.95
027993 Grade 4 Teacher  .  .  .  .  .
7.90
027994 Grade 5 Student .  .  .  .  .  .
6.95
027999 Grade 5 Teacher  .  .  .  .  .
7.90
028000 Grade 6 Student .  .  .  .  .  .
8.50
028013 Grade 6 Teacher  .  .  .  .  .
8.95
028016 Grade 7 Student .  .  .  .  .  .
9.50
028018 Grade 7 Teacher  .  .  .  .  .
9.95
028019 Grade 8 Student .  .  .  .  .  .
9.50
028039 Grade 8 Teacher  .  .  .  .  .
11.95

Practical Spelling (2-8)
We expect solid, useful, and inexpensive curriculum from our Amish publishers and this spelling
program does not disappoint. The Student Books
are consumable and look like something our
grandparents might have used in school – typed
pages, no pictures, decent paper quality and
softbound, stapled covers. To our graphics-intensive trained eyes, these might look “sparse,”
but don’t be too quick to judge. Instruction is to
the point, word selection is based on phonics
principles and usage topics (i.e. fruits/vegetables,
cooking terms, etc.), reinforcement activities are
traditional and varied. The result is an extremely inexpensive, get-the-job-done-well program.
Each “unit” is a weekly lesson – 36 for each
year. The number of weekly words vary with
the grade level. Grade 2 has 10-11. Grade 3 has
12- 13 words; Grade 4 has 14-15; Grade 5 has
18; Grade 6 - 8 have 20. There is a review lesson
every six weeks. Most of the work – up to the
weekly test – can be done by the student working independently. The Teacher Books provide
answers, spelling lists (in a different order from
the student’s book), and sentences for dictation
or examples. Grades 2-6 Teacher Books are
full-size reproductions of the student books with
answers filled in while Grades 7-8 Teachers are
half-sized and just answers. ~ Janice
EACH TEACHER GRADES 2-7  .  .
5.95
TEACHER GRADE 8  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 3.50
3.35
EACH WORKBOOK .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 3.50
3.35
Workbook
Teacher
Grade 2
062436
062430
Grade 3
062437
062429
Grade 4
062438
062431
Grade 5
062439
062432
Grade 6
062440
062433
Grade 7
062441
062434
Grade 8
062442
062435

SPELLING POWER (3-AD)
Adams-Gordon’s Spelling Power (4th Ed.)
Homeschool teachers will go to great lengths to
help their students overcome difficulties. Take
Beverly Adams-Gordon, for example. An engineer and Montessori teacher, she left her teaching
job to homeschool in an effort to solve her youngest daughter’s severe spelling problems. Finding
no suitable material, she thoroughly researched
the subject and developed her own spelling curriculum. So what’s different?
¾¾ It’s all in one book. One purchase for all
years for all kids.
¾¾ A chapter on research details the most
effective methods of spelling instruction.
¾¾ Complete instructions for introducing,
implementing and evaluating the program.
Directions are given for adapting to different learning styles and ages.
¾¾ The program takes only 15 minutes/day.

¾¾ Extensive Word Lists are based on research
done after 1979 of most frequently used
and misspelled words. Word lists used
in most other programs are based on lists
created in 1915 or 1947. Two lists are
provided, with 5,000 and 12,000 words,
respectively.
¾¾ General and specific placement tests start
each student right where he needs to be.
¾¾ Program is based on phonics and spelling
rules, not phonics alone.
¾¾ Review is built into the program which
uses a “spiral” approach (repeated and
spaced review) similar to the approach
Saxon takes in it’s problem sets.
¾¾ Directions for over 100 games and activities are included which concentrate on
specific skills and make spelling more
interesting. Most are individual or partner
games, but some can be played by up to 6
players.
Now available in its 4th edition, Spelling Power
retains all of its award-winning effective procedures, but it’s more user-friendly with larger
type and more graphics. Easier to read and less
intimidating, there is also improved organization
of resources.
The 4th edition Spelling Power package
includes includes access to the Teacher’s Online
Resources on the publisher’s website and an
updated Quick Start DVD. The Quick Start
DVD provides a personal step-by-step introduction to using the Spelling Power program
featuring author Beverly Adams-Gordon who
explains each step as “real” homeschool moms
and students demonstrate. The Teacher’s Online
Resources includes printable forms, searchable
word lists, charts, printable Activity Task Cards,
bonus activities, and the Digital Spelling Tutor
which allows you to create spelling lists for
multiple children, offers learning, drill and testing activities, tracks several children’s progress,
allows you to create and print progress reports,
and can be used with any spelling word list. The
most thorough coverage of spelling that we’ve
seen. This one’s a “classic.”
002784 Spelling Power .  .  .  .  . 64.95
42.75
034904 Quick Start DVD .  .  .  . 9.95
6.95
Spelling Power Student Activity Books (1-12)
Each Spelling Power Student Record Book
contains enough sheets for one student to master
at least one level of the Spelling Power program.
Conveniently bound, with all forms printed in
blue so the student’s own handwriting stands out.
Available in 3 different line sizes.
EACH RECORD BOOK .  .  .  .  .  .  . 7.95
4.95
004027 Blue, 6mm broken mid-line (2-4)
004028 Green, 4mm broken mid-line (4-12)
004029 Yellow, w/o broken mid-line (1-12)

Spelling Power Activity Task Cards (3-AD)
The 350+ activity task cards contain games
and activities that students can complete on
their own to reinforce spelling and vocabulary
skills. In five categories: Drill Activities, Skill
Builders, Writing Prompters, Dictionary Skills,
and Homonyms, the cards are color-coded by
ability level and keyed to learning style, making it easy to select an appropriate activity.
Teacher’s manual included.
004022  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 32.95
27.95
continued...
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Magnetic Alphabet Tiles & Box (3-12)
Hands-on learners appreciate being able to
touch and feel, and these magnetic letter tiles
are just what you need to complete many of the
Activity Task Cards. The set of 192 magnetic (1”
x 1.25”) uppercase/lowercase letter tiles – red
vowels, blue consonants – also includes apostrophes and hyphens. ~ Janice
025183 Alphabet Tiles  .  .  .  .  . 29.95
23.75
025191 Tiles with Box  .  .  .  .  . 37.95
31.50
063997 Dry Erase Board .  .  .  .  . 7.95
4.95
This dual-purpose dry-erase and magnetic
board is designed for use with the Magnetic
Alphabet Tiles and is 1/8” thick.
Spelling Power Word Card/Box (3-12)
Drill and review are the secret ingredients of
spelling success. Spelling Power’s word card
activities make it easy and these blank cards are
ready-to-use for many of those activities. The set
of 400 cards (3.5” x 2”) is color coded (100 each
of yellow, green, blue, and pink). The Word
Bank Box is just the right size to accommodate
the included set of blank word cards and the six
tabbed divider organizers (daily, weekly, monthly, review, retired, blank). It could even take one
more set of cards (if needed). The box is sturdy
plexiglas with a black bottom and clear top.
Overall box dimensions: 7.25” x 4.125” ~ Janice
025180 Cards (set of 400)  .  .  . 6.95
5.55
025208 Box with Cards  .  .  .  . 29.95
24.95
~~~~~~~~
Spelling Wisdom (3-12)
Based on the principles of
Charlotte Mason, a British
educator during the late
1800s, this spelling series
gives guidance to families seeking to “teach as
Charlotte did”. Miss Mason
firmly believed that education should influence the
whole child and not just fill a brain with useless
information (twaddle). One of the greatest gifts
she gave to the education community was the
focus on living books - books written by someone with a passion for a subject and not just
someone seeking to teach for the passing of a
test. She believed greatly written books could be
the foundation of all learning. In her writings,
she describes, “prepared dictation to teach spelling” which is the foundation of this new series.
You may be wondering how prepared dictation
works. In this approach, children are provided a
passage to study before being required to write
from memory—the chief object being for a child
to become familiar enough with the words that
he can “take in (a photographic sense) a detailed
picture of the word(s)”. After reviewing the passage, the child studies it for several days, with an
intent focus on the words he does not feel competent spelling. When the child feels confident to
spell each word correctly, the teacher will dictate
the passage, one phrase at a time, monitoring for
errors. If errors are noticed during the exercise,
the teacher is directed to cover the incorrect
spelling to prevent the misspelling from becoming engraved in a child’s mind. This process of
study and dictation will vary but should generally
take less than a couple days to one week for each
passage. Sound complicated? It may feel that
way initially, especially if your only exposure
384
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to spelling has been through endless word lists.
Thankfully, Mrs. Shafer does an excellent job of
presenting the Charlotte Mason philosophy as it
applies to spelling along with word study tips
and detailed instructions for the dictation experience. Not only has she presented the background
information equipping you to teach spelling in
this manner, she has also provided an exceptional collection of writings. Included within
these pages are speeches, letters and quotations
from famous people; poetry, Scripture (KJV),
excerpts from great literature and other varied
selections. An extensive index and bibliography
are included. Each spiral-bound book contains
140 exercises, which means each book may last
just under two years and allow you to work at
your child’s own pace. Books incorporate more
than 12,500 words, including 6,000 of the most
frequently used words in the English language,
The five books’ exercises are progressively longer
and more difficult. For example Exercise 1 in
Book 1 is a quote from Charlotte Mason-“I am; I
can; I ought; I will.” The exercise in book 1 is a
five-stanza selection of ‘”What the Wind Brings.”
You’ll notice that the series starts at grade 3.
Miss Mason firmly believed that spelling was
unnecessary before the late elementary years,
giving children the opportunity to familiarize
themselves with written language before embracing the task of spelling well. ~ Deanne
EACH BOOK  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
24.95
028847
Book One (Gr. 3-5)
028857
Book Two (Gr. 5-7)
028863
Book Three (Gr. 7-9)
028910
Book Four (Gr. 9-11)
028911
Book Five (Gr. 11-12)
SPLWSD Set of 5 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 124.75 112.45
Excellence in Spelling: Phonetic Zoo (4-8)
A unique spelling program based on Anna
Ingham’s Blended Sound-Sight Program of
Learning. According to this approach, “children
learn best when what they see is reinforced by
hearing, and when what they hear is reinforced
by being seen.” The visual components of the
Phonetic Zoo consist of 47 Lesson Cards and
a corresponding set of smaller Zoo Cards. The
auditory component consists of five audio CDs
(six in Level C) or corresponding MP3 files
(access provided with purchase of CDs).
Each lesson begins with a new Lesson Card
and Zoo Card. On the front side of each card
are pictures of animals whose names illustrate
the spelling rule being taught. For example,
Lesson 2 covers the “ie” rule and is illustrated
with a cockatiel. The corresponding Zoo Card
is labeled “The ‘ie’ Rule” and has a cockatiel
printed on it. By the end of the program, the
student will earn an entire zoo of animals. The
spelling rule, or some jingle or hint to remind us
of the rule, is printed on the back of the Lesson
Card and should be memorized. This card also
lists fifteen spelling words for each level that
conform to or are exceptions to the rule. These
words can be studied before moving to the audio
part of the lesson.
Using headphones, the student takes and
corrects a practice test dictated from either the
CDs or MP3 files. Because the student studies,
self-tests, and corrects his or her own work, the
Phonetic Zoo is considered a “self-teaching spelling program.” Practice test and test corrections
for each lesson are recorded on separate tracks

so the student can easily find each one. It may
take a while for the student to adjust to the speed
of the dictation, but this is typical. The pause
button can always be used for short breaks or to
catch up to the speaker. Two distinct voices are
used on the audio component. Both speakers
clearly enunciate, but to my ear, one speaker’s
voice was much easier to understand. Daily tests
and corrections take approximately ten minutes
to complete. Achieving two consecutive perfect
test scores is recommended before moving on to
the next lesson.
Every fifth lesson in this program is called a
“personal” lesson. The words for this lesson are
collected by the student as he progresses through
the other lessons and should be written on the
blank spaces provided on the Personal Spelling
Card. Possible personal spelling words can be
commonly misspelled words or interesting words
that the student has come across in other subjects. Personal lessons help tailor this spelling
program to the student.
The Phonetic Zoo has three difficulty levels:
A-primary, B-intermediate, and C-highest. Each
level has its own unique audio file but identical
Lesson Cards. These cards actually have three
complete spelling lists printed on the back.
Correct level placement can be determined
by taking the placement test available online
at http://www.writing-edu.com/spelling/placement_test.php. A comprehensive final exam
marks the completion of the level and progression to the next level. Since the goal of this program is mastery, the time required to complete a
level will depend on the individual student.
This program was designed for children ages
nine and above. Younger children may have difficulty memorizing some of the longer rules and
writing quickly enough to keep up with practice
test dictations. Focus is placed on the number of
correctly spelled words rather than the number
of words missed; the creators of this program are
confident that lesson repetition will take care of
the latter. As explained in the Teacher’s Notes,
it may take time for students to adjust to this type
of program.
Program components are available in several
different sets. Starter Sets for each level contain
Lesson CDs, access to MP3 files for those lessons, Lesson Cards, Zoo Cards, Personal Spelling
(PS) Cards, a small printed Teacher’s Book and
access to the seminar Spelling and the Brain via
video streaming. Please note that the cards are
applicable to all levels so if you already have
a Starter Set, and want to purchase a different
level, you’ll need to purchase the CDs Only for
that level which do not include any cards but do
include access to the MP3 files. Additional Zoo
Cards are available separately. ~ Anh
EACH CDs ONLY SET .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
79.00
EACH STARTER SET .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
99.00
013351 Level A CDs only
013352 Level A Starter Set (4-8)
013353 Level B CDs only
013354 Level B Starter Set (5-8)
013355 Level C CDs only
013356 Level C Starter Set (6-8)
013349 Personal Spelling Cards .
5.00
013350 Lesson Cards  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
15.00
049763 Zoo Cards .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
5.00
018597 Budget Package  .  .  .  .  .  .
29.00
Includes Lesson Cards, small Zoo cards, and
a small printed Teacher’s Book.

See page vi for key to Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act warning labels.

E-Z Spelling (9-AD)
From the publisher Barron’s is another quality
book to simply make learning easier for you.
Let me run through with you all that this comprehensive and logical spelling program covers:
a 10,000 word ready reference spelling list;
chapters on why to bother spelling correctly,
why spelling is so difficult, why we misspell,
how to become a good speller, and mnemonics;
the section covering rules for spelling, which is
broken down further to detail better spelling by
ear, some special problems (-sede, -ceed, and
-cede etc), prefixes, confusing suffixes, plurals
of nouns, the final-y, the final-e, doubling final
consonants, and the difference between British
and American spelling; English as a second language; special devices such as the hyphen, the
apostrophe, capital letters, and spelling abbreviations; and troublesome words like homonyms
and homophones, word building, most frequently misspelled words, demons and superdemons,
science and technology, computer terms, and
medical terms. From the theory behind different
aspects of spelling to the technical how and with
what - I don’t think they skipped a single step
in teaching spelling. The chapters are clear,
and they teach using many examples. Exercises
are included throughout the book, and there are
seven achievement tests in the back of the book
to help test progress. Answers to all the exercises
and tests are also included in this book that really
does make spelling look like an easy thing to
learn. ~ Zach
021561  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 14.99
11.95
COMBINED SPELLING & VOCABULARY
PROGRAMS
Horizons Spelling and Vocabulary (1-3)
Each of the 160 lessons includes weekly word
lists, but allows particular problem words for the
student to be added as well. Teacher Handbook
includes daily lesson plans which dovetail with
Horizons Phonics and Reading, so the two work
well together. Complete sets include a student
dictionary that lists all the words and definitions
used in the program. From Alpha Omega.
EACH COMPLETE SET  .  .  .  .  .  . 49.95
44.96
EACH STUDENT BOOK .  .  .  .  . 24.95
22.46
Complete
Student
Grade 1
010619
010620
Grade 2
013281
013282
Grade 3
022951
023033

Megawords (2nd Ed.) (4-AD)
Megawords uses multiple approaches to help
students learn, understand, and spell mega (large
or multi-syllabic) words. The series is sequential,
with words building in complexity on both phonic and structural elements. Its goal is “to teach
students word attack strategies that they can apply
to sounding out any unfamiliar word.” This is
accomplished by having them start with the basic
building block of language, the syllable. These
are then combined into whole words, used in
context, and practiced in a variety of multi-sensory
activities. Between 431-781 words are learned
in each book, grouped by phonetic structure.
Worksheets explain and practice the rules or
patterns found in the word list. Varied exercises
focus on reading, spelling, and vocabulary. The
word lists by construct can be fairly extensive,
so many worksheets follow in order to use each
word at least once in an exercise. Second edition
changes are minimal in terms of actual content.
Word lists are mostly identical, although I noted
a few changes that seem to be related to word
familiarity and usage (i.e. cannibal not in the new
list; testimony added). Activities are mostly the
same, though there are shifts in order and some
changes in wording (i.e. Mr. Collier is now Mr.
Spero; a radio is now a “machine that could do
all homework”). There is enough movement in
activity placement that using an old answer key
with a new edition is likely to be frustrating. A
review lesson has been added after the first three
lessons in each book. A few types of exercises
have been eliminated (unscramble and crosswords). Other changes include fonts (slightly
larger), more writing space, and graphics/shading.
The worktexts are still black and white.
The
Teacher Guide/Answer Keys (now in lay-flat spiral
binding) have been expanded and contain more
specific information about the approach, a six-step
teaching strategy, “soft scripted” lesson-by-lesson
plans and a complete, reduced page answer key
as well as reproducible assessment and recording
forms along with the reproducible versions of the
reference material from the Student Book.
A spiral-bound Assessment Book is now also
available, intended for all levels of Megawords. It
provides a full diagnostic measure of the decoding and encoding skills taught at each level, and
the test format is great for appropriate placement
in the series, accurate diagnosis of skills in certain areas, easy and complete error analysis, preand post-test comparisons for documentation of
progress, accountability of instructional practices, and development of individual goals and
objectives. The Assessment Book is reproducible.
026405 Assessment .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 35.75
25.95
EACH WORKTEXT .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 14.20
9.95
EACH TEACHER GUIDE/KEY  . 17.75
11.95
Megawords 1
Compound words plus open, closed, silent-e,
r-controlled, consonant -le, double-vowel
words, five syllabication rules (VC/CV, V/CV,
VC/V, /cle and V/V). 762 words.
006877 Worktext
006878 Guide/Key
Megawords 2
Common prefixes and suffixes in two-syllable
words, including 15 Latin roots. Accenting.
781 words.
006880
Worktext
006881 Guide/Key
Megawords 3
Multisyllabic words with unaccented endings and middle syllables (schwa or short-i).

See page vi for key to Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act warning labels.

Reviews accent patterns in 2-syllable words;
introduces accenting of three- and four- syllable words. 431 words.
006882 Worktext
006885 Guide/Key
Megawords 4
Advanced suffixes and endings (-er, -or, -ar,
-ard, -ward, -tion, -sion, -cian, -ous, -age,
-ture, -tu, -sure, -able, -ible, consonant-le).
513 words.
006886 Worktext
006889 Guide/Key
Megawords 5
Vowel sound of y and vowel combinations
with o (oo, ou, ow, oa, oy, oi), a (ai, ay, au,
augh, aw, al) and e (ee, ey, ea, ei, eigh, ew,
eu). 515 words.
006890 Worktext
006893 Guide/Key
Megawords 6
Variations in consonant sounds (ch, ph, qu,
soft sounds of c and g, modified long-vowel
sounds of r-controlled vowels in VrV and
VrrV patterns). 433 words.
006902 Worktext
006903 Guide/Key
Megawords 7
Unaccented vowels i (shwa, i, and y).
Unaccented vowel ending patterns (-ity,
-ical, -ial, -ium, -ual, -ion, -icial, -itial,
-cious, and -cient). 470 words.
006904 Worktext
006905 Guide/Key
Megawords 8
Assimilated prefixes (com-, ad-, sub-, ob-,
dis-, ex-, syn-, and in-). Reviews syllabication rules, suffixes, unaccented vowels, and
accent patterns. 675 words.
006906 Worktext
006907 Guide/Key

Advanced Spelling and Vocabulary (9-12)
Why not? Why not continue to teach spelling
and vocabulary in high school? Just because
most spelling programs end in either the 6th or
8th grade doesn’t mean it’s a good idea. This is
the perfect program for a high schooler, allowing
the student to combine spelling/vocabulary with
particular subjects that are being studied. In
the same manner as its younger sister, Phonetic
Zoo, the program uses auditory input with frequency to achieve mastery. The newly revised
(and lower-priced!) set includes two CD-ROMs
which contain nine sets of MP3 audio vocabulary lessons and PDF booklets. Lesson sets
follow specific subject topics including: Art
& Architecture, Bible & Theology, Business &
Economics, Government & Law, Greek & Latin
Word Roots, Health & Science, Literature, Music
and SAT/ACT. Each lesson features 24 words.
Each word is pronounced, used in a sentence,
and pronounced again, leaving time for the
student to write the word. Later, the student
checks his spelling as the word is spelled and
the definition given on the CD. After each set
of eight words, a short subject-related poem is
inserted for the listener’s relaxation. The student
is expected to go through a lesson once each day
until he can spell all its words perfectly. ~ Janice
033944  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
39.00
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SPELLING INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES
Spelling Plus 1000 Words toward Spelling
Success (K-6)
Do you want to see improved spelling in your
students’ writing? Research shows that 90% of
English text consists of just 1000 words. This
book focuses on teaching the most commonly
used and misspelled words and ensuring that students of all ability levels receive intense instruction on core words. The book is divided into
four main parts; Incredible English, Spelling and
Teaching, Recommended Teaching Techniques,
and Spelling Lists.
The Incredible English chapter lists rules for
spelling and then lists exceptions to the rules. It
also compares the difficulty of spelling other languages to spelling English and covers the history
of the how the English language has evolved.
It also gives arguments for and against spelling
reform in a humorous manner.
The Spelling and Teaching section discussing
ways a spelling program can be transferred to
writing. Many students spell words correctly on
tests but then forget to use the correct spelling in
their writing. This part of the book gives ideas
to keep that from happening. It discusses the
importance of good spelling and explains why
schools do not do a better job teaching it. It talks
about the different types of memory a student
uses to assist with spelling and gives suggestions
for improvement.
Recommended Teaching Techniques is the
section of the book that suggests a few teaching
methods that provide the greatest amount of practice in the least amount of time. Daily Practice
provides six guided practices per word per day,
each in about thirty seconds. Homework provides eleven independent practices per word per
day, each in less than one minute. Diction provides distributed practice and allows the teacher
to continually reinforce spellings, homophones,
punctuation, capitalization, and form. Personal
Words provide an optional method for dealing
with misspellings in student writing in an effective and flexible way.
The Spelling Lists section includes the 1000
Word Core List. It provides lists for grade levels
K-6 and pretesting, review testing, and post-testing to assess students’ learning. It also includes
spelling rules and lessons and worksheets that
correspond with the lists. This instructional book
also includes a word bank and other teacher
resources like a step-by-step checklist and challenge spelling lists. ~ Rachel
014528  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 19.95
16.95
Spelling Dictation Resource Book (1-6)
In Spelling Plus 1000 Words toward Spelling
Success, author Susan Anthony addresses her
concerns of the difficulty students may encounter
in applying what is learned from their spelling
lessons to their actual writing. One of her recommendations was to incorporate the practice of
dictation. The Spelling Dictation Resource Book,
specifically written by Anthony to supplement
Spelling Plus, provides the links between spelling, language mechanics, and real life writing
applications. The goal of this book is to help
students achieve balance between creativity and
grammatical correctness in writing.
In a concerted effort to help save time, this book
provides sample sentences for dictation that cor386
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respond to the spelling lists presented in Spelling
Plus. With the exception of the kindergarten
lists, sentences are provided for each lesson; 20
for lists 4-47 and 10 for lists 48-69. All the spelling words from the previous week’s lesson, as
well as words that may follow the same spelling
patterns that have been taught, are covered in
the current dictation lesson. Additional features
of this book include suggestions on how to use
the Spelling Plus 1000 core words as a basis in
teaching many language skills such as capitalization and punctuation as well as word histories for
each of the 1000 words. In just 15-20 minutes
a day, your child will quickly become proficient
in checking and correcting his or her own written
work while attaining the skill where writing is
done with almost no conscious thought. ~ Enh
004554  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 12.95
10.75

even be part of your instruction process prior
to having students work through the exercises.
A section of homophone crossword puzzles
is included following the worksheets. A table
tells you when you can use each puzzle (the
first can be completed after using the 2nd grade
sheets). Six different homophone card games
are provided, complete with cards to photocopy
onto cardstock and/or laminate. A final section
of More Homophone Tools contains a listing
of books about or using homophones; My List
of Homophones student sheets (for students
to compile their own lists); tongue twisters;
riddles; puns; answer keys for the worksheets
and puzzles; and, finally, a mega-list of homophones (maybe more than you can shake a stick
at). I think it’s safe to say that this is the only
homophone reference/resource book you’ll ever
knead!
045726  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
19.95
Painless Spelling (3+)
Think of this inexpensive book not so much as a
spelling program, but more as a spelling instructor. The focus is on letter sounds and spelling
rules. For instance, the long o sound can be
made with the following letter combinations: o,
o_e, oa, oe, ow, au, eau, oh, ol, ou, ough, eo,
ew. At our house, spelling instruction coincides
with phonics instruction in the early grades. We
commonly study a letter combination and related
words one day, a different letter combination
that makes the same sound (with related words)
another, then give words with both letter combinations another day to ensure they have really
learned the words. This book does a good job
of listing letter combinations that can make each
sound (common, unusual, and oddball), as well
as giving many other spelling rules on plurals,
prefixes and suffixes, compound words, homonyms, and Greek and Latin root words. 104
activities, with answers in the book, are included. Recently revised, the book also includes free
access to an iPhone/iPad/Android app. Consider
this one if you want a basic framework on which
to base your own spelling program, or if you
have a junior high or high schooler needing
remedial spelling work. 284 pgs, pb.
002418  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 9.99
8.50

Spelling Homophones Resource Book (1-8)
They say that the English language is one of
the most difficult to master as there are so many
inconsistencies and exceptions. One particular
aspect of the English language that may cause
trouble is homophones. Homophones account
for over 30% of “spelling” mistakes. However,
these are not necessarily “spelling” mistakes.
Confusion on correct word choice may very
well be the source of these “incorrect” spellings.
Author Susan Anthony offers this book, designed
to accompany Spelling Plus, as a resource guide
aimed at teaching students how to differentiate between commonly confused homophones
and homonyms in their writing. Background
information including definition, part of speech,
word history, usage frequency, and a mnemonic
device are provided for each word. Additionally,
this book contains a worksheet for each of the
130 word pairs covered. Each reproducible activity sheet contains a set of 20 sentences in which
the correct word must be filled in. Answers provided. ~ Enh
Spelling Teacher’s Lesson-a-Day (3-8)
004561  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 15.95
13.25
This resource has been written for students that
need an extra review of spelling skills. There are
All About Homophones: Your Complete Tool 180 one-page lessons, which are written directKit! (1-8)
ly to the student. The first 90 lessons consist
Hear it is! Weight know longer! This is won of homophones and phonics instruction. For
grate book that shouldn’t bee mist! Seriously, example, a lesson includes two homophones
this is a very helpful resource. The cover says with definitions for each and four fill-in-the-blank
it has “more homophones than you can shake sentences using the correct homophone. The
a stick at.” I don’t know how many that is, but phonics instruction is a short lesson based on
101 sound-alike pairs and triples are covered in one sound with several words listed as examples.
this book via grade-leveled worksheets and other The student is then asked to write a sentence or
activities. Worksheets have target homophones two using as many phonics words listed as possiin large lettering on the top and ten fill-in-the- ble. At the end of the lesson, there are six words
blank exercises The worksheets are intended as dictated by the teacher for the student to spell.
reinforcement; you should introduce the homo- The last 90 lessons are short lessons on conphones and their correct usage before having tractions, capitalization, common misspellings,
students work them. There are also additional plurals, abbreviations, silent and double letters,
activities or fun facts at the bottom of each page prefixes and suffixes. An easy-to-use book for the
plus an entire page of additional suggestions for student and teacher which is effective for those
using the sheets. A section of graphic organizer that need a little more review. Reproducible.
sheets can be used to illustrate (or paste pictures ~ Gina
of) homophones and define them. This could 022457  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 19.95
15.95
See page vi for key to Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act warning labels.

Spell Well (6-12)
By the same author as Spelling Plus, Susan
Anthony, comes this program specifically for
high school students. This is a one-year review of
words most frequently misspelled by high school
students, and in fact they account for over half of
that group’s misspellings. This list of 388 words
overlaps with the word list in Spelling Plus, so if
your student has completed Spelling Plus there
is no need for them to complete Spell Well. This
course incorporates the same techniques set forth
in Spelling Plus and is a pretty straightforward
approach to learning to spell words. A list of the
388 words in order of frequency of misspelling
is given, followed by pages with the list broken
down into 20-word groups for students to keep
for review and spelling lists for daily practice.
Suggestions for daily practice follow a specific formula - spell the word and read it, trace the word
and read it, cover the model/write the word and
read it, check from the model, check and correct
the word you wrote, and close your eyes/spell the
word and say it. Give a test on Friday and place
misspelled words on the blank lines of student lists
for repeated practice. Suggested dictation sentences are listed at the back of the book for use with
each week’s spelling list. If you’ve done the math,
you know there are only 24 lists total, which isn’t
enough to do a new list each week for an entire
school year. The author suggests that you use
holiday weeks for review testing and additional
study of difficult words. The goal of this program
is mastery, which is the ability to spell a word correctly every time. By following the procedures in
this book, students will practice the correct words
in a way that should cement the spellings in their
mind. ~ Donna
045487  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 11.95
10.75
The Spell of Words (7-12)
This speller was written specifically for older
students with specific language disability (developmental dyslexia), although it would benefit
any struggling speller. Fourteen lessons cover
basic spelling rules such as the doubling rule,
silent e, ie and ei, endings, plurals and possessives, and others through exercises tried and true
for teaching those with developmental dyslexia.
Each lesson contains simple explanations of
the rules, plenty of example words, and words
that are an exception to the rule, as well as
several practice exercises that provide students
the opportunity to spell words for themselves
following the rules they have learned. Engaging
composition ideas are also included in every
chapter. Three additional chapters at the back of
the book include a list of Greek prefixes, review
exercises, and spelling word lists. The teacher’s
manual contains a suggested lesson plan for the
teacher which provides helpful tips on using the
program as well as specific advice for teaching
spelling to students with SLD, the answers to the
workbook exercises, and several dictations for
each lesson. ~ Steph
032372 Student  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 16.60
11.99
032385 Teacher .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 10.20
7.25

Gillingham’s Phonics Drill Cards (not included)
to teach phonics rules and gives you good example words to remember the rules. You are told in
what sequence to present the rules so you can
confidently present the lessons. Dictation is the
other main component. They are about 1-3 sentences in length and apply the rule that students
have been learning. The teacher book tells you
just how to present a lesson: starting with the
phonogram cards, teaching a sound or several,
presenting a spelling list (of 6-12 words), review,
dictation, read the dictation, correct the dictation, new work or review on a variety of topics,
and then reading aloud for practice. Ta-da! That
is how you present this method. I think it would
take about 15-20 minutes a lesson once you get
the hang of it. Since this is for older kids, the
words used in the lists and dictation are ones you
would find in middle and high school material.
Student book has 135 pgs. Teacher manual has
72 pgs. pb. ~ Sara
053384 Student  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 14.55
10.45
053385 Teacher Manual .  .  .  . 12.20
8.95
SPELLING PRACTICE / REINFORCEMENT
Workbooks / Activity Books
DK Spelling Workbooks (PK-3)
DK Spelling Workbooks boost confidence and
skill in spelling mastery through a gentle, easyto-use style. These books of activities, exercises,
puzzles and mazes are ready to pick up and use.
Each book has 47 consumable activity pages that
move from recognizing and learning to write
letters, letter sounds and identifying words that
rhyme at the PK level, to prefixes, suffixes, syllables and irregularly spelled words in grade 3. 200
gold star stickers are provided in each book and
all answers are included. These books are not
reproducible. Approx. pp 50 – Zach
EACH WORKBOOKS  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 6.99
5.25
055569 Pre-K
055570 Grade 2
055568 K
055571 Grade 3
055567 Grade 1
Big Spelling 1-3 Workbook (1-3)
This colorful workbook is chock full of fun,
non-threatening activities that make spelling fun!
Consonants, beginning sounds, ending sounds,
short and long vowels, blends, silent letters, and
prefixes/suffixes are some of the skills covered.
Activities include: matching, coloring, crossword puzzles, word searches, and basic writing
activities (e.g. writing the word that matches the
picture, sentence completion). Brightly illustrated
pages hold kids’ attention and periodic reviews
throughout the book tie topics together. Extra
word search puzzles are included in the back.
320 pgs, pb. ~ Lisa
024901  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 12.99
8.50

Spellbound (7-AD)
Intended to support a reading program, this
spelling book uses a phonetic approach. The
directions to the instructor are very clear. An
introduction to the book tells you what to do and
why you are doing it. The method uses Anna
See page vi for key to Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act warning labels.

Sight Word Speller (1-3)
These are little practice books to help students
learn 100 sight words in a straight-forward format. Each lesson contains 4 pages of activities
and covers 6 words. In these pages your student will draw around the words, trace them,
fill in missing letters, view them in a word list,
unscramble the words, find misspelled words,
find words that rhyme, sort the words by how
many letters they have, complete simple crosswords & word search puzzles. The last page of
the lesson has a quiz and requires the student
to write a sentence for each new word. Pages
are uncluttered and don’t have any illustrations.
Book 1 has a green cover with green print inside
on white pages. Book 2 has a purple cover & ink.
The simplicity is refreshing good for students who
are easily distracted. sc, 66pp. ~ Sara
EACH BOOK .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 3.75
3.50
057937 Book 1
057938 Book 2
10 Minutes a Day: Spelling (2,4)
For some children, spelling just doesn’t come naturally. They need more practice and maybe even more
exposure to words traditionally recognized at their
grade level. Unfortunately,
for these kiddos drills
become redundant and
a source of contention at
home. Effective and dare I say fun, drill books
may just change all of that. Offering focused
grade level review and practice, colorful pages
and best of all, a guarantee that they can move
onto better things in 10 minutes! Workbook
comes with an easy to use 10 minute timer that
records length of time to complete the lesson
and encourages them to “beat the clock” along
with their previous score. Answer key in back.
Currently available for grades 2 and 4, I am
hopeful that other grades will be released in the
near future. Check our website for other grade
availability. 80 pgs, pb.
EACH BOOK .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 9.99
7.50
056978 Grade 2
056979 Grade 4
Word Puzzlers (3-8)
A ‘Word Puzzler’ is a clue-based letter scramble that leads students to spell various words,
increasing their vocabulary, listening, and spelling skills. At the beginning of each lesson, students are given a set of letters. The teacher then
reads the first clue from the book, asking them to
form a word based on the clue. As more clues
are read, words are transformed by substitutions,
rearrangements, and additions, until the final
clue asks students to use all the letters to form a
word. The main draw of this activity book is its
emphasis on vocabulary words and contextual
information. Many clues ask students to make
adjectives, antonyms, and swap consonants or
vowels, which reinforces vocabulary meanings
while improving spelling skills. Some of the clues
can be a little tricky for younger spellers, but the
teacher can make clues easier or allow students
to team up. Overall, this is a neat supplementary
activity book, excellent for honing logic, vocabulary, and spelling skills for individuals or small
groups of students. ~ Stephen
064877  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
9.95
Spelling / Vocabulary
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Apples: Daily Spelling Drills (7-12)
This book is full of worksheets to drill students on
the rules of spelling. It has
worksheets for 150 days and
incorporates scripture from the
Bible, including KJV, NKJV,
and NIV versions. One spelling rule is introduced each
week and until is has covered
many of the most prominent spelling rules. The
book then supplies short, simple daily drills to
helps students memorize the rules. These lessons
should be completed quickly and easily in no
more than ten minutes a day. There are no lists
and no tests, but every tenth day there is a review
of the previously learned rules. Students then
apply the rules by completing scripture, puzzles,
and sentences. Most of the answers are somewhat obvious because the activities give a word
box or list to draw answers from and the rest can
usually be figured out by process of elimination,
but a key is provided. The book focuses only
on common spelling rules and does not provide
drills for their exceptions. Once students are
comfortable with a rule, they can look in the
back for a list of exceptions. ~ Rachel S.
017131  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 14.95
11.75
Apples 2: Daily Phonics Drills for Secondary
Students (7-12)
Like the original, Apples 2 is intended for
older students who need phonic based spelling
drills. The format of the book remains the same.
Approximately one spelling rule is presented
per week and students apply the rule through
completion of various Bible verses, puzzles, and
fill-in-the-blank exercises. Exceptions to the rules
are covered in separate lessons to avoid undue
confusion, especially for those who may already
exhibit spelling difficulties. The 150 lessons are
still meant to be completed in less than 10 minutes a day. There are no spelling lists and tests,
although short reviews covering the previously
learned rules are provided every tenth day. This
book not only reinforces some of the lessons
covered in Apples, but also introduces more
“advanced” phonics rules. Please note: In creating the drills used for this book, 4 Bible versions
were used: KJV, NKJV, ESV, and NIV. ~ Enh
025602  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 14.95
11.75
Activities
Hot Dots Laugh It Up! Spelling Cards (1-3)
Improve students’ spelling and writing as they
read jokes, cartoons and riddles. Hot Dots are
a fun and interactive way to practice lessons
independently. Kids get instant feedback. As
they press the pen to the right answer, they are
rewarded with a green light. An incorrect answer
makes the pen glow red. It also gives out encouraging phrases and fun sound effects. The set has
100 grade level words and works on short/long
vowels, r-controlled vowels, blends/digraphs,
sight words, plurals, contractions, homophones,
and more. Here is an example. (Riddle): “What
animal is ___ all the time? Answer: A blue
whale!” The dot choices are: a. sade; b. sadd;
c. sad; d. sed. Pen not included in sets, but sold
separately. ~Sara
009504 Card Set  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 10.99
8.50
026290 Hot Dots Power Pen 12.99
9.95
388
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Spelling to Classical Music (3-8)
There are math songs, history songs, geography
songs, and science songs – so why not spelling
songs? These familiar classical melodies could
be just the ticket to help all those spelling rules
(and exceptions) stick! The program is easy to
use, and can be used by itself or as a companion
to any spelling program. There are 35 songs on 2
CDs set to classical pieces by the likes of Bach,
Haydn, Mendelssohn, Bizet, Mozart and many
others. In the book, the full lyrics of each song
are printed, followed by a breakdown of the rules
encountered in that song. There may be multiple
rules per song, so the portion of the song that
illustrates the rule and a text box that explains
the rule are highlighted along with a list of words
that follow the specific phonics or spelling rule
illustrated. There could be up to 5 or more rules
illustrated per song. Most songs also have a spelling test word list for the rules encountered in the
song. The songs can be done in whatever order
the teacher sees fit. The word lists in the book are
fairly extensive, with over 5,000 spelling words
as well as homophones and Greek and Latin
roots. The music CDs are a high quality with
good clarity. Not a consumable or reproducible
book. – Zach
004078  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
29.95
Software
Spelling Blaster CD-ROM (1-3)
Spelling drills can be boring, but make them
into a computer game and suddenly kids will
be begging to do them! This CD-ROM is full of
games that provide spelling review and practice
in a fun way. In a futuristic world, three creatures are vacationing on Planet Islandia when the
mayor begs them to help him solve a local crime.
Mumblers are stealing books, and it’s up to the
three pals to discover which Mumbler has taken
which book. To get clues about the identity of the
Mumbler, players travel to other islands, looking
for clues. To actually “find” a clue, players must
pass levels by conquering all the words in a word
list (usually from the same word families). Players
must fill in blanks, spell whole words, recognize
spelling patterns and word families, use phonics
and rhyming words, edit misspelled words, and
unscramble jumbled words. But they don’t just
sit there typing words; players must shoot letter
balls out of cannons, spell words correctly to
cross a troll-guarded bridge, and complete other
fun and action-packed activities to progress.
Once players pass a level, they get a clue about
the Mumbler, like what kind of hat he wore, the
color of his shirt, etc. At the end, they’ll be able
to use the clues to select from many different
Mumblers and find the culprit. It’s a pretty fun
game, with three different islands to explore as
you’re attaining clues. There’s a word editor, so
you can even add your own unique words to the
game, though with 140 spelling lists, 29 storybooks, word puzzles, and over 1700 words, the
game covers all the beginning words and word
families that new spellers usually cover. Several
players can store their progress at a time, so the
game is good for more than one student. This is
definitely a game worth checking out if you’re
having trouble getting your child excited about
spelling. System requirements: Windows: Vista,
XP; Macintosh: OS X, 10.1.5-10.4.10. ~ Rachel
030039  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 9.99
7.95

Carmen SanDiego Word Detective CD-ROM (3-9)
Carmen’s new machine is turning the English
language into nonsense! If you can complete
these twelve missions, you can save us from a
real communication headache! Spelling, grammar and vocabulary skills will be put to the test.
While completing these missions, you’ll cover
over 10,000 spelling words, 50 common spelling
rules, the parts of speech, proper punctuation,
sentence structure, subject-verb agreement, over
100 grammar rules, word definitions, Greek and
Latin roots, prefixes, suffixes and context at your
choice of one of three difficulty levels. System
requirements: Windows 98 or ME.
057267  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 9.99
7.95
SPELLING REFERENCES / HANDBOOKS
A-Z Spelling Word Journal (K-3)
EACH JOURNAL  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
3.30
068504 My Primary A-Z Spelling Word
Journal
068499 My A-Z Spelling Word Journal
Spell Check Cards (K-6)
These colorful, inexpensive 11” x 8.5” cards
provide a ready reference for common words.
The front of the Grades K-2 card contains an
alphabetical list of 85 spelling words, while the
back provides additional words grouped into categories (e.g. Numbers, Family, Months, Animals,
Foods). The front of the Grades 3-6 card lists 150
high-frequency words, as well as the months
and days of the year and a list of common
abbreviations. The back of the card provides a
reference to commonly-confused words, with
sample sentences for each. Both cards feature
colorfully illustrated borders and icons, plus an
activity sheet with suggestions for teachers and
students. ~ Lisa
EACH CARD  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
0.75
048284 Gr. K-2 (A.)
048283 Gr. 3-6
My Spelling Dictionary (1-4)
My Spelling Dictionary lists over 1000 common
words and includes blanks on the bottom so that
troublesome spelling words can be added. The
back of the book contains lists of important things
like the days, months, colors, contractions, holidays, abbreviations, number words, and story
starters. 30 pgs. - Melissa
006825  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1.99
1.75
SPELLING PAPER / TABLETS
Word Study Notebook (K-3)
A child’s very own book where they can record
words with specific spelling patterns. Each page
has two or three letter combinations & a corresponding picture at the top like: an (shows a fan),
at (shows a cat), ai (shows rain), ip, ap, ell, ail,
ck, ss, etc. with 7 lines below for kids to fill in
words holding those combinations. As kids think
of or see words with those letters they can add
it to the respective list. With their own book that
they are in charge of writing in, they are more
likely to retain the information. The sounds might
occur at the beginning, middle or at the end of a
word; teaching kids to watch for spelling patterns
will help them be better spellers, too. Purple
cover, 7.5 x 9” 28pp. ~ Sara
057949  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1.50
1.40

See page vi for key to Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act warning labels.

Primary Learning Log (K-3)
This spelling notebook is specifically designed
for younger spellers by providing widely spaced
lines with the referential dotted half line. There
is ample room to write the set of twenty spelling
words covered in the week’s lesson from the
Wise Guide for Spelling. The log has room for
over 1000 spelling words. ~ Enh
009102  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 6.00
5.50
Black Learning Log (3-AD)
This particular composition book is used as a
spelling notebook for Spell to Write and Read.
Includes 50 wide-ruled sheets (3/8”) and has a
sturdy cardstock cover.
001381  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 12.00
10.95
Tall Tales Wirebound (3-AD)
Ignore the fancy title - this long (11” ) narrow
(4”) lined book is ideal for spelling words or
lists of any kind. They flew off the shelf at our
spring conventions. I love ‘em because I can
list without waste, they’re cheap, and spiral
bound. What more could you ask for? These
spiral-bound notebooks feature sturdy covers and
50 college ruled sheets. Available in assorted
colors; if you order more than one, we’ll assort.
013823 Solid Color Cover .  .  .  . 2.99
1.90
019823 Earth Tone Cover .  .  .  . 3.08
2.25
Favorite Spelling Tablet (3-AD)
Exactly what you need for weekly spelling tests
(or daily if you’re using the Sequential Spelling
program). 100 pages, 3” x 9” with 21 lines (5/16”
spacing) and 1.5” top space. Paper quality is
decent – not quite printer paper quality. ~ Janice
061966  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
0.80
Spelling Paper (3-AD)
We always used steno notebooks for spelling
when I was young, creating new columns when
we’d get to the bottom of the page. This idea
is better! Each package of paper contains 500
sheets of white, wide ruled paper, measuring 4”
x 10 1/2”; perfect for your long spelling lists.
023775  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 5.69
4.75
VOCABULARY PROGRAMS / INSTRUCTION
WORDLY WISE (K-12)
Wordly Wise works. It’s a
vocabulary-building program
that grows with the student,
and makes vocabulary building interesting and entertaining. All editions of Wordly
Wise share a similar format
giving interesting word histories, dealing with usage
issues, and exposing common usage pitfalls.
There are 20 lessons in each level plus five review
lessons. Typical lessons contain an alphabetized
list of fifteen words with a brief entry for each
including part of speech, concise definition, and
proper usage of the word in the context of an interesting sentence that provides a mnemonic anchor
for the word. Following are activity sections
(which vary slightly with the edition). Crossword
puzzles and Hidden Message puzzles are used
for review. The overall word list for the series
consists of 3000 words; their selection based on
frequency, grade-level literature, textbooks, and
SAT-prep books.

Wordly Wise 3000 4th Edition (K-12)
Newly revised, with a 2018 copyright, Wordly
Wise 3000 is still the same great vocabulary-building program that many of you love.
Word lists have remained the same in almost all
levels. Lesson 17 of Book 12 has a different story,
but the word lists remain the same; and lesson 12
of Book 9 has a different title for the story, but
the story is actually the same as in the 3rd edition
and uses the same word list.
Please note that Kindergarten and Book 1 are
still 2nd edition. They have updated the copyright to 2018, but no content changes have been
made at these levels.The structure of Books K and
1 are a bit different. These vocabulary-building
activities include selecting the correct picture
in the workbook while the parent reads a story
aloud from the teacher pack. The unique, twoweek lesson plans in these beginning books
teach and reinforce words and concepts in 20-25
minutes a day. Teacher Packs for K and 1 include
extensive lesson plans, Concept and Picture
Cards, read-aloud stories and poems, extension
and challenge activities, blackline masters, formal and informal assessments for each lesson,
assessment checklists and more.
There are new activities in Books 3-12, and
those have changed from lesson to lesson; older
edition answer keys and teacher resources will
not work with the 4th edition workbooks. There
are formatting changes in the workbooks, with an
updated look. Books 2 and 3 still have 15 lessons
(10 words per lesson), and Books 4-12 still have
20 lessons each (15 words per lesson).
New activities include “Rate Your Word
Knowledge,” which is a reproducible sheet found
in the teacher resource book to assess word
knowledge before beginning a lesson. “Using
Words in Context” is intended to strengthen a
students ability to determine meaning based
on context. “Making Connections” is to help
students make connections between words and
understand word relationships. “Determining
Meanings” helps students understand word parts
(prefixes, roots, suffixes) while reinforcing understanding. “Completing Sentences” allows students to demonstrate understanding of words
by completing sentences.”Vocabulary Extension”
is found at the end of each lesson, and focuses
on just one word from that lesson in order to
develop a deeper understanding of vocabulary
and application.
Wordly Wise is now in partnership with
Quizlet.com where students can practice their
vocabulary for additional reinforcement with
online games and exercises. Students can get
even more practice at WordlyWise3000.com,
which includes audio word lists, games, and
graphic organizers.
Teacher Resource Books include teachers
guides for the lessons, reproducible tests and
reviews, vocabulary activities (including word
webs and semantic maps), options for group
or individual instruction, pacing options, and
answer keys for the tests and workbooks. (Please
note that there is a page that references teacher
access to Quizlet, but teacher access codes
are not actually included in Teacher Resource
books. These are only available to purchasers of
“classroom sets” which are not currently available from us.) Tests are designed to prepare students for standardized tests; the format is largely
multiple-choice. There are tests for each lesson

See page vi for key to Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act warning labels.

as well as cumulative midterms and finals. If you
do not think that an intensive, thorough teacher
guide is necessary, non-reproducible Test Books
(with answers) and Answer Keys (for student
workbooks) are available separately.
Tests and Answer Keys are still available separately for those who don’t need or want to
purchase the teacher resource book. Test format
is still multiple choice, with lesson tests, cumulative tests, and final test.
EACH STUDENT BOOK .  .  .  .  . 13.95
9.45
EACH K-12 TEACHER BOOK  . 69.00
47.95
EACH ANSWER KEY .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 6.60
4.65
EACH TEST BOOK .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 13.80
10.25
068862 Bk K Tchr Res Pkg  .  . 96.00
068861 Bk 1 Tchr Res Pkg  .  . 96.00
Book
Book
Book
Book
Book
Book
Book
Book
Book
Book
Book
Book
Book

K
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Student
068847
068835
068839
068840
068841
068842
068843
068844
068845
068846
068836
068837
068838

69.75
69.75

Teacher Ans Key Test Bk
068852
068853
068854
068855
068856
068857
068858
068859
068849
068850
068851

068827
068828
068829
068830
068831
068832
068833
068834
068824
068825
068826

068866
068867
068868
068869
068870
068871
068872
068873
068863
068864
068865

Wordly Wise 3000 3rd Edition (K-12)
Book numbers correspond with grade levels.
Book 2 includes all the lessons in Book A (1st
ed.) and lessons 1-7 from Book B (1st ed.). It
has 15 lessons and 150 vocabulary words. Book
3 includes lessons 8-10 from Book B (1st edition)
and all lessons from Book C (1st ed.). It also has
15 lessons with 150 words and contains some
Greek and Latin root exercises. Students learn
300 new words a year in Books 4-12. Books K
and 1 were new with the 2nd edition, but work
just as well with the 3rd edition.
Student Workbooks for Books 2-12 contain 20
lessons each with fifteen words. Each lesson
includes a Word List with complete dictionary
type of entry information, a Finding Meanings
exercise (choose two phrases to form a sentence
that correctly uses a word), the Just the Right
Word exercise (replace a phrase with a single
word), an Applying Meanings exercise (using
words in context), a Word Study exercise (covers synonyms, antonyms, suffixes, prefixes, and
analogies), and a Passage (classic and contemporary authors) with follow-up questions. As far
as reading content, although Wordly Wise has
always been a secular program, many customers
have found the content to be increasingly “liberal” and “humanistic” with the newer editions. If
you prefer religious or conservative content, you
may wish to opt for a different program.
The Teacher Resource Books for 2nd grade
and up include teacher’s guides for the lessons,
reproducible tests and reviews, vocabulary activities (including word webs and semantic maps),
options for group or individual instruction, pacing options, and answer keys for the tests and
workbooks. Tests are designed to prepare students for standardized tests; the format is largely
multiple-choice. There are tests for each lesson
continued...
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as well as cumulative midterms and finals. Tests
have a double column format. At the upper
levels (grade 9-12), each test also features a
“SAT Sneak Preview” section in which additional
practice is given in preparation for standardized
testing. If you don’t think an intensive, thorough
teacher guide is necessary, non-reproducible
Test Books (with answers) and Answer Keys (for
student workbooks) are available separately.
Answer Keys also have double columns with one
column per lesson.
Have an auditory learner? We also now offer
Audio CD sets that correlate to levels 2-12.
These include recordings of each word list to aid
pronunciation, along with definitions and comprehension questions, and all reading passages.
There are three CDs each for Grades 2-3, and 5
CDs for each level for grades 4-12.
The structure of Books K and 1 are a bit different. These vocabulary-building activities include
selecting the correct picture in the workbook
while the parent reads a story aloud from the
teacher pack. Concept and Picture Cards introduce key concepts and words, and the activities
prepare students for the kind of content-area
reading that they will encounter in later grades.
The unique, two-week lesson plans in these
beginning books teach and reinforce words
and concepts in 20-25 minutes a day. Teacher
Packs for K and 1 include extensive lesson plans,
Concept and Picture Cards, read-aloud stories
and poems, extension and challenge activities,
blackline masters, formal and informal assessments for each lesson, assessment checklists and
more.
012454 Wordly Wise 3000 Grades K-6
Program Overview .  .  .
FREE
Wordly Wise 3000 3rd Edition (2-8)
EACH BOOK K-1 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 12.60
EACH BOOK 2-3 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 12.85
EACH BOOK 4-8 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 13.55
EACH BOOK 9-12 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 14.50
EACH K-1 TEACHER PACK .  .  . 86.00
EACH 2-3 TEACHER BOOK  .  . 49.15
EACH 4-12 TEACHER BOOK  . 54.15
EACH ANSWER KEY .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 6.20
EACH TEST BOOK .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 12.95

9.45
8.85
9.35
10.15
62.95
34.35
37.85
4.65
9.45

Student Teacher Ans Key Test Bk
Book K 014354 014356
Book 1 014260 014262
Book 2 050998 051006 050990 051015
Book 3 050999 051007 050991 051016
Book 4 051000 051008 050992 051017
Book 5 051001 051009 050993 051018
Book 6 051002 051010 050994 051019
Book 7 051003 051011 050995 051020
Book 8 051004 051012 050996 051021
Book 9 053668 053672 054843 054839
Book 10 053665 053669 054840 054836
Book 11 053666 053670 054841 054837
Book 12 053667 053671 054842 054838
EACH CD SET (except noted)  . 64.95
47.95
050983 Book 2  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 40.65
29.85
050984 Book 3  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 40.65
29.85
050985 Book 4
050986 Book 5
053664 Book 9
050987 Book 6
053661 Book 10
050988 Book 7
053662 Book 11
050989 Book 8
053663 Book 12
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Wordly Wise - Original Edition (2-12)
The original edition of Wordly Wise is also
still available, although the tests have gone out
of print. It has been preferred by some homeschoolers because it did not include the narrative
passage found in the 3000 series editions. As
you would expect, graphics and formatting in
this edition are dated and there is less use of the
accent color. The word lists (different from later
editions) require the student to supply the dictionary type material for each listing (located in a
glossary in the back of the book).
The A, B, and C books have between 10-12
lessons, each with 8-12 words. Lessons present
words and brief definitions, include exercises
in word usage, and culminate with a simple
crossword puzzle. 12-20 new words are introduced in each lesson in higher levels. Varied
exercises give students experience in defining
words, including multiple meanings, and using
the word in correct context. At each level,
Exercise A requires the student to choose the
phrase best fitting the meaning of the word as
used in a phrase. In exercise B, the student must
identify the sentence in which the word is used
incorrectly. Exercise C (Levels 1-6) has students
replacing italicized word in sentences with one
of his vocabulary words, giving practice in actually writing the word in context. Exercises D and
E in each lesson review the current and earlier
lessons, providing reinforcement of previously
studied words (use it or lose it!). In fact, each
word occurs subsequently from 5 to 15 times
in each book. Beginning in Book 4, there is an
additional exercise dealing with roots, prefixes,
and suffixes. Books 7-9 also include exercises
with analogies, connotations, and literal and
metaphorical usage. Each lesson in all levels
ends with a discussion of words with interesting
histories, distinctions between words commonly
confused, and clarifications of possible misconceptions. In all, the 12 books teach 4,050
useful words, carefully selected to provide a core
vocabulary useful in a variety of verbal contexts,
appropriate to the student’s level of experience
and writing ability, and keyed to the level of
available reading material. Levels 1-3 have word
glossaries containing definitions. After level
three, students will need a separate dictionary to
look up vocabulary words on their own. Separate
tests have students match words with definitions,
find synonyms and antonyms, answer true or
false, fill in blanks, and replace phrases with the
correct vocabulary word. These provide an easyto-score assessment of your child’s grasp of the
vocabulary learned at each level and give one
test for each chapter in the book (30-40 questions
each), as well as a cumulative final exam (100
questions). Tests are sold independently for most
levels and include an answer key.
EACH BOOK A-C .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 10.95
7.95
EACH TEACHER KEY A-C .  .  .  .  . 4.10
3.75
EACH BOOK 1-5 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 13.95
9.95
EACH BOOK 6-9 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 15.35
10.95
EACH TEACHER KEY 1-9  .  .  .  . 10.50
7.35
EACH SINGLE TEST WITH KEY 2.51
2.35
Worktext
Key
Test/Key
Book A (2-4) 012971
019213
Book B (2-4) 008651
008858
Book C (2-4) 012972
019946 019952
Book 1 (4)
008883
018820 019953
Book 2 (5)
010765
007556 019954
Book 3 (6)
014584
007557

Book
Book
Book
Book
Book
Book

4
5
6
7
8
9

(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)

006787
006672
010690
007558
007559
007560
006673
019947
006674
019948
019945
019949
~~~~~~~

019960
019961

Words are Wonderful (2-6)
Subtitled “An Interactive Approach to
Vocabulary,” this complete vocabulary program
takes the study of words to a deeper and more
well-rounded level than other programs that
simply supply the student with a list of new
words to learn and repetitive exercises to use
them. Words are Wonderful instead focuses on
presenting new words in context and placing an
emphasis on meaningful parts of words, including prefixes, suffixes, and inflectional endings.
This offers students an opportunity to dissect
words, play with them, and understand the complex relationships between different words and
parts of words. Students become word investigators, taking an active approach in vocabulary
building, all the while learning strategies to help
them figure out the meanings of words they are
not familiar with.
Lessons contain several parts, and offer students
many ways to use the words they learn.
Each
lesson begins with a textual selection that may be
either fact or fiction; poetry, biography, factual
articles, myths, fables, book reviews, and more.
Words featured in bold are the selected vocabulary words for those lesson, and the succeeding
activities use these in a variety of ways. The
next activity contains thinking questions about
the reading selection and will often require them
to use some of the vocabulary words in their
response thoughts, writing these words in the
context of their own words. The next activities
focus on the content of the words, the exploration of their definitions, and breaking the words
into their meaningful parts. These vary widely,
as each one is designed for students to explore
another aspect of the meaning or construction of
the word, providing a versatile range of vocabulary word usage. A glossary of vocabulary words
is also included at the end of each student book
so that meanings are always close at hand. At
the end of each lesson, a “Writing Workshop”
is given, allowing the students an opportunity to
write a few sentences or paragraphs on a related
topic to the lesson, using some of the vocabulary
they have learned in the lesson. Books 1-4 each
contain 24-30 lessons, divided up into several
teaching units each containing six lessons. The
first five lessons are instructional, and the sixth
lesson provides a review. Book A (intended for
2nd grade) contains 12 lessons, and less intensive
writing activities.
Corresponding teacher’s guides include the
vocabulary word list for each lesson, objectives,
and isolates and lists any specific word elements
studied in that lesson. Teaching plans are included, incorporating ideas for introducing the lesson
and concepts, as well as reinforcing activities.
All of this surrounds the corresponding minimized copy of the student pages with answers
filled in, so the teacher and student guides are
always “on the same page,” literally. Enrichment
activities, suggestions for activities with learners
of different ability levels or disabilities, as well
as “Book Spots” for extending the lesson into
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literature are also included with each lesson in
the teacher’s guide. All this allows the teacher
to extend the lesson and reinforce the concepts
as much or little as is necessary in accordance
with the student’s abilities, while offering a host
of suggested activities to pick and choose from
as necessary. We also offer the teacher’s guide
and test book for Book A. They are probably not
absolutely necessary at this level, but provide
more teaching help and a quick way to check
answers. If frequent assessment is desired, tests
for all levels are available in blackline master
form. These include a 20+ question test for each
lesson in the corresponding student book, as well
as midway and final assessments. Answer keys
are included for each test and assessment.
Books 1-4 are designed to introduce about
330 new words a year, more than is provided in
many other programs (Book A is the exception,
with only about 75 new words). This provides
enough vocabulary to keep the student with the
average to above-average vocabulary to stay well
on track for their age, while allowing the student
who may be lacking to catch up a bit to others at
their grade level. Whatever their level, students
of many different abilities and learning styles
are sure to benefit from the versatile use of the
vocabulary words that will surely “stick” after so
much reading, writing, study, dissection, speaking and all-around word play. - Jess
EACH STUDENT BOOK .  .  .  .  . 17.95
14.45
EACH TEACHER GUIDE .  .  .  .  . 23.20
17.95
EACH TEST BOOK .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 40.30
31.50
Student
Teacher
Test
Book A (2)
037693
006735
006737
Book 1 (3)
028495
028496
028503
Book 2 (4)
028497
028499
028501
Book 3 (5)
028498
028500
028502
Book 4 (6)
033521
032386
032387

Vocabu-Lit (2-12)
Combine vocabulary building with exposure to
quality literature and what do you get? VocabuLit! In each of the 36 lessons, a short (half-page)
segment of literature is provided. The 10 master
words to be studied in the lesson are shown in
bold print in the reading selection. Our sample
was from the 8th grade book, and featured such
authors as Robert Louis Stevenson, Stephen
Crane, Jack London, Arthur Conan Doyle, Mark
Twain, Ernest Hemingway, Daniel Defoe, and
Charles Dickens. Literature selections included
segments from Black Beauty, Red Badge of
Courage, Robinson Crusoe, Call of the Wild,
and A Christmas Carol. Vocabulary exercises
include writing a definition of each word before
and after looking it up in the dictionary, choosing
synonyms and antonyms from a list provided, filling in the master words in analogies, and filling
in the master words in a sentence. The teacher
edition is a copy of the student book with the
answers filled in. Please note that the publisher
is gradually converting the teacher editions from
printed copies to PDF format on CD. Vocabulary

words chosen are appropriate for the grade level.
Encourage students to increase vocabulary and
knowledge of good literature simultaneously.
The folks at Perfection Learning heard your
requests for Vocabu-Lit for younger students. The
same quality Vocabu-Lit program is now available for 2nd through 5th grade. Levels B, C, and
D (2nd-4th) have appealing kid-friendly graphics,
larger font, wider spacing, fewer lessons (20-24
as opposed to 36 in levels F through L), and
word lists of 8 to 10 words. Level E contains
32 lessons, but follows the same general format
as levels F through L. Test booklets and Answer
Keys are also available at upper levels.
EACH STUDENT  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 11.95
9.25
EACH TEACHER B-E .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 19.95
15.25
EACH TEACHER F-J  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 15.50
11.95
EACH TEACHER K-L .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 19.95
15.25
Level
Student
Teacher
Book B (2)
055088
055089
Book C (3)
055090
055091
Book D (4)
055092
055093
Book E (5)
055094
055095
Book F (6)
009169
009170
Book G (7)
009167
009168
Book H (8)
009165
009166
Book I (9)
009162
009164
Book J (10)
046434
046435
Book K (11)
046436
046437
Book L (12)
046438
046439
EACH TEST  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 3.50
3.35
EACH TEST KEY .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
0.95
Test
Test Key
Book E (5)
062555
062556
Book F (6)
037483
037486
Book G (7)
037488
037505
Book H (8)
037558
037567
Book I (9)
037599
037623
Book J (10)
037625
037648
Book K (11)
037669
037671
Book L (12)
037673
037674
Vocabu-Lit Common Core Editions (6-10)
Common Core significantly changes literature
studies, and we see that in this series – which is
still an excellent vocabulary series, by the way.
First of all, the literature selections are different.
In Book F (6) there is overlap in only seven (out
of 30) selections. In Book I (9) there is more
overlap - twelve out of 30. Gone are selections
from Swiss Family Robinson, The Prince and the
Pauper, and Anne of Green Gables (to name just
a few). New inserts include retold Shakespeare,
Pride and Prejudice, and, interestingly, a biography of Steve Jobs among many others. CCSS
requires a wider selection of reading genres –
informational, retold drama, and critical essay
are among the additions. To give you an idea
of the types of literature included, in Book F (6)
there are eight informational, three poems, nine
fiction (plus one historical fiction), four autobiographies (plus one biography and one memoir), one critical essay, and one retold drama
selection. This sort of coverage seems to be
pretty consistent across grade levels. Once you
get into the actual literature/vocabulary lessons,
the general format and coverage is similar to the
older editions. There is a half-page or so passage
followed by six exercises. Some of the activities
are identical to the older edition – synonyms/
antonyms, sentence completion, for instance.
The definitions sequence is almost the same with
students asked to give context clues in this new
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edition. A few of the exercises are new – shades
of meaning, related words and meanings, and
using words with multiple meanings. The games
are gone, but each lesson includes a writing
assignment (lots of variety here). One of my
favorite “adds” in this new edition are the lessons
on literary analysis. For each of the six units,
there is a word study section that includes a lesson on classic roots and affixes and a lesson on
some aspect of literary analysis. Each of the six
units also includes a Unit Assessment patterned
after SAT, PARCC, and Smarter Balanced item
types (fill in the bubble) – short literature passages followed by multiple-choice questions and
concluding with a writing question. The Student
Books are consumable worktexts. The Teacher
Book is a replica of the student with answers
filled in. Also new with this edition but available
now for both is a Test booklet and Answer Key.
165 pgs, pb. ~ Janice
EACH STUDENT  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 11.95
9.25
EACH TEACHER .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 19.95
15.25
EACH TEST  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 3.50
3.35
EACH TEST KEY .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
0.95
Student Teacher Test
Test Key
Bk F (6) 019365 019370 037485 037487
Bk G (7) 019380 019449 037490 037555
Bk H (8) 015734 015736 037562 037598
Bk I (9) 015750 015775 037614 037624
Bk J (10) 015796 015797 037630 037653
Spectrum Vocabulary (3-5)
Spectrum Vocabulary is a heavily language-arts
based, vocabulary workbook series, with an
emphasis on learning and using words in context.
Unlike Wordly Wise, there are no real “lessons”
revolving around a word list, rather, vocabulary
appropriate to that grade level is used on each
workbook page while practicing language skills.
Each workbook is over 150 pages in length,
and is arranged by skill, not types of words
studied. For example, in my sample for Grade
3, the table of contents lists 15 different skill
sections, each which feature workbook pages
using different age-appropriate vocabulary. The
skills covered include: classification, synonyms,
antonyms, homonyms, context clues, concept
words, sensory words, plurals, suffixes, prefixes,
root and base words, imported words, abbreviations, compound words, and contractions. In
each skills section, workbook pages focus on
using the language skill through different vocabulary words. Exercises involve matching words
synonyms, doing crossword puzzles antonyms,
filling in the blanks using the correct word when
two homonyms are provided, classifying groups
of concept words, making singular words into
plurals, adding suffixes to words so they can be
used properly in a sentence, abbreviating full
words that are normally written as abbreviations,
making contractions out of words, and more.
If you are looking for a rigorous vocabulary
program that introduces groups of words with a
variety of practice exercises, this is probably not
the program for you, but if you are looking for
a vocabulary program with more of an emphasis on overall language arts, and nothing more
difficult per grade than the national vocabulary
standards, then this may be a good choice. 160
pgs, pb. - Jess
EACH BOOK .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 11.99
7.95
001943 Grade 3
001950 Grade 5
001947 Grade 4
001955 Grade 6
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Zaner-Bloser Word Wisdom (3-8)
What a surprise! Here’s a vocabulary program
that focuses on context clues AND Latin roots
AND reference skills. That’s a lot of foci. Are you
wondering how they pack all that into a 36 week
supplemental program? They utilize a well-constructed four part unit plan. Words are organized
by theme – a different theme for each four-week
unit. Weeks 1 – 3 (Parts 1, 2, & 3) each present a
list of ten vocabulary words embedded in a onepage article. Week 4 (Part 4) is a review week for
all thirty words and includes a practice test and
a unit posttest. Part 1 presents the unit’s context
clue strategy using a graphic organizer to predict
and check meanings. Part 2 identifies Latin and
Greek roots and Part 3, reference skills. Each
week these particular aspects are used to Unlock
the Meanings of the words. There are additional
exercises for each of these three weeks. Process
the Meanings are skill-based activities that provide
multiple interactions with each word. Apply the
Meanings include writing and speaking exercises
allowing the students to use the words. Activities
in these sections include select the words, complete the sentences, answer the questions, etc.
Part 4 Review activities include a section on taking
vocabulary tests and building new words as well
as reviewing meanings. Taken together, the Unit
provides 30 words with multiple approaches to
learning, using, and remembering them.
Student Editions are consumable worktexts and
provide all word lists and all activities except for
tests. Teacher Editions are wraparound volumes
with unit and daily planners, detailed lesson
plans with special sections for enrichment, English
Language Learners, and lots of background information. Pre and Post Tests for each unit part as
well as Unit Posttests are all provided in the TE.
All answer keys for both worksheets and tests are
in the TE. A CD-ROM is included with the TE and
includes printable flashcards and worksheets (analogies, graphic organizers, and word ladders).
This is a multi-faceted approach to vocabulary
and a program that is well-constructed, yet easy
to use. Student books are 222 pgs, pb. Teacher
books are 290 pgs, spiral-bound. ~ Janice
EACH BUNDLE  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 99.98
49.99
EACH STUDENT EDITION  .  .  . 19.99
14.99
Home School Bundle Student Ed.
Grade 3
060186
060187
Grade 4
060188
060189
Grade 5
060190
060191
Grade 6
060192
060193
Grade 7
060194
060195
Grade 8
060196
060197
Zaner-Bloser Word Wisdom (2017 Ed) (3-6)
Changes are few in this new edition of Word
Wisdom (thankfully). All the same great features
that impressed me with the older edition are
there – lessons based on context clues, Latin
roots, and reference skills as well as solid review
that focuses on test-taking skills. Word lists as
well as weekly lessons appear to be the same.
What is new is the look! The Student Edition has
been completely updated with full-color pictures
and zippier graphics. There are only a few other
changes and they seem to be mainly cosmetic.
Lessons are the same in term of content but
were called “Parts” in the previous edition. The
Table of Contents is more efficient, taking fewer
pages (which throws the pagination between
the two editions off, by the way.) Perhaps the
392
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biggest change is the frequent reference to the
Word Wisdom app that is available for iPad and
Android tablets. Each lesson has a bottom-ofthe-page notice when the app which is available
for more practice. There is a charge ($10.99 in
2017) for the app, however, and I didn’t check it
out personally. It might be worth it if your student
needs additional practice.
Still spiral-bound, the Teacher’s Edition is
now horizontal rather than the previous vertical.
Frankly, I like this change. I liked the other very
noticeable changes, as well. There is much less
“teacher-ese” on the wraparound pages making
the whole manual much more user-friendly. It
actually looks like it could be helpful along with
having the answers. A small number of Teaching
Tips accompany each page (reduced copies of
the Student Edition). The CD of printable Games
and Activities is no longer included and I suspect
this content has been transferred to the Word
Wisdom app. Please note that there are references to an “eResources center”. I was unable
to access this without being a teacher with a
proper school affiliation. This material does
not seem to be available to homeschoolers. I
suspect that some of the “teacher-ese” from the
TG is now found at this online location. From
a homeschooler’s perspective, it looks like the
only item that might have been nice to have is
the Unit Planner and Daily Planner (small charts
at the beginning of each unit). However, this
info is largely common sense (there are 9 units
each with 3 lessons and a review – just do one
of these each week). Although I haven’t checked
every page at every level, it looks as though an
older teacher’s guide can be used with a newer
student book.
In summary, in this 2017 edition, all the strong,
educational contact has been retained with a
pleasing appearance and the teacher materials
are much more user-friendly. There is an option
for those enjoying the world of electronic tablet
practice. What’s not to like? ~ Janice
EACH BUNDLE  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 99.98
49.99
EACH STUDENT EDITION  .  .  . 19.99
14.99
Home School Bundle Student Ed.
Grade 3
068202
068203
Grade 4
068204
068205
Grade 5
068206
068207
Grade 6
068208
068209
~~~~~~~~
Words of the Week (4-6)
Combining picture studies, copy work and
vocabulary, this charming series from Queen
Homeschool provides older elementary and middle school students with an excellent resource
for that “next level” of learning, Charlotte Mason
style. Each volume contains 18 weekly lessons
(approximately one semester) and features a
unique photograph with the word of the week,
definition and synonyms. The following daily
lessons provide sentences related to the picture
for copy work. These sentences include either
the vocabulary word to be learned or one of its
synonyms. Some of the copy work sentences
are open-ended questions which can lead to
additional writing exercises for the student or be
used orally for younger students. Worth noting is
that the volumes are designed to be completed
in order, but the words do not increase in difficulty through the higher volumes. KJ Scripture
references and other Christian sentiments are

included. A wonderful concept for vocabulary in
a real-life context, I am disappointed to see an
occasional misspelled word – for example “intruige” instead of “intrigue” in volume 5 (it appears
correctly on the next page), although innovative
parents may use this as a practical teaching
moment. Spiral bound. 39 pgs. ~ Deanne
EACH BOOK .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
13.95
038179 Volume 1
038186 Volume 4
038182 Volume 2
038219 Volume 5
038183 Volume 3
Working With Words (4-8)
This vocabulary program from Pathway
Publishers is inexpensive, easy to use, has plenty
of review of words learned in previous lessons,
and includes tests at no extra charge, being part
of the student text. Lessons are varied, although
each begins with a matching exercise to connect
the words to be studied with their definitions.
Other vocabulary programs we’ve reviewed or
used required students to page back and forth,
looking up each word in a separate glossary or
dictionary - which our children quickly tired of.
While they may have to look up some words in
the matching process, many will be discernible
given the choices, connotations, etc. There are
42, 2-page lessons in all. Teacher’s keys hold
answers to the exercises and tests if you feel you
need extra help. Quizzes and a quiz key are
available for Grade 4. There is a quiz for each
lesson, with matching (meanings to definitions),
identifying proper pronunciation and more.
EACH WORKTEXT .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 2.25
2.00
EACH TEACHER KEY  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 4.75
3.95
EACH SET OF QUIZZES .  .  .  .  .  .  .
2.95
EACH QUIZ ANSWER KEY .  .  .  .  .
2.95
		
Teacher		
Quiz
Level
Worktext Key
Quizzes Ans Key
Gr. 4
054739 054738 048119 048256
Gr. 5
007522 007529
Gr. 6
007603 007645
Gr. 7
007668 007669
Gr. 8
007693 007701
Vocabulary in Action (4-8)
A well-constructed vocabulary program from
the Voyages in English people. Word lists are
research-based and selected for frequency,
occurrence and relevance. Coverage includes
pronunciations, meanings, identification of parts
of speech, antonyms, and synonyms. The numerous and varied activities include words in context, word meaning, word usage, related words,
and word building. Special features include word
etymology, mnemonic devices, historical facts,
word trivia, and word origin. Pretests and posttests help you determine the program’s benefit.
There are fun activities within the book – and
access to online games and reviews. Tests can be
taken online (or printed from online masters with
Teacher Guide) Whew! Do you think anyone will
notice that the books themselves are a bit plain?
Student Books are more or less self-instructional
with nine chapters. Each chapter includes two
word lists plus a list of challenge words, with
ten exercise pages per chapter. An interesting
starting point for each chapter is trying to figure
out the word from the reading context prior to
the definitional activities. This is good practice and skill-building for standardized tests. A
good mix of activities and little story segments
within the activities keep things interesting. The
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Teacher Guides are replicas of the Student Books
with answers filled in plus a few introductory
and guideline-giving pages at the beginning.
Although the teacher’s books are not expensive,
they may not be necessary particularly at the
lower levels as the answers are fairly easy to
figure out. However, the access code for being
able to print and edit the tests from the website
is included with the TG. Other activities – games
and reviews – are available from the website
without any code access. These activities are
more utilitarian (word searches and crosswords)
but they do provide a little more excitement than
the same activities in paper form. 124 pgs, pb.
~ Janice
EACH STUDENT  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 11.00
10.75
EACH TEACHER .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 18.60
17.75
Student
Teacher
Level D (4)
057812
057813
Level E (5)
057814
057815
Level F (6)
057816
057817
Level G (7)
057818
057819
Level H (8)
057820
057821
Vocabulary Virtuoso: Mastering School
Vocabulary (4-8)
Vocabulary is something many students glean
from literature and their various subjects, but
once a child really gets writing, a parent/teacher may notice words being repeated or bland
variety. This is a time to supplement your language arts to help grow a child’s vocabulary.
These supplemental workbooks from The Critical
Thinking Co. each have 15 lessons. Primary and
Elementary have 10 words per lesson, while
the Middle School version has 12. This may not
seem like a lot, but the goal here is retention and
application. You don’t want so many words that
kids quickly forget half of them. Each lesson has
the same format, starting with a word list showing the part of speech, pronunciation, another
word in the same family (abolish/abolition), a
simple definition and several synonyms. You
could go a step further and have a student make
an index card for each word. The first exercise
has sentences where you choose the correct
word of 3 to fill in the blank. The next has a word
bank/box at the top of the page and you choose
words to fill the blanks in several sentences.
Then comes a story with blanks and a word bank
at the top. The next exercise gets tricky with a
word scramble to match a word in a sentence.
There are still 2 more exercises for that same
word list: a matching the word/idiom/phrase with
the vocabulary words and finally one where the
student is completely writing a definition from
memory. This last exercise could be used as a
quiz if you desire. All answers are in the back.
172-220 perforated pages, sc. ~ Ruth
044461 Primary (2-3) .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
16.99
023172 Elementary School (4-5)
16.99
043316 Middle School (6-8)  .  .  .
16.99
Vocabulary Builder Series (6-12)
If you’re serious about expanding your student’s vocabulary, then this series of vocabulary
workbooks is for you. Each book provides a list
of hundreds of difficult words and then provides
worksheets to not only write the definitions of the
words, but also to use the words in sentences.
Every lesson in the book takes a select number
of vocabulary words from the large list. Students’
first job is to write definitions of the words in

their own journals. Then, students use the words
to fill in blanks in sentences, without referring to
the definitions. Students complete other exercises like finishing analogies and matching words.
After each lesson, there are review sections
where students must fill in blanks of sentences
using words from not only that lesson, but all the
lessons that have previously been covered. By
the end of each book, students will be completing sentences using random vocabulary words
from the list of hundreds. A teacher’s key is
available for each book and provides the correct
answers.
EACH WORKBOOK .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 10.95
8.75
EACH TCHR KEY .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 6.15
4.95
Workbook
Teacher Key
Book 7 (6)
013980
013981
Book 6 (7)
013978
013979
Book 5 (8)
013976
013977
Book 4 (9)
013974
013975
Book 3 (10)
013972
013973
Book 2 (11)
013970
013971
Book 1 (12)
013968
013969

Teacher Books provide daily teaching plans,
coordination of student materials, and suggestions for struggling, advanced and ELL learners.
Due to the nature of the practice activities,
answers are rarely needed but are provided when
necessary. The Teacher Resource DVD-ROM
provides PDF printables: self-assessments, graphic organizers, practice activities, and assessments
(answers provided). The Student Games DVDROM provides two games for reinforcement –
Word Hero (respond to clues by naming appropriate vocab words) for 1-3 players and Word
Builder (generate real words from given word
parts). Games can be downloaded on either PCs
or Macs. Routine Cards for each volume provide
a suggested routine for teachers in various subject
areas to incorporate vocabulary instruction (with
lists of domain-specific vocabulary words on the
back). Student books – 183 pgs, pb. Teacher
books – 225 pgs, pb. ~ Janice
Volume I (7)
001774 Student  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 29.47 27.25
001949 Teacher .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 69.47 63.95
002114 Routine Cards  .  .  .  .  .  . 19.47 18.50
002091 Tchr Resc DVD-ROM  . 85.47 79.95
001889 Stdt Games DVD-ROM 69.47 63.95
Volume
001813
001964
002136
002109
001890

☼Vocabulary Their Way 2014 Edition (7-8)
A robust standards-based vocabulary program
that provides word origin study (Greek and Latin
roots and affixes) as well as academic vocabulary
in subject areas like math/science/social studies
(domain-specific) with an emphasis on learning
strategies such as using context clues to determine meaning and applying new words to writing and speaking. Course components include
non-consumable Student and Teacher Books,
Routine Cards, a Teacher Resource DVD-ROM,
and a Student Games DVD-ROM. Each volume
provides 60 short (15-20 minute) lessons which
can be covered using either a 5-Day (two companion lessons per week) schedule or a 3-Day
(one or the other of the companion lessons)
schedule. Daily direct instruction is coupled with
small group/paired practice (may have to adapt
for homeschoolers) and reinforcement games
[Say It, Define It, Demonstrate It, and Apply It.]
600+ vocabulary words each level.
Student Books have 60 lessons with short
lists of words (ten on average) which alternate between generative vocabulary (word roots
and derivatives) and general academic vocabulary (companion lessons). Instructional material
includes definitions, usage examples, etymology
coupled with Apply and Extend sections in which
students are asked to do a variety of activities.
For example, they may have to write a riddle for
one of the words, think of other meanings not
given, write a sentence using the word correctly,
identify synonyms and define the shades of differences in meaning, use a word from the word
list as both a noun and an adjective, etc. Each
6th week is a review lesson.

See page vi for key to Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act warning labels.

II (8)
Student  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 29.47
Teacher .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 69.47
Routine Cards  .  .  .  .  .  . 19.47
Tchr Res DVD-ROM  . 85.47
Stdt Games DVD-ROM . 69.47

27.25
63.95
18.50
79.95
63.95

Bob Jones Vocabulary (3rd Ed.) (7-12)
This series introduces students to vocabulary,
largely through the study of Greek and Latin
word parts, and words of foreign origin. Lessons
are varied in format but present new words
and provide games, puzzles, and reinforcement
activities to build vocabulary and keep students
interested, all while emphasizing the learning
of words in context and through etymology.
Each book is meant to last a semester, contains
15 lessons (estimated to take 20 to 30 minutes
per week), and includes cumulative reviews to
increase student retention. The first three grades
focus on Latin word parts, the fourth on Greek
word parts, the fifth on words borrowed from
other languages, and the last on native English
words. Teacher editions include the entire student worktext with all the answers given in red.
Levels A-C were revised in 2008; levels D-F have
been revised in 2009.
Level A (3rd Ed.) (7)
Uses Latin word parts to teach recognition of
word families and discover meanings of words in
the English language. Topics include synonyms,
antonyms, homonyms, and positive and negative
context clues. About seven new words are introduced per lesson.
249474 Student  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
21.94
249482 Teacher .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
23.06
Level B (3rd Ed.) (8)
Continued study of Latin word parts toward
understanding word meanings. Presents new
words in families with a shared prefix, root, or
suffix. About 8 new words per lesson.
249490 Student  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
21.94
249508 Teacher .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
23.06
continued...
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Level C (3rd Ed.) (9)
Concludes emphasis on Latin word parts.
Discusses difference between denotative and
connotative meanings. Approximately 9 new
words are introduced in each lesson.
249516 Student  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
21.94
249524 Teacher .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
23.06

choice, etc. The level 200 words are less likely
to be familiar to students, but are fantastic words
to master and use in their speaking and writing.
Level 300 words are specifically for SAT or ACT
test preparation where you will have to read
and decipher meanings and write an impressive
essay. There is the same format for all 3 levels,
but again, little to no phonetic help at the harder
levels. In the back of the book are some helpful
resources including lists of prefixes/roots/suffixes
and their meanings; 2 longer fill-in-the-blank
quizzes; and answers to all exercises. 8x10”,
235pp, sc. ~ Sara
067553  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 14.95
10.95

Level D (3rd Ed.) (10)
Studies Greek word parts, presenting more
than 30 prefixes and combining forms. Also
includes onomatopoeic words, compounds,
blends, clipped words, and words made by
reduplication. Presents diminutive- and superlative- forming prefixes and suffixes. Emphasizes
the importance of using vivid words for writing VOCABULARY PROGRAMS - ROOT-BASED
descriptions. About 10 new words introduced
English From the Roots Up (2-12)
per lesson.
A creative, interactive, hands-on approach
257808 Student  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
21.94
257790 Teacher .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
23.06 to vocabulary! What better way to retain the
learning of new words? Using index cards, a
file box, and a good dictionary, this approach is
Level E (3rd Ed.) (11)
Studies Greek and Latin words that have a welcome departure from the typical workbook
retained their original plural forms. Gives exam- fare. And, subtitled: Help for Reading, Writing,
ples of words of French origin. Presents words Spelling and S.A.T. Scores, it’s obvious from
added to our language by back-formation and looking at this book that it would, indeed, do just
coining. Discusses the rich source of words that! How? By teaching the roots of the English
in allusions to the Bible; to historical people, language found in Greek and Latin. Since the
places, and events; to fictional characters; and majority of our words are rooted in these classito mythological characters. 10 new words per cal languages, mastering these roots is a key that
will open the door to understanding a myriad of
lesson.
257816 Student  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
21.94 words! The creative activity suggestions in this
257824 Teacher .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
23.06 book could become the basis for wonderful unit
studies as well.
009766  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 29.95
23.95
Level F (3rd Ed.) (12)
Native English words taught, as well as
words “borrowed” from many other languages. English From the Roots Up Word Cards
Discusses obsolete and archaic meanings and The 100 Greek and Latin word root cards which
changes in word meanings. Includes a discus- you formerly had to construct yourself while
sion of euphemisms and metaphorical words. using English From the Roots Up. Having no
time is no longer an excuse for overlooking this
About 10 new words introduced per lesson.
257832 Student  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
21.94 wonderful vocabulary resource that won a 5-star
257840 Teacher .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
23.06 award from Mary Pride!
007713  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 18.00
14.95

☼Egghead’s Guide to Vocabulary (7-AD)
In this one-book approach to vocabulary, there
are 3 tiers of difficulty (100, 200 & 300 level
words.) The first-tier words are fairly common,
but still very useful. For each word, you have a
definition in language that students can understand and an example of it being used in 1-2
sentences. The sentences have some sort of story/
situation to make the word more memorable. The
Egghead character is there to point some helpful
things (and sometimes just add levity) like the
phonetic spelling of the word using the IPA or
International Phonetic Alphabet. However, with
more difficult words, there are not as many phonetic pronunciations included. After a dozen or
so words is an exercise – matching, grouping, fill
in the blank, reading comprehension w/multiple
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which correspond to the order of lessons in
Latina Christiana I. Roots, prefixes and suffixes
are introduced with their meanings, and are also
clearly labeled with an “R”, “P” or “S.” Words
that contain these parts are listed below in shaded boxes, and meanings are also provided for
these words along with additional explanation
or notes that are helpful. After the meaning has
been given, a sentence with a blank is provided
where the student can see how the word is used
in context. Some lessons also contain a continuation of a story with blanks here and there,
where students must supply the appropriate
root-based word they have studied to complete
the story. There are challenging review quizzes
at the end of every lesson, which test students’
knowledge of definitions, prefix meanings, suffix
meanings, root meanings, and even the differences between a word’s meaning in Latin and the
word’s meaning in English! Context Quizzes are
also provided periodically, where students fill in
the blanks in sentences by using words from the
word bank above, gathered from several different
lessons. There is no separate teacher’s guide, so
occasionally, teacher notes are referenced in the
margins and explained at the end of the lesson.
Answer keys are provided at the end, along with
alphabetical lists of all words introduced, words
by prefix, words by suffix, root words, prefixes
and suffixes all indexed by lesson number. With
no extra frills and a rigorous examination of
roots, prefixes and suffixes, this a solid choice for
root-based vocabulary study. 192 pgs, pb. – Jess
045541  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 19.95
17.45
Red Hot Root Words Book 1 (3-5)
Subtitled “Mastering Vocabulary with Prefixes,
Suffixes, and Root Words,” that pretty much
sums it up! Students will deepen their understanding of the English language and expand their
vocabulary through forty-one lessons. Each lesson is formatted with either a prefix(es), suffix(es),
or root word(s) complete with the meaning and
some sample words. New words built around
these concepts follow, with definitions of each
and a sample sentence that uses the word in context. Students are then asked to complete a practice section. These exercises vary in construct,
including fill-in-the-blank, matching, identifying
synonyms and antonyms, identifying the best
context for the word, and more. Following every
second lesson is a review page that tests students
on the concepts and words they learned in the
previous two lessons. Very doable and user
friendly. ~ Megan
024110  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 24.95
15.50

English from the Roots Up II (4-12)
For everyone out there who loves English from
the Roots Up, here is another dose! This book
introduces 100 new root words - 67 Latin and 33
Greek - with English derivatives for you to teach
to your students. Because these words are a little
more advanced than those in the first volume, the
authors encourage you to complete the first volume before beginning this one. Having used the
first volume provides students with a firm foundation for beginning this more advanced study,
although if you want to you can begin here. This
sequel is extremely similar in appearance to its Red Hot Root Words Book 2 (6-9)
Over 200 roots are presented in 54 lessons.
predecessor. - Melissa
024326 Book .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 29.95
23.95 Each two-page lesson presents between two and
025255 Word Cards Vol. 2
18.00
14.95 five related roots (on average), along with their
meanings and common words that use them.
Then, ten vocabulary words are listed with part
Roots of English (3-5)
If you are planning on doing Latina Christiana of speech, definition, and a sentence showing
I with your children this coming year, here is the word in context. The second page of the
a great opportunity to study the Latin words lesson is a student worksheet with a variety of
you’ll be learning as vocabulary roots as well, exercises that give students practice defining and
reinforcing the word meanings in both places! using the vocabulary words. Lesson by lesson
Of course, even if you’re not studying Latin notes are included for the teacher in the front of
concurrently, this book offers a strong root-based the book. These include suggestions for incorvocabulary course that examines Latin roots and porating games and other extension activities
some Greek roots as well. Each lesson presents (including reproducible student pages).
17.50
a group of roots, prefixes, and suffixes to learn 005704  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 24.95
See page vi for key to Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act warning labels.

Vocabulary Vine (3-9)
Subtitled “A Spiral Study of Latin and Greek
Roots.” I love it when you know exactly what
you’re looking at, just by the title. This very
straight-forward, no-frills root-based vocabulary
study is exactly that, a guide to help students
learn 108 roots, their spellings, and their definitions. The program is designed around a
36-week schedule, with three roots studied each
week. Of course, it could be easily adapted
to work at whichever pace you prefer. Each
“vocabulary day,” the student will choose a root
to study from the “main list” in the book. This
list contains each root to be studied, several
words using that root, a definition of the root, a
definition of one of the example words, and the
language the root is taken from. The student will
create their own “root card” on an index card.
To do this, they’ll record the root, its definition,
and its source language on an index card. Then
they’ll have to define the example words given
for that root, paying particular attention to all
roots used in the words, and using the root
glossary as needed. If any unfamiliar words
are encountered, they’ll begin new root cards
for those roots, and set them aside to complete
when they get to that root in their study. By the
time they are finished with the program, they
should have 108 complete cards. Because the
student is doing much of the work himself, and
starting cards each time an unfamiliar root is
encountered, they will have seen many of the
roots multiple times by the time the program is
over. Though slim, this book contains plenty of
information to get you started, optional games
to make learning the roots a little more fun, and
some good advice about learning roots, root
glossaries, and an English-to-root-word glossary,
divided by part of speech. The author also recommends using a good college dictionary to help
you with your word research. This no-nonsense
program expects students to do plenty of work in
learning the roots, and contains no “workbook-y”
root activities. However, the author has taken
pains to include only words that directly relate to
the root words, so the connection should always
be clear to the student. Unlike other root-based
vocabulary programs like English from the Roots
Up, this one is more labor-intensive, but if your
student is more hands-on, and enjoys creating
their own study aids, this program might be a
good fit for you. - Jess
007374 Program .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
9.95
035673 Bingo & Tiles Set  .  .  .  .  .
6.50
Challenge your students with this entertaining
bingo game. Set includes 12 bingo cards –
six from each half of the book. Bingo squares
feature the meaning of a Greek or Latin root,
such as “small.” 120 game tiles are included, with one root on each tile. 108 of the
roots are study roots (from Vocabulary Vine),
while the remaining 12 are other important
incidental roots. Two “Matching Sheets” are
also included, which feature the meanings
of each root. A root glossary is provided
featuring all the roots and their definitions in
case you need to look up a root to settle an
argument or refresh everyone’s memory! The
glossary, bingo cards and tiles are all printed
on cardstock, while the matching sheets and
instructions are printed on paper.

WordBuild Vocabulary (3-10)
Rarely does the name of a program so appropriately describe it. This one does. WordBuild
teaches students how to build words by first
thoroughly covering prefixes and suffixes in
the Elements portion and then comprehensively examining the common root words in the
Foundations portion. Add in a strong aspect
of instructive interaction coupled with games,
grids, and squares and it’s easy to see why this
particular program is getting the attention it is.
The vocabulary program of choice for Analytical
Grammar, it has also received favorable reviews
by Cathy Duffy, Janice Campbell and others.
Personally, I think the key is the instructive
interaction. Vocabulary has often been in the
hand-them-a-book-have-them-do-a-lesson-eachweek category. This program requires more from
the teacher but it gives you all the tools to be
effective in your task. The Teacher Editions are
a study in user-friendliness. Clearly laid out with
ready-to-go, daily, detailed lessons that provide
what to teach, when to interact with the Student
Activity Book, when/what to discuss, and what
to demonstrate with the answers right in the
lessons where they’re most useful. There’s a bit
of “differentiating instruction” (i.e. teaching to
different learning abilities; struggling and accelerated learners) and “objectives” just so you’ll
know you’re looking at a “real” teacher edition
but not enough that it confuses. Daily lessons
only take about 15 minutes, but the key is they
are daily, which allows for built in review and
reinforcement. Additional review and reinforcement comes from the continual use of previous
roots, prefixes, and suffixes with new roots. The
TE includes weekly Check-Ups (Assessments),
a Mid-Term and a Final Assessment, all with
answer keys.
To give you an idea, let’s take a look at the
lesson on the root FAC found in Foundations,
Book 1. Starting with defining the root (to make or
do) and identifying “allomorphs” (variant forms)
like FICE or FECT, sample words are identified
– manufacture; affect. Word Fun Facts include
facile means easy to do or fiction is “made” up,
but fact is something actually done. Day 1 covers
the Root Square which is an activity that gives the
student the opportunity to make as many words
as possible from a nine-square group of word
parts. Teaching extensions includes discussion
and dialogue. Day 2 uses Magic Square as a tool
for taking words apart and sorting out definitions
with a mini-lesson on the suffix “ant.” Stair Steps
– the activity for Day 3 – is a unique method
for showing the relationship between a number
of words using the root and various affixes. It
becomes a type of graphic organizer that’s part
crossword puzzle. Again, the TE gives suggestions
for extending the learning. Day 4 is a more typical
fill-in-the-blank comprehension activity with Day
5 for assessment. The squares, stair steps, and
comprehension questions are all in the Student
Book but the TE is necessary to maximize the
learning – and to have access to the answers,
which becomes increasingly important at higher
grade levels.
The Foundations courses cover prefixes and
suffixes. The first part of Foundations 1 is a short
mini-course (having its own small, color Student
Activity Book) on compound words. Then the
course moves into the regular SAB which is black
and white (like the rest of the program materials).

See page vi for key to Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act warning labels.

The Elements courses cover all aspects of root
words including variants. I have to say that the
coverage of these three courses is amazingly
thorough – not to mention getting just a bit
challenging by the third course. This program
can be used at different grade levels with a
variety of students. “On-grade” students would
use Foundations in grades 3-5 and Elements in
grades 5-10. Each course is considered a oneyear course with 36 units. These courses also
work well for remedial or ELL students but would
be used at different grade levels – Foundations
(grades 5-9) and Elements (grades 7-12).
When we first looked at these courses, we
liked what we saw but felt they were a bit pricey. We’ve come to realize that the quality and
effectiveness of the program – as witnessed by its
supporters – means that it’s a good value. We sell
the Teacher Edition and Student Activity book
together as a Combo and the Student book individually for additional students. Student books
are 220 pgs, pb. Teacher books are 440 pgs, pb
~ Janice
Foundations:
061320 Level
061321 Level
061322 Level
061323 Level

1
1
2
2

Combo .  .
Student  .
Combo .  .
Student  .

 .
 .
 .
 .

 .
 .
 .
 .

 .
 .
 .
 .

82.99
21.98
79.99
16.99

72.95
21.00
69.95
16.50

EACH ELEMENTS COMBO  .  .  . 79.99
69.95
EACH ELEMENTS STUDENT  .  . 16.99
16.50
Elements:
Combo
Student
Level 1
061314
061315
Level 2
061316
061317
Level 3
061318
061319
~~~~~~~
Word Roots (3-AD)
The foundation of much of the English language
originates from Greek or Latin. Take for example
the word “monophobia.” Break the word into its
elements (“mono” meaning one, “phob” meaning fear, and “ia” meaning condition) and the
definition of the word is clear. Monophobia-the
abnormal fear of being alone. When one starts
studying vocabulary they realize how words
relate to one another and how learning a prefix
or suffix can help them decode the meaning of
a totally new word. Word Roots is based on
this premise: to efficiently and effectively learn
vocabulary (and aid spelling as well as reading
comprehension) learn the different elements –
roots, prefixes, suffixes. Word Roots covers both
Greek and Latin roots; these being the foundation
of much of our English language.
Each Word Roots lesson covers one or more
root words plus several prefixes and suffixes;
giving definitions of each. The student then
works through a list of derivatives (words derived
from the root word) matching definitions with
the words. Then the new words are used in
sentences; the student deciding what is the best
word choice for each sentence. Previous editions
of this program stopped at this point but books
in the newest edition provide a number of extra
reinforcement exercises: defining word parts,
writing sentences and an optional creative writing suggestion. Reviews after every two lessons
provide several different activities that match
words from both lessons to their definitions as
well as a sentence completion activity. A pre-test
continued...
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and a post-test help to evaluate how much the
student knows going into the course and how
much progress they made as they finish. Each
book also includes a complete answer key plus
a dictionary of Latin roots, prefixes, and suffixes.
The workbooks are reproducible for one classroom or homeschool.
Compared to the previous edition, the roots,
prefixes, and suffixes are largely the same in corresponding books although the lists have sometimes been reordered. [A1 corresponds to Level
1; A2 to Level 2; B1 to Level 3; and B2 to Level
4] However, there are more derivatives (vocabulary words) and activities for each list in the
new edition. There is no indication that Critical
Thinking Co. will be updating the software, but
the impression I got is that the increased activities in the books now correlates better with the
software, which used to have more activities than
the book. The same is true for the flashcards – no
indication of new in the near future – but you
can use the old flashcards with the new books
because of duplication in the word lists. ~ Janice
042181 Beginning (3+) .  .  .  .  .  .  .
15.99
24 Lessons - Latin roots.
022308 Level 1 (5+) .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
24.99
30 Lessons - Latin roots
022311 Level 2 (5+) .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
24.99
32 Lessons - Greek and Latin roots
001843 Level 3 (7-12+) .  .  .  .  .  .  .
24.99
42 Lessons – Greek and Latin roots, Greek
and Latin prefixes and suffixes. Reviews after
every three lessons
013658 Level 4 (7-12+) .  .  .  .  .  .  .
24.99
61 Lessons - Greek roots, prefixes and suffixes with reviews after every three lessons

are also available, which provide multiple choice
tests for each lesson, formatted like standardized
tests. Eight test questions are asked for each
lesson, with twenty questions for the review lessons. We offer both the non-reproducible tests,
where students answer directly in the book, and
reproducible ones, which are the same tests but
are legally reproducible so you can make as
many copies as you need. This series is just as
useful and effective as the upper Vocabulary from
Classical Roots series and is a great, inexpensive
resource for teaching younger students important
Greek and Latin roots. ~ Rachel
EACH STUDENT BOOK .  .  .  .  . 14.50
9.95
EACH TEACHER GUIDE .  .  .  .  . 24.95
17.45
EACH TEST BOOK .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 23.60
16.45
EACH ANSWER KEY .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 5.60
3.95
EACH NON-REPROD TEST .  .  .  . 5.65
4.25
Grade 4 Grade 5
Grade 6
Student
014229
006739
006769
Teacher
014247
006768
006819
Test Book
014242
037691
037692
Answer Key
046096
046098
046100
Non-Reprod 046097
046099
046101

Vocabulary from Classical Roots Elementary (4-6)
This great series follows the same basic format
as the original upper levels, but it is simpler and
contains exercises and words geared toward
younger students. Each student book includes
16 lessons teaching many English words with
roots, prefixes, and suffixes originating from 40
different Greek and Latin words. Each lesson
presents 8-10 words derived from classical roots,
with the root forms defined in bold type at the
beginning of the lesson. Like the original series,
the roots are grouped thematically, and each
resulting English word is shown in dictionary
format with a pronunciation key, definition, and
sentence showing correct word usage in context.
Each lesson then provides a variety of exercises
combining matching, fill in the blank, multiple
choice, antonyms and synonyms, using vocabulary in context, and sentence completion activities. These exercises ensure students comprehend
the Greek and Latin roots. After each set of three
lessons, there is a review lesson that cumulatively
reviews the words in the previous three lessons
with additional fill-in-the-blank, matching, and
short writing exercises to cement the roots and
words in students’ minds. Answers to the exercises are not included in the student books, but
there are individual answer keys for each book.
The Teacher Guides also include all the answers
to the student books, along with lesson plans that
help assess knowledge, provide oral activities
and additional written activities, and present
additional strategies to help teachers construct a
sensible and effective way to teach vocabulary
from a roots-based perspective, even if they have
no background in classical languages. Test Books

Vocabulary from Classical Roots (7-12)
In the case of this series, the sum is definitely more than the total of its parts. As the most
important Latin and Greek roots are studied,
students increase their vocabularies far more
than the 240 words actually presented, since
these roots form the basis for many additional
words. Roots are grouped thematically in worktexts, with each of the sixteen lessons in every
book introducing up to 15 words derived from
two or more classical roots. Each lesson begins
with a “root dictionary”. The root and root forms
are shown and defined in bold type, followed
by English word(s) derived from that root. Each
English word is shown in dictionary format with
pronunciation key, definition(s) and word forms
each followed by a sentence showing correct
word usage in context. Small side boxes list
additional words that are formed from the same
root. A variety of exercises based on synonyms,
antonyms, analogies, vocabularies in context,
and sentence completion are provided at the
end of lessons to insure mastery. The many
literary, historical and geographical references
are designed to increase the student’s cultural
literacy. After every two lessons, a creative or
expository writing assignment is suggested, using
words from the lessons , allowing the student to
put into practice the words he’s learned.
Answers are available in the answer key, but if
you want a little more help, opt for the Teacher
Key. The Teacher Key is a valuable resource, as
it complements, extends, and enriches the series.
It provides tips for individual learning needs and
shows how to ensure that students are building
upon earlier skills. It gives support for every
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lesson, provides blackline masters to reinforce
key words, gives additional review activities and
vocabulary games, and includes a glossary and
answer key for the student books.
A test booklet (with answers) is available. You
get a lot of educational value for your money
here. This series would be beneficial to parents
too - especially those that didn’t attend parochial
school or study the classical languages!
EACH STDT WORKTEXT A-C  . 14.50
9.95
EACH STDT WORKTEXT D-E  . 15.55
11.45
EACH ANSWER KEY .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 5.60
3.95
TEACHER KEY  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 24.95
17.45
EACH TEST BKLT & KEY A-C  .  . 5.65
4.25
EACH TEST BKLT & KEY D-E .  .  . 5.65
4.25
Student Ans Key Teacher Test/Key
A (7-9)
009980 034476 026422 000573
B (8-10) 009981 034477 026423 000575
C (9-11) 009982 034478 026425 000576
D (10-12) 019941 034479 019942 000577
E (11-12) 019943 034480 026428 000580
Greek and Latin Roots (4-8)
Just as words are broken up phonetically in
order to pronounce them, they can be broken
into pieces to reveal the meaning of the word.
Knowing word roots is an important part of literacy. Each lesson holds four pages which teach a
set of roots. The first page is a word list for the
student to read and study the words and their
definitions. The second page holds a vocabulary
sort which involves matching all of the words
with their definitions. The next page is a group
activity, read-around review, but it can be performed by one student as well. In this activity
each word is on a card, along with a clue as to
which word comes next. After the clue is read,
the person holding the word card that is the
answer reads their clue, and so on until all of the
words have been identified. The last page of each
lesson contains a vocabulary quiz. After every
two lessons a review test ensures the roots are
remembered. Each book follows the same format
and is intended for the same grade level; the only
difference in the books is that they offer different
root words. Both books offer 30 root words and
over 300 vocabulary words from those roots. 144
pgs, pb. ~ Steph
EACH BOOK .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 19.99
15.25
028215 Roots
013184 More Roots
Jensen’s Vocabulary (9-12)
A rigorous roots-based vocabulary course now
published by Master Books in a user-friendly format. Lessons are divided between Latin I, Latin
II, and Greek each representing a semester of lessons. Daily schedules for each semester include
four days of lessons (30 minutes each) with the
fifth day set aside for review or tests. Quarter and
semester tests are provided. Daily lessons follow
a pattern that may take a little getting used to at
first. With a list of twenty words for each week,
the student completes worksheets matching with
definitions, identifying root words/meanings,
identifying words from definitions, and selecting
the correct word for use in a sentence. Students
are asked to not use dictionaries but are provided
extensive lists: affixes, basic roots, an alphabetical list of words, and a word parts list for each
section. Answer keys for worksheets and tests
are provided. All worktext pages are three-hole
punched and perforated. 353 pgs, pb ~ Janice
011052  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 33.00
24.95

See page vi for key to Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act warning labels.

VOCABULARY PRACTICE / SUPPLEMENTS
Workbooks / Activity Books
Word of the Day (K-3)
For the love of words! Finally, a vocabulary
program that makes sense for young children,
having as its primary goal developing a love of
words. Words that tickle your ear; that tumble
off your tongue; that spark your imagination.
The format is unusual and, though developed
for the classroom, it is very workable for the
homeschool. The chunky, half-size (8.5” x 5”),
spiral-bound, flip-chart book features one word
per day. Each word is identified as to its part of
speech and introduced via a short “word story”
(which traces the interactions of various members of the Wordly family with the individual
words). For instance, “one of the younger Wordly
girls is so limber she can do a backbend and a
back walkover.” Other short sections on the
word’s page provide questions so you can Talk
About It and various suggestions for Do-ing It
or Act-ing It Out. Next Steps are designed to
give the student ideas for incorporating the word
into his daily language (and thus charming and
astounding all those around him). Suggestions
for review and assessment complete the coverage of the word. The parent book, Word of the
Day (180 words), introduces words that are a
little more sophisticated (peculiar); words that
have interesting sounds (swish); and words with
interesting parts (daydream). The Bit by Bit (56
words) volume has words with common word
parts – prefixes, suffixes, and root words (i.e.
aquarium, impossible). Super Duper Words (55
words) are especially long words with multiple
syllables and more than ten letters (i.e. acquaintance, approximately). Synonyms (54 words)
identifies synonyms for common ordinary words
(i.e. stunned – surprised, consume – eat). Both
a table of contents at the beginning of the book
and an index in the back of the book identify the
words that are covered in the volume. By the
way, the volumes can be used simultaneously or
sequentially. ~ Janice
057944 Word of the Day .  .  . 15.95
14.35
057945 Bit by Bit .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 13.95
12.55
057946 Super Duper Words . 12.95
11.65
057947 Synonyms  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 13.95
12.55
Vocabulary Fundamentals (1-6+)
This resource provides excellent practice for
vocabulary skills as well as test preparation.
Each reproducible workbook contains 42 threepage skill units targeting varied learning needs.
Within a three-page unit, each successive page
will increase in difficulty. Instructions are written
in a student friendly format with skills focusing
on synonyms and antonyms, homophones, suffixes and prefixes, word roots, idioms, and more.
Following the units, there is a section called
Word Play, which includes fun activities such as
coded riddles, rebus puzzles, word ladders, and
word scrambles. This is an excellent resource
to support reading comprehension and supplement your core language program. Answers are
included in the back. ~ Gina
EACH BOOK .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 26.99
18.95
032569 Grade 1 032609 Grade 4
032570 Grade 2 032627 Grade 5
032603 Grade 3 032631 Grade 6+

Building Words (2-5)
Subtitled Using Base Words,
Prefixes and Suffixes, this
workbook series from Teacher
Created Resources provides
grade-level practice in skills
essential to decoding reading.
In addition, students will learn
how words are put together
and build vocabulary. Starting
with base words (in Grade 2) all levels then work
with common prefixes and suffixes, creating flash
cards to aid in learning. Each level adds new
word parts. All levels also work, at increasing
difficulty, with dictionary skills. Grades 4 and
5 build a Vocabulary Log, learn word families,
and begin learning Greek and Latin word roots.
Through various level-appropriate games and
activities, children practice and review new
vocabulary as well as improve reading comprehension. No order is required; you can pull
from these as needed to match your needs.
Workbooks are reproducible for classroom use.
Correlates to Common Core State Standards and
a chart identifying standards as well as an Answer
Key are included. 64 pp, sc. ~ Ruth
EACH WORKBOOK .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 9.99
7.95
039013 Grade 2
039020 Grade 4
039014 Grade 3
039023 Grade 5
Vocabulary in Context for Common Core
Standards (2-9)
These consumable workbooks include reading
selections in both fiction and non-fiction on a
wide variety of topics. Here is a sampling of
activities following a reading selection in the
Grade 6 book. The topic was a futuristic rescue mission to Jupiter with Captain Sara and
Commander Barry. After the reading (less than
two pages worth,) students are asked 15 multiple
choice questions about what they read, and then
do a word search to become familiar with the
new vocabulary. A page called “standardized
test practice” comes with clear instruction and
is also multiple-choice. Finally there are some
activities with more than circling answers, and
a writing assignment asking students questions
about an imaginary rescue mission they are
being sent on to another country. The reading
selections are followed by a variety of activities
so the work does not become too predictable.
A chapter would take maybe an hour or two to
complete if you look up words, ask questions,
and discuss the topics. Answer key included. 128
pgs, pb. ~ Sara
EACH ITEM .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 14.99
11.25
051616 Grade 2
051620 Grade 6
051617 Grade 3
051621 Grade 7
051618 Grade 4
051622 Grade 8
051619 Grade 5
051623 Grade 9
10 Minutes a Day: Vocabulary (4)
It’s a vocab workbook with a timer built right
into the book! Students work through the colorful
pages until their timer beeps. There are 1-3 exercises on a page with a nice variety of skills. You
may have a crossword, fill in the blank, labeling
a group of words, crossing out words that don’t
belong, sorting, word searches using analogies,
homophones, synonyms and more. This is great
for when a child is waiting or finishes their work
early! 80pp with answers in the back. ~ Sara
055550  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 9.99
7.50

See page vi for key to Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act warning labels.

Some Words (4-6+)
Each of these thin paper booklets tackles a different aspect of vocabulary. Each booklet begins
with the words or word parts to be studied,
followed by exercises to develop knowledge.
Students will write definitions, complete analogies, do crossword puzzles, fill in blanks, find
spelling errors, notice patterns in the English
language, use context clues to select a word, etc.
Each booklet contains some witty poetry about
the topic and also has many helpful explanations. The small size of each helps to break the
student’s job of learning into pleasant, “bite-size”
morsels. Not reproducible. The answer key is
included. 29 pgs. ~ Caryl
EACH BOOK .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1.48
1.35
048276 Are Homophones I
048277 Are Homophones II
048278 Are Often Confused
048279 Have Greek Word Parts
048280 Have Latin Word Parts
048281 Have Prefixes
048282 Have Suffixes
Greek & Latin Roots Card (4-8)
This mini bulletin board set contains 36 laminated word roots in Greek & Latin (18 of each).
Each word root is defined at the top of the card
and highlighted in blue (Greek) or green (Latin).
Then three words using that root word are included below. Cards are 6” x 4”, made of cardstock
and are designed for visibility. Instructions for
displaying and learning activities are also provided. Word Roots activity sheets are reproducible
for classroom use. ~ Ruth
038180  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 6.99
5.75

Vocabulary Packets: Greek & Latin Roots (4-8)
Introducing our children to word roots may
be one of the greatest tools for success we can
give to them. Research suggests that knowing
word roots leads to greater success in reading
comprehension, vocabulary usage and spelling,
all of which may help children succeed with
communication skills and in standardized testing.
This easy to use packet introduces, reinforces
and provides practice with forty key root words.
There are eight units (called packets) with five
activities per packet. Activities are varied and
include crosswords, word searches, and fill in
the blank exercises. Additional review games and
word cards provide a fun, hands-on way to solidify learning the word roots. Answer key in back.
Reproducible, pb, 64 pages. ~ Deanne
024824  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 11.99
8.95
Basic/Not Boring (4-8+)
Please see full description of Basic, Not Boring
workbooks in our Curriculum section.
035930 Basic 4-5: Words/Vocab 8.99
7.50
035913 Basic More! 6-8+: Words
& Vocabulary .  .  .  .  .  .  . 9.99
8.50
Spelling / Vocabulary

397

Daily Warm-Ups Vocabulary (5-9)
This small-format
book contains 180
short warm-up activities, one for each day
of the school year.
There are matching,
fill-in-the-blank, categorizing, and writing activities that expose
and familiarize the student with a wide range
of vocabulary words. Topics covered include
using context clues, words with multiple meanings, homophones, homographs, commonly misspelled/misused words, idioms, euphemisms,
connotation, similes & metaphors, analogies,
suffixes, plurals, and origins.
Level 2 (Word Play) provides more challenging
exercises suitable for your high schooler. For
example: in a word search, find 10 synonyms for
small; correct commonly misspelled words such
as papparazi, merangue and abundant; or, come
up with 15 words to describe the most beautiful
scene you have ever seen! Answers in the back.
EACH BOOK  . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20.00
15.50
015143 Level 1 (5-9) 039682 Level 2 (9-12)
Daily Warm-Ups: Prefixes, Suffixes, & Roots (5-12)
Don’t stifle your students with long worksheets
that entail memorizing twenty different roots at a
time. Instead, give them small, memorable doses
through the warm-up exercises in these books.
These half-sized books hold 180 daily vocabulary
assignments – one for each day of the school
year. An assortment of exercises provides practice on prefixes, suffixes, and word roots, and the
answers are included. Two levels are available.
Level one is geared for grades 5-8, while level
two is for grades 9-12. Perfect for starting off
English class or assigning as extra-credit. ~ Steph
EACH WORKBOOK .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 20.00
15.50
030488 Level 1 (5-8)
037403 Level 2 (9-12)
Painless Vocabulary 3rd Ed. (6-AD)
Learning vocabulary really doesn’t have to
hurt – in fact, it can be an enjoyable experience! Painless Vocabulary introduces vocabulary in a non-threatening way so students will
learn it through context and association with
similar words. Each chapter introduces fifteen
new vocabulary words in a short story. The
vocabulary words are presented in a red font so
they stand out from the rest of the story. Then
the learning activities begin as the fifteen words
are broken down into smaller five-word sections. Each word is given a complete definition
which often includes italicized synonyms or
provides the Greek or Latin root word that the
word is derived from. Then students perform a
“brain tickler” which allows them to practice the
words they’ve learned through matching, multiple choice, or fill-in-the-blank exercises. Helpful
hints are included in most chapters, showing
students common mistakes made, giving ideas
for mastering vocabulary, etc., and “On Your
Own” and “Last Word” sections offer other learning activities or things to ponder. Answers are
contained at the end of each chapter. The book
contains a total of 20 chapters and introduces
300 vocabulary words in a way that your child
will be able to remember and expand upon. 292
pgs, pb. ~ Megan
000999  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 9.99
8.50
398
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Vocabulary for Test Prep

Activities

Picture These SAT Words 3rd Ed. (9-12)
Familiarity with words commonly used on the
SAT can give you an edge when it comes to the
critical reading portion of the test. This book
uses a technique called “super-mnemonics” to
help you quickly memorize and remember SAT
vocabulary. An effective method for visual
learners, each word is illustrated by an amusing cartoon that both sounds like the word and
illustrates its meaning. For instance, take the
word “antagonism” which is defined as “actively
expressed hostility.” You are prompted to think
“ant tag on” and to picture the cartoon which
depicts some very angry and aggressive ants all
wearing tags that say “attack ant.” The tagline
reads “Antagonism from ants with tags on them.”
All this is used to create links and to reinforce
how the word “antagonism” is stored in your
memory. Additional sample sentences are also
provided to show how the word can be used.
This book defines and illustrates 300 SAT words
and provides SAT-like review questions after
each 12 word-group. ~ Anh
023013 Book .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 14.99
10.50

Marie’s Words Picture Words-In a Flash (K-12)
Don’t be fooled by the price tag on this product,
the cards in this box are more than just a game.
This box is full of vocabulary words – 550 in
all – with fun illustrations, definitions, pronunciations, and more. Each card is about the size
and weight of a playing card and is punched in
one corner (place on the included ring for easy
travel). On the front of each card is an original
drawing in full color, which acts as a mnemonic,
and on the reverse is the word, part of speech,
pronunciation, definition, sample sentence using
the word, synonyms and antonyms. For example, card #101 is the word “bombastic.” The
definition given on the back of the card is that
it is an adjective meaning “excessively confident; pompous.” The drawing on the front of
the card is of a young man wearing a shirt that
says “the man” and he is saying of himself “I’m
the bomb” – he is being pompous or bombastic.
These original little drawings work well for visual
learners and are a great option for learning new
vocabulary. Each card is also numbered for easy
alphabetizing.
You can use these cards to play the “Picture
Words” game by placing any number of cards,
picture side up, on the table. The object of the
game is to guess the definition of the words using
only the picture. If you guess correctly, you
collect the card, and the person with the most
cards wins the game. Another option for play
is “Marie’s Wordsmith” game. One person, the
wordsmith, pulls a card from the box, shows it
to the other players, and reads the part of speech,
pronunciation, and definition on the back of the
card. Each player writes a sentence using the
word, while the wordsmith copies the sentence
from the back of the card. Mix all of the sentences together and earn a point every time you can
choose the sentence from the back of the card.
These will help anyone make a visual connection
to vocabulary words.
021838  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 44.99
37.95

1100 Words You Need to Know (5th Ed) (9-12)
Expand and improve your vocabulary in just
15 minutes a day with Barron’s! For nearly 40
years, this best-selling book has helped countless students (and adults) learn new vocabulary
words to assist in their studies, college entrance
exams, and overall reading comprehension. This
book contains 46 weeks (plus two bonus weeks)
of “lessons,” with each week containing five
daily lessons. These lessons introduce five new
vocabulary words that students learn by reading
a brief passage, completing sample sentences,
and matching each word to its definition. An
idiom is introduced at the bottom of each lesson
page as well (briefly defined, with a sample sentence). Each daily vocabulary lesson is only one
page, and the exercises are fun, interesting and
bite-sized. The book contains a variety of review
exercises to test prior words studied, and the end
of the book has a multiple-choice Final Review
Test as well as pages containing real-life quotes
that use the vocabulary words. Index and answer
key included, 397 pgs, pb. ~ Lisa
044316  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 14.99
11.25
1100 Words You Need to Know Flash Cards (9-12)
Five words a day, 4 days a week, for 52 weeks
(plus three bonus weeks!) – sound good to you?
If you have a high school student in need of
vocabulary prep for SAT, ACT, PARCC or other
tests, or even a college student who needs more
vocabulary practice, here is an effective, manageable system. Based on the best-selling book
by the same title, the convenient flashcard format
could not be simpler. Double-sided, numbered
flashcards (3.75”x2.5”) come in a nice storage
box and are hole-punched to keep them on
the included ring. Definitions are on the back.
Sample words include: indiscriminate, replete,
automaton, paradox, tinge, interminable, & vigilant. Use your 5th day to review your weekly
words. You could use these with your younger
high school students and perhaps do 10 words a
week instead of 20. Give them bonus points for
using the words in their writing! ~ Sara
013215  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 16.99
13.75

Hot Dots Academic Vocabulary Sets (1-6)
When used with the Talking Hot Dots® Pen,
these flashcards become a fun, hands-on way
to build vocabulary across the core subjects of
math, science, social studies, and language arts.
Each vocabulary set includes 50 vocabulary cards
introducing a total of 400 vocabulary words. The
cards measure 8”x5”, are double-sided, and
feature questions with illustrations. Without the
Pen (sold as a separate item), these sets can still
be used as typical flashcards since an answer key
card is included. However, by using the Pen
with the vocabulary cards, the student receives
immediate, self-checking feedback. ~ Anh
017283 Grades 1-3 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 15.99
12.50
017317 Grades 4-6 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 15.99
12.50
026290 Hot Dots Pen .  .  .  .  .  . 12.99
9.95

See page vi for key to Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act warning labels.

Hot Dots Laugh It Up Vocabulary Cards (2-4)
Use these funny game cards with your Hot
Dots Pen (not included.) Kids touch the black dot
near the correct answer and they are rewarded
with a glowing green light. If they are wrong,
the light appears red. An instruction guide with
answer key is included with each set. Lively animation with silly scenarios make these activities
fun for kids while they practice skills that will
make them better readers and writers. In the
Homophones set, kids are asked to choose the
right word to fit in the blank. Here is one for
you: “The angry king had (throne/thrown) his
(throne/thrown.) Now his highness must atone!”
These are great for building vocabulary and can
be done with a parent/teacher or independently
since they get instant feedback from the pen. You
can use these without the pen since you do have
an answer key, but it’s pretty fun to watch the
pen light up red or green. ~ Sara
EACH CARD SET .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 9.99
7.75
050895 Antonyms
050896 Context Clues
050897 Homophones
050899 Prefixes & Suffixes
050900 Synonyms

limited only by your imagination. You can use
WordTeasers by yourself as a study aid or use it
in groups to quiz or entertain each other. Both
students and adults will be challenged by the
“plethora” of new words they discover. ~ Lisa
EACH SET  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 14.95
12.25
017163 Funny Sayings (3-AD)
044855 Junior (3-AD)
041652 Middle School (7-AD)
017148 SAT Vocabulary (7-AD)
Wordup! The Vocabulary Show Volume 1 DVD
(5-AD)
So, you could pick up a deck of cards or start
through an endless series of workbooks in your
quest to become educated about Greek and Latin
roots. Alternatively, you could thoroughly enjoy
an entertaining DVD backed by online access to
flashcards, quizzes and games that test your abilities to retain, recognize, match, listen, spell, and
type word roots! Dwane Thomas (Visual Latin)
hosts this engaging DVD series, each of which
includes 10 lessons (15-18 minutes in length) that
explore a total of 20 Latin and Greek roots. 10 or
so English words derived from each root means
over 200 English words are explained. Honestly,
this doesn’t even feel like learning! The lessons
are to the point – and fun to watch. And the
additional activities and games online can quickly become competitive – child vs. child or child
vs. parent (don’t be too sure of yourself mom or
dad: you may think you’re out of the age bracket
for this course, but I guarantee a challenge!) The
online component is very easy to use (I was able
to start working on the lesson 1 quiz and games
within seconds of going to the website). You can
even create an account (or multiple accounts)
and then your game scores are ranked against
other Wordup! users. Simple, effective and a
great value. – Zach
061294  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 25.00
19.00

WordTeasers Mini Deck: Word Wizard (3-8)
If you’ve considered purchasing a larger Word
Teaser set, this is a great trial option. A clever way
to learn and review vocabulary words—and just
have good family discussions. This mini deck has
50 cards (rather than 150 in the larger). One side
contains the question; the opposite side defines
the word, shares the part of speech, the antonym
and also the equivalent word in Spanish. Rather
than just asking players to define a word, a “discussion starter” includes the vocabulary word:
“Who is the most generous person you know?”
“What are two foods you might combine to form
an unusual sandwich?” 2 ½” x 3 ½” cards come in
a storage box. For 2+ players. ~ Ruth
062300  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 5.95
4.95 ☼English Vocabulary SparkNotes Study Cards
(9-AD)
This set of 1000 cards will keep you focused
WordTeasers (3-AD)
Is your vocabulary “mundane” or “nonde- on vocabulary development as you prep for
script”? Even if you have an “innate” talent your ACT/SAT tests. Cards are small (3 1/8”x
when it comes to vocabulary or idioms, you 2”) and on lightweight cardstock. The blue front
and your family will have hours of fun playing shows the word (in lowercase letters). The back
WordTeasers. Each small box contains 150 side shows the word again along with its part of
two-sided cards. For the SAT Vocabulary Edition, speech and a definition. The word is also shown
one side of each card provides a vocabulary (in bold print) being used in a sentence. ~ Janice
7.75
word’s pronunciation, function, definition and 058134  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 9.95
synonyms. The other side provides a WordTeaser
Instructional Resources / References
Challenge discussion questions, such as “Who
among your friends is the most obstreperous?” or
“Share a truism about yourself.” For the Funny Vocabulary Cartoon of the Day (2-6)
Looking for a fun way to increase your child’s
Sayings Edition, one side of each card describes
an idiom’s meaning and origin, while the other vocabulary? 180 reproducible cartoons are conside provides an Idiom Challenge, such as “Talk tained in each book, and each cartoon highlights
about yourself for 30 seconds off the cuff.” The a new word to learn for the day. It’s like reading
Junior Edition is similar to the SAT Vocabulary the comics, but a bit more educational. Verbs,
Edition, with simpler vocabulary words geared nouns, and adjectives are all included, and the
to younger students (6th grade and younger). vocabulary words are all in common use. For
The Middle School Edition includes 150 starters each of the cartoons, one of the characters is
using vocabulary critical for 7-9th grade success saying something humorous within the context of
what is going on in the picture. The vocabulary
on state assessment tests.
These challenges are not only an excellent way word is bolded within the cartoon, and the part
to test the player’s comprehension, but they can of speech and definition of the word is given to
also spark interesting discussions! There are no the side. Two cartoons are displayed on every
set rules for playing WordTeasers. The game box page of the book, and everything is in black and
and website provide ideas, but WordTeasers is white. While black and white cartoons could be
versatile and the possible uses for these cards are seen as a drawback (who doesn’t love the col-

See page vi for key to Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act warning labels.

orful Sunday comics the best?), children could
have fun and get more use out of the book by
coloring the comics themselves. The vocabulary
words are geared towards specific grade ranges,
but they could be beneficial for younger or older
students depending on their vocabulary level. 94
pgs, pb. ~ Rachel
EACH BOOK .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 14.99
10.95
021649 Grades 2-3 034010 Grades 4-6
Vocabulary Cartoons (3-AD)
Two versions (regular and elementary) present
and use a visual-mnemonic approach to learning
and retaining vocabulary words. The original
book was written mainly to help students quickly
learn hundreds of words for the SAT (and other)
tests using these proven memory techniques.
Each of the 290 words is featured on its own
digest-sized spread. The word is given, linked
with a rhyming or similar-sounding word, then
presented in an unusual cartoon with a memorable caption. Studies have shown that a more
bizarre or unusual “picture” or mnemonic will
increase retention while more common ones do
not merit our brain’s attention. So the “vocabutoons” presented here are slightly absurd (though
not ridiculous) and definitely memorable. A
caption underneath includes the main word and
link in a witty and fitting sentence. Beneath this
are two or more sentences using the vocabulary
word in meaningful context. A review after every
ten pages (matching and fill in the blank exercises) tests recall. SAT Word Power was revised and
updated in 2007.
If you like this approach, a sequel, Vocabulary
Cartoons II has 290 additional words to learn.
This book has been revised and updated and
features the same word difficulty as Vocabulary
Cartoons I. The elementary version of the book
presents 210 vocabulary words for the elementary set in the same format. While you may not
be able to “Learn a Word a Minute” as the cover
proclaims, this approach should definitely speed
up the process and aid long-term retention.
EACH BOOK .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 12.95
10.75
008804 Elementary Ed. (3-6)
008803 SAT Word Power (7-AD)
008801 SAT Word Power Vol II (7-AD)
SPELLING GAMES
Wordspin (K-AD)
Is it a puzzle, a game, or a spelling quiz?
Depends on how you use it. I just love a portable product like this that practices real skills. It
plays in the palm of your hand, with magnetic
wheels imprinted with letters, that turn and can
be rearranged for even more versatility. Each
consonant is assigned a point-value for scoring
the words constructed. All words around the
wheel count, including words within words.
It’s kind of a Scrabble on wheels! The game is
simple enough for a young child, yet challenging
enough for an adult. Any number of people can
play, either by taking turns or by supplying each
with their own Wordspin. You can also make
the game as simple or challenging as you want by
varying rules of play. Choose from the original
format (better for younger people) or the smaller
keychain version.
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3yrs.
003158 Original Wordspin  .  . 13.49
11.75
003149 Keychain Wordspin .  .  .  .
5.50
Spelling / Vocabulary
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☼Tree Top Hop Game (K-AD)
Welcome to the letter jungle where each tree
grows a letter! Race your friends over rope bridges from treetop to treetop, spelling words, to be
the first to reach Treasure Falls and win the game.
Cards show what words players must spell, and
they roll the die to move from space to space to
get to the right letter trees. When they reach the
tree, they can collect a letter for their word. Will
you be the first to spell your words and reach the
Falls? 2-4 players; 15 minutes.
067877  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
21.99
Buzzlewords Spelling Bee Games (1-AD)
Winner of the 2011 Game of the Year by
Creative Child Magazine, this game will improve
a child’s spelling skills in a fun game format.
Roll the die to determine which word on the
card (easy, medium, or hard) will be called, and
a reader pronounces the word. Spell the word
correctly and move ahead 1, 2, or 3 spaces,
depending on the word’s level of difficulty.
Specialty cards add random events to the game.
Play the game as is, or buy just the cards if you
only want a tool for spelling practice.
EACH GAME .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 18.95
15.75
EACH SET OF CARDS .  .  .  .  .  .  . 10.95
8.95
Game
Level
Cards only
054438
2 (3-4)
054433
054439
3 (5-6)
054434
054440
4 (7-8)
054435
054441
5 (AD)
054436
☼Junior Learning’s Spelling Game (2-6)
Fun learning! That’s the goal with this set of six
games: making learning fun while providing good
reinforcement. Play pieces/boards are colorful,
high-quality cardstock, and there is variety in the
activities. Covers spelling patterns (prefixes board
game, syllables puzzles, mnemonic matching,
homophones puzzles, silent letter board game,
and plurals matching). Complete instructions for
each game/activity are included. ~ Janice
1CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3yrs
052189  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 19.99
16.50
Big Boggle Game (3-AD)
Boggle is a classic word game that people have
enjoyed for years. Basically, 25 letter cubes are
randomly placed in a tray and players get 3
minutes to see how many words they can form
with the letters shown. Players score for each
unique word they find and the player with the
highest score wins. This edition has a larger (5
x 5) playing grid, which puts nine more letters
into play than standard Boggle so you have better
chances of finding more and better words. There
are also new “double letter” cubes (like “qu”
being on one cube) to make forming words easier. Included in the game are 25 letter cubes, the
playing grid with a dome cover, and a 3-minute
sand timer. With each game lasting only 3 minutes, this is quick and fun to play at any time!
025835  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 19.95
14.95
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Kerfuddle Word Game (3-AD)
Give your spelling and vocab skills a workout.
The goal is to see how many words you can
“find” in three minutes using the 14 cubes that
have just been rolled. Roll the cubes, place
them on the 12” square play mat (tear-resistant,
canvas-y surface), roll the number cube (tells you
the minimum number of letters you must have
in a word for it to count for that round), turn
over the “shake it up” card (special instructions
for each round) and set the timer. Go! Since the
words have to be at least four letters long (and
might have to be longer for any particular round),
you‘ll have to have to dig deep into your stash
of known words. Includes 15 letter cubes, one
number cube, a sand timer, 12 “shake it up”
cards, the play mat and instructions packaged
into a plastic jar that doubles as the shaking
cup. For two or more players. Takes about 15
minutes.
1CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3yrs.
064799  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
12.99
Crossword Games
Appletters (K-AD)
From the makers of Bananagrams comes
Appletters, an equally cute word-building game
with a dominoes flavor. Everyone starts with 8
tiles, which feel like ivory and feature a bold, red
uppercase letter. The first player uses as many of
their tiles as possible and builds a word in the
center of the playing surface. The next player
must build off of the beginning letter or ending
letter of the starter word to make another word.
Because players can only add to the beginnings
and endings of words, as play progresses, you
end up with a domino-like trail of words across
the table. If players can’t build a word, they must
pass and draw another tile. Like Bananagrams,
there are lots of variations to make the game
more interesting. 110 tiles and instructions in red
apple-shaped pouch. - Jess
045985  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 9.99
8.50

Bananagrams (1-AD)
You’re playing Scrabble with three friends.
You love the game but you hate the long delays
between your turns. You can only spend so
much time planning your next move, as someone
invariably messes up your plans. What can you
do? Bananagrams! In this Scrabble-like game,
you compete against up to 7 other players, but
your tiles, played and unplayed, are always
under your control. In essence, you have your
own flexible game of Scrabble going on, and
so do your opponents. Start with your tiles, turn
them over, and start making connecting and
intersecting words. All letters are the same point
value, and you can rearrange your words at any
time. When any player has played all his letters,
he takes a new tile from the Bunch, as do all the
other players. If a player cannot play a letter, he

can put the tile back and draw three other tiles.
Play continues until there are fewer tiles in the
Bunch than there are players. The first player
to play all his tiles is the winner of that round.
Rounds typically take around ten minutes, but
can be as little as five, so games can consist of
as many rounds as you decide. Variations of the
game are also possible, even a solitaire game.
Bananagrams comes in a cloth pouch that looks
like (you guessed it) a banana, and includes 144
ivory-like tiles and instructions.
1CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3yrs.
021253 Bananagrams .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
14.99
020426 Double Bananagrms 24.99
22.95
Play longer games or with more players with
288 tiles in a bigger banana pouch!
027316 Wildtiles Bananagrams 8.99
6.95
Includes 150 tiles (144 letter plus 6 wild).

My First Bananagrams (PK-3)
Bananagrams for the younger crowd. This
green canvas banana pouch holds 80 letter tiles
(lowercase on a raised baseline), 13 combination
letter tiles, and instructions. Letters are white on
a colored background, vowels are yellow, and
similar letters (b/d, p/q, m/w) are in different
colors. Combination letter tiles are vowel teams
(yellow), word families (yellow/blue or red), and
digraphs (red). Start with letter tiles facedown
and players take 15 tiles; then everyone traces
to build a word grid! 1CHOKING HAZARD (1).
Not <3yrs.
020928  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 14.99
12.95
Bananagrams Puzzle Books (1-AD)
Even if you can’t find someone to play
Bananagrams with, you can keep the word play
going with these puzzle books. Bananagrams!,
More Bananagrams! and 10-Minute Bananagrams
include over 550 puzzles, while Bananagrams!
for Kids includes 130. On-the-Go has over
600 new puzzles in a pocket-sized format.
All puzzles feature pictures of Bananagrams
tiles, and blank spaces for your answers. You
definitely won’t get bored - some puzzles ask
you to use all of the “tiles” given to make a
crossword, while others ask you to build words
from the tiles given, or change a letter in a
word to make a new word. Puzzles are rated
by number of bananas - the more bananas, the
more challenging! Bananagrams! also includes
a list of “Weords” or odd words that come in
handy during word games. Bananagrams! and
10-Minute Bananagrams are digest-size to fit into
a tote or backpack, while the Kids version is larger, with larger illustrated tiles and blank spaces as
well. Answers included. – Jess
EACH BOOK (except noted) .  .  . 9.95
7.95
009467 Bananagrams!
014410 10-Minute  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 8.95
7.25
052472 On-the-Go
031317 For Kids .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 10.95
8.50

See page vi for key to Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act warning labels.

Tick Tock Boom (3-AD)
This “Explosively Fun Word Game” will keep
players on their toes! To begin each round, a
player rolls the die which will land on a “tick,”
“tock,” or “boom.” That will determine whether
the letters on the card have to appear at the
beginning of words, at the end of words, or in
the anywhere in words. Then the player presses
the button on the “bomb” timer to begin the
round and turns over a card. Cards contain a 2-3
letter combination. For example, you roll a “tick”
which means the letters start the word and the
card overturned displays “SOR”. You may shout
out “sorry” or “sorrow” or “sort.” Play is similar
to hot potato – shout out your word and pass the
timer to the next player; if the bomb “explodes”
on your turn, you receive the card (and penalty
points!). The bomb explodes randomly at 20-90
second intervals, so you never know when it’s
going to go off! For 2-12 players; requires 2 AAA
batteries, not included. ~ Megan
018694  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 24.99
19.95
Tile Lock Scrabble Game (3-AD)
Scrabble doesn’t normally come to mind when
you think of travel-friendly games, but this version changes that! With a 10” x 10” board (with
225 letter squares), 100 specialty-sized letter
tiles, and even smaller letter trays, the game is
small enough to go anywhere. The best feature
of the board is the tile-lock design, which allows
players to snap their letter tiles into place so they
can’t slide all over the board. Even if you’re not
traveling, this feature can be useful for players
who have a tendency to accidentally bump tiles
around while playing. This travel-friendly edition
is sure to be a hit!
025864  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 19.95
15.95
Scrabble® to Go (3-AD)
Play Scrabble on a train, in a plane, or in a car
without your tiles scattering. This travel version
of Scrabble fits neatly in a zippered storage case
and includes a 15 x 15 gridded gameboard, 100
plastic snap-in letter tiles, 4 plastic tile racks with
privacy shields, a score pad, and a cloth bag for
tile storage. If you’re in the middle of a game and
run out of time to finish, simply fold the game
board in half, snap the privacy shield down over
the tiles in your rack and pop the racks into their
storage slots. Place the score pad into its pocket,
place the bag of tiles into its space, and zip the
storage case up for transport. Pick up where you
left off at a later time – a great way to play those
long games!
1CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3yrs.
013103  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 44.95
32.95
Letter Tycoon (3-AD)
For those game nights when you can’t decide
between a word game and a strategy game:
choose both with this winner of the Mensa Select
board game award. Build your alphabet empire
by using any of the cards in your hand or in the
community pool to spell out a word (the longer
the better) worth coins and stock. As the game
progresses, buy patents to unlock special privileges and earn royalties during other players’
turns. Create the most valuable alphabet empire
to win the game! 2-5 players, playing time 30-45
minutes.
1CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3yrs.
016535  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
35.00

Classic Upwords (5-AD)
004344 Standard  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 12.99
10.25
Upwords made its debut appearance in the 80s, 017334 Deluxe .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 26.99
20.95
challenging players to think “up” words to win the
Packaged in a large Q-shaped tin, the Deluxe
game. This classic game is back with an 8”x 8”
version of Quiddler contains 118 cards, the
gameboard and 64 letter tiles. Use the letter tiles
Quiddler SHORT Word Dictionary, a score
to build words side to side, top to bottom, up and
pad, pencil, and instructions.
down, and even on top of already existing tiles. 028814 Mini Round Tin  .  .  .  .  . 4.99
4.50
The way you play determines the number of points
Contains 59 letter/double-letter cards (half
earned; the person with the most points wins!
as many as the full size game) and can be
012988  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 19.95
15.95
played by 2 to 4 players. Can you get the
highest score after playing 4 rounds?
Card Games
Quiddler Junior (1-AD)
Spellominoes (1-AD)
Young readers can join in the word-building
There are a lot of spelling word games out fun with this version of Quiddler. Each card conthere, but if your young speller doesn’t find all tains a letter, accompanied by a word/illustration
that pressure and competition conducive to pro- beginning with that letter. The challenge is to
ducing correctly spelled simple words, you might arrange your entire hand into one or more words.
whip this out for some less hectic spelling fun. Includes 103 playing cards, 96 point chips, and
Spellominoes consists of 56 generously-sized instructions. ~ Lisa
cards, featuring a word beginning on one side, CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3yrs.
and a word ending on the other. Players take 023859  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 12.99
10.25
turn laying their cards down to build words,
much the same way that dominoes is played. ☼PDQ: Pretty Darn Quick Word Game (5-AD)
The one who plays all their cards first to form
Want a game you can take on the go and play
legitimate words is the winner. Directions and for five minutes or as long as you’d like? Then
game variations are included.
toss this one in your purse. The cute little square
030377  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 3.99
3.50 box holds 78 letter cards and instructions. Each
round, you pull out three cards, decide on the
Bee Wordy (2-AD)
direction you want to play and then race to be
A great game for spelling practice! The play the first to use those three letters – in order – in
is simple: spread your twelve cards (2 1/8” x a word. So if you set out an “M,” “S” and “H”
3 3/8”) out, make as many words as possible, and play left-to-right, you could say “mash” or
count your score, and replenish your cards from “misshapen,” or if you play right-to-left, you
the draw pile. When the draw pile is gone, the could yell out “handsome.” The first one to say
game is over and the winner is the one with the a valid word wins the cards, and the player with
most points. While play moves a little slowly, it’s the most cards wins! Play solo or with as many
great practice in building words. More “wordy” other players as you’d like! – Jess
players can play the Blast version – each player 069881  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 10.00
7.95
has 50 cards and makes as many words as possible in five minutes. Other variations provide for
team play (to accommodate larger groups) or for
VOCABULARY GAMES
beginning readers (use limited cards). 300 cards
total; for 2-6 players/teams.
Zingo!® Word Builder Game (K-2)
065450  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 20.00
16.95
Encourage your beginning readers with this fun
and fast-paced game! Each player receives a
card with blank spaces for letter tiles. The rest
of the letters for each word are printed on the
card. The Zingo!® Zinger dispenses random
double-sided number tiles. If it gives out a letter
that is needed for one of your words, grab it and
place it on your game card. For example, your
card may have “B-U-__” and if the Zinger spits
out a “G” tile, you can place it on your card to
create the word “BUG.” Each card contains six
words; the first player to fill their card wins. 2
levels of play for 2-6 players.
Quiddler (3+)
CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3yrs.
Your task is to figure out a way to place all your 039510  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 19.99
16.95
cards into words. The game begins with each
player receiving three cards, and each round it Name That…! Person, Place, Thing (1-AD)
goes up, (3 cards, 4 cards, 5, etc. Each player A fast and furious version of the dice game, this
tries to arrange his cards into one or more words. game is a race to the first word. Every card has
When a player plays all his cards, everyone gets a subject and a letter on it. Each round, a card
one more turn to finish and points are deducted is placed next to the face-up draw pile. Players
for unused cards. Besides the typical single letter will try to think of a word that applies to the
cards, there are also some combinations, such subject next to the draw pile that starts with the
as CL, ER, and IN. For additional challenge, letter exposed on the draw pile. The first person
ten bonus points are awarded to the person with to shout out a relevant word gets the card and
the most words, and the person with the longest play continues. Whoever has collected the most
word. Intended for multiple players, but a chal- cards at the end of the game wins! 2+ players.
lenging rendition of solitaire is included for when 1CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not <3yrs.
you are alone. - Melissa
061904  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 9.99
8.95

See page vi for key to Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act warning labels.
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Classwords Vocabulary Game (2-6)
If you love game shows for their word puzzles,
then you will love playing this fun word-association game! Each card has the goal word and five
clue words. Your job is to get your partner to say
the goal word by listing off the clue words one
at a time. The faster, the better! Words and clues
get more difficult as you go up in grade level.
Here is an example from Grade 2: goal word is
COAT, clues are jacket, warm, winter, zip and
hood. You want your partner to guess in as few
words as possible, so you can get more words
before the timer runs out. A Grade 6 example is
the word PRACTICE, with clue words: rehearse,
play, work on, prepare and sports. ~Sara
EACH GAME .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 13.99
10.95
051574 Grade 2
051577 Grade 5
051575 Grade 3
051578 Grade 6
051576 Grade 4

More Roots Card Game (3-AD)
In the same format as Rummy Roots, the goal
of More Roots is to extend your mastery of Greek
and Latin roots. Use of Rummy Roots is not a
prerequisite to using More Roots. As compared
to the “flagship” game, More Roots has more
Latin than Greek roots, concentrates more on
prefixes, and focuses on common “everyday”
words as opposed to the original’s emphasis on
scientific words.
019911  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 15.95
12.75
Verbal Volley 2nd Ed. (3-AD)
This streamlined version of the previous edition
includes the cards from the original game but
no thermometer or timer. Flip over a word card,
then players or teams race to come up with the
first synonym - or antonym - for the word. It’s
amazing how hard it is to switch your brain from
one gear to the other! A great word game that’s
just as much fun in the school room as it is at
family game night.
029847  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 9.99
7.99
Compound It All Game (3-AD)
Be the first player to reach 200 points by making compound words from the cards. Includes 3
decks of cards, a timer, score pad & pencils for
2-8 players. The more decks you play with, the
more challenging the game!
066107  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 29.95
25.95
Speedy Word Game (3-AD)
As you zoom through the 60 circular cards,
you’re competing to be the first to think of a word
that fits the criteria. One side of each card shows
letters; the other shows a category. Flip over the
top card and match one of three letter colors with
the color of the category card that’s next on the
stack. Name an item in the given category that
starts with that letter, such as “a food that starts
with C.” If you’re the first to name one, you win
that card. The winner is the one with the most
cards after the stack is gone. A shuffle of the deck
ensures that the letters/categories are new for the
next game. Ten different categories range from
movies/TV to countries or plants. 2-6 players, 15
minutes play, packaged in a storage tin.
016913  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 11.95
10.50

Syllabuilders (2-AD)
Make the most words out of prefixes, suffixes,
and root words to win! This simple game is
composed of durable, plastic, triangular-prism
game pieces that fit easily together with the other
pieces to form words. The letters in the words are
color coded to show whether the pieces are prefixes, suffixes, or root words. Each type of piece
has word parts of the same type on each facing
side, for three word parts per piece. On your
turn, spin the spinner to see whether you collect
a prefix, suffix or root word. Players take turns
and collect pieces; when they have collected one
of each kind, they can form a word. At the end
of the game, when all the pieces have been collected, the player with the most complete words Tapple (3-AD)
wins! 2-4 players. ~ Megan
This simple-to-learn, easy-to-pick-up-and-play
059866  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 24.99
20.50 game consists of a “Tapple Wheel” and 36
category cards (with 144 total categories in
Rummy Roots Game (3-AD)
two difficulty levels). The Tapple Wheel has 20
Increase your children’s vocabulary without different letter buttons around the outside and a
workbooks or study - learn while playing Rummy timer in the middle. A category card is flipped
Roots! This unique card game will allow stu- and players take turns shouting out an answer
dents to master 42 different Greek and Latin that fits the category, pressing the letter button
roots. After learning these familiar roots and that corresponds to their answer, and hitting the
practicing alphabetizing via a simple “Go Fish”- timer button to restart the 10 seconds for the
type game, players progress to 3 higher levels of next player. For example, the category may be
play. In Level 1, players combine roots to form “Something Flat” and the first player shouts out
English words and practice dictionary skills. In “pancakes” and pushes the ‘P’ button, the next
level 2, dictionary skills are improved as players player may say “gum” and push the ‘G’, and on
try to stump their opponents. Level 3 is played play goes until a player cannot think of an item
like Rummy using three root combinations to that fits the category with the remaining letters.
further expand vocabulary and comprehension. Players are eliminated until only one player is
The result of all this fun? Mastering 42 Greek and left. Then a new category is started for the next
Latin roots, over 190 vocabulary words learned, round. Ten seconds isn’t a lot of time and as
and the ability to at least partially decipher over popular letters are eliminated, time seems to go
2,000 words!
faster and faster! 2-8 players.
007729  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 15.95
12.75 016286  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 19.95
16.95
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Washington Reads Card Games (4-AD)
They’re not just catchy names; each card game
helps kids take a deeper look into parts of words
(roots, prefixes, suffixes) and learn and retain
their meanings. Games are simple to play with
straightforward instructions included. ~ Megan
042235 CaesarPleaser .  .  .  .  .  . 16.00
15.50
Similar to the card game Set, the deck is
composed of cards with word parts on
them (suffixes, prefixes and roots) with their
meaning in smaller font underneath. Dealer
arranges cards in a 4 x 4 grid; players all race
to create words by putting the word parts
together and collecting the corresponding
cards. New cards from the deck continually
replace empty slots; player who collects the
most cards, wins!
042256 SocraTeaser .  .  .  .  .  .  . 16.00
15.50
Similar to the card game Phase 10 (with only
one phase!), players try to be the first to
collect two “sets;” a set of four and a set of
three. Each player starts with 7 cards in their
hands and takes turns drawing and discarding
cards until they have collected the ones they
need. Sets can be made of cards containing
the same prefixes, suffixes, root word, etc.
Each card shows the whole word and then
has it broken down into prefixes, suffixes,
roots, and connectives, with the meanings
under each part.
Blurt! Game (5-AD)
This fast-paced vocabulary game is simple
enough for the whole family to enjoy. Three hundred cards are included, with six word definitions
on each card. Basically, you roll the die to see
which definition clue to use, read the clue out
loud (like “A flat moving part that sticks out from
the body of a fish” or “A partially dried grape),
and then the first player to blurt out the word (like
FIN! or RAISIN!) moves ahead on the board. The
first player to circle the game board wins. It’s
easy to play, but you’ll be surprised how easy it
is to get tongue-tied and forget common words.
Great to use as a vocabulary builder for kids and
a perfect addition to family game nights, this fun
game includes 300 cards (with 1800 clues), a
large colorful game board, 6 player pieces, and
a die.
Conveniently packaged for on the go fun, travel
blurt includes 450 new word clues and a convenient score card with magnetic pieces to keep
track of points, all conveniently packaged in a
travel tin. 3+ players.
020793 Blurt! .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 19.99
15.50
054697 Travel Blurt! .  .  .  .  .  .  . 12.99
9.95

See page vi for key to Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act warning labels.

